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^AX SENT . )

DATE:

Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants • ת נתיב-»ועצ>ם ניו מדי תכנון ל ו  
Jerusalem, Israel ם שלי ירו
 ►t
Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 9 5 1
Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

TO: David Finn & Dena Merriam DATE: May 17, 1990

[ ROM: Annette Hochstein NO. PAGES:

FAX NUMBER: (212) 715-1662

Dear David and Dear Dena,

David, welcome back. We hope that you had a fruitful and nice 
trip. We have spent the week working with Mort Mandel, who is 
visiting, and trying to put together materials that will 
hopefully be useful for the writing of chapters 4 and 5.

We are attaching our comments as well as a copy of Dena's version
of chapter 5 with changes/additions.

As you can see we are now suggesting a somewhat different
approach to these two chapters: we are suggesting that chapter
four tell the story NOT of the Commission's work or mode of 
operation, but rather of the content of its work and decisions. 
Seymour dictated the body of the chapter (attached). We suggest 
the chapter conclude with a summary of the plan (Documents of 
February 14 and of October 23) and of the recommendations
(Document of February 14 pages 4 and 5). This then will lead to 
the fifth chapter which/that (help! where's Safire...) becomes 
the implementation plan illustrated, or a program for 
implementation. Please let us know if this makes sense, is
sufficient, needs further clarification. We will call you 
tomorrow (Friday) to find out.

We had planned a long call on Sunday. If you agree with this,
please let us know when is a good time.

Best Regards and Wishes for a fruitful and inspired/inspiring
week-end,
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GENERAL COMMENT FOR CHAPTER FIVE

The draft of this chapter is incomplete in that it covers only 
some of the topics that need to be included. We have tried below 
to make it more comprehensive. However some of these omissions, 
are of particular significance.

One is the treatment of the building block יי community יי , which is 
treated in the text too thinly as compared to the building block 
"personnel•'. The other is the fact that implementation cannot 
take place at the level of lead communities only . Both 
community and personnel must take place BOTH and often 
SIMULTANEOUSLY at the level of lead communities and at the 
general (continental) level.

As we see it the chapter needs to include two parallel 
development thrusts within each of the main building blocks:

1. The building block in the lead communities
2. The building blocks on their own —  or at the national/ 
continental level.

Thus when we speak about recruitment, or about training —  or 
about salaries and advancement —  part of the work will be done 
in Lead Communities. Another part will take place at the 
National level. When training programs are invited to train the 
teachers of lead communities —  this is but one aspect of their 
development. The other is that they will grow from graduating 
one hundred people per year to graduating four hundred, that 
these graduates will fan out throughout the USA and Canada, etc..

The single most important element for the training programs —  
without which the training programs won't be able to assist lead 
communities —  is that they need to build faculty and must offer 
scholarships —  fellowships to their students. (Note: the
Wexner Foundation has undertaken a program to give fellowships to 
elite students and to help training institutions re-think their 
programs.) A much more massive effort is needed to quadruple the 
faculty and students of the training programs. Fellowships are 
needed for all or most students/training programs.

The same is true for recruitment : We will need to recruit for 
both the Lead Communities and in order to demonstrate that 
systematic recruitment can improve the personnel situation 
throughout the Continent, etc.

As for the building block "community, ״ let us look at funding: 
the commission is raising funds for programs throughout the 
country, as well as for lead communities. Or leadership: 
community leaders will be recruited, trained and involved for 
national institutions as well as for lead communities.

Funding is needed nationally but lead communities will also have 
to raise significant sums of money for increased salaries locally 
etc.
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More generally, we suggest elaborating on the building block 
"community.״
We do a fair job dealing with this in terms of the Lead 
Communities. We must add elements for the national level and Non 
Lead Communities. The idea is that we have to capture and 
recruit as many Mandels, Bronfmans, Twerskys and Lipsets as 
possible, and replicate this locally, all the way to the 
grassroots.

Mandel put it the following way here yesterday: ״if the Jewish
population is largely concentrated in thirty communities and 
there are ten key leaders in each community, in 1980, 25 of these 
leaders thought Jewish education was the burning issue, 100 
thought it was an important issue, and the rest didn't spend much 
time thinking about it. In 1990, 100 community leaders think
this a burning issue; 100 think it is an important issue, and 100 
don't give it too much attention. The challenge is that by the 
year 2000, 250 of these community leaders see Jewish education as 
the burning issue and 50 think it is important. When this 
happens there will be:

—  money available to undertake all the wonderful things we have 
been talking about

—  many good people (personnel) will be drawn to the field becaus 
community will be announcing in the most dramatic of terms that
this is what is needed to save the Jewish future.

—  the two building blocks cannot be separated. Outstanding 
personnel will enthuse these outstanding community leaders."

* * * * * * * *  * * * * *
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Chapter five —  specific comments

Page numbers refer to Dena's version 

Page 1.

Should this chapter begin with the Center? If this chapter is 
primarily about implementation (which we are now suggesting) we 
can be comfortable with that. However if this chapter has to 
include the plan, recommendations, etc. We should not begin with 
the Center.

Twersky suggested using the idea of a ,1Council״ instead of a 
Center. We like the idea.

Are we condescending to JESNA when saying that the Commission is 
the one that will bring about fundamental change (pp 1 - 2).

Pp. 1-2: the definition of the roles of JESNA and the JCC
Association is mentioned here —  and again at the end of the 
document (pp. 19-20). We need to watch duplications, while 
watching also the need to refer to them adequately.

JCC Association should be treated the same way as JESNA —  see 
attached page.

Page 2: the parallels for the Center (Manhattan Project etc.)

While we believe that JESNA and JCCA are well treated - and can 
be relaxed by the above page, we think that the parallels chosen 
will frighten Yeshiva, the Seminary and HUC and will make them 
feel that all creativity will be at the Center. Would it be 
possible to have our cake and eat it - namely to describe the 
Center as a place that will bring together the creative minds 
from existing institutions, will take ideas from exciting and 
innovative Jewish or general educational projects wherever they 
be, and will be more like NASA (which we believe coordinates the 
work by universities, by contractors, by governmental agencies, 
etc.) than the Radiation Lab.

P .9, paragraph 3:

Once they have..." . We believe that at this point a״
significant transition is missing —  namely what the work of 
these local staffs or Centers in Lead Communities is about. It 
is parallel to the role of the national Center, and requires, 
(following initial description of the state of affairs), the 
preparation of a plan and strategies for implementation. On the 
content side they will —  just like the national center —  keep 
the top leadership involved, undertake the planning 
particularly in the areas of the building blocks (personnel and 
community) . Thus they will have to figure out how to meet the 
needs for personnel in all institutions and programs of the 
community. How many of the existing personnel are good and worth 
investing in. They will have to bring in X number of new people
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to fill needs. For example specialists in early childhood 
education, in the teaching of Hebrew, in special education. They 
will have to negotiate with the national institutions and
organizations for training and in-service training. Similarly
they will develop a plan for the recruitment, training and
involvement of outstanding leaders.

They will also search out what you have called "model programs" 
(p. 9) —  or what we call examples of best practice. This will
be an ongoing process of the national Center with the Lead 
Communities. An example can be found in the work of the
,'effective schools" movement of Ted Sizer at Brown. Schools 
share with each other —  through the Center at Brown university -
- what seems to be effective and to work (you mention this later 
in the text).

P. 10 following item 6.

Since no one will have agreed in advance to the particular 
suggestions on these pages, one way to deal with this is to write 
"some of the suggestions that have been made are..." This is 
particularly relevant for items such as the creation of an 
educator corps. Here you might say "It is being suggested that an 
education corps be created..."

P. 13.

Dena guite correctly mentions that profession building is not 
picked up - nor is recruitment of candidates for training or for 
j obs.

These two topics are dealt with on pages 13 and 14 of the 
February 14 document but here are some further thoughts:

Recruitment

There is a need to undertake a national recruitment effort to 
bring new people to Jewish education. Such an effort - while 
linked to the effort to improve the status and conditions under 
which educators study and work —  needs to be systematically 
addressed. The National Center and the Lead Communities will 
work together at it, and responsibility might be given to another 
Foundation or institution. For example, the Wexner Foundation 
has indicated that they might be interested in funding a 
systematic approach to recruitment.

What will be done?

For the first time a systematic approach to recruitment will be 
undertaken, bringing marketing thought to bear on Jewish 
education. Some form of market study will be undertaken to 
identify the relevant market segments -- who is a likely 
candidate for a profession in jewish education.
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The Center will find out the scope of recruitment involved. We 
believe that at the onset what is needed is to double - and then 
triple the number of people in all training programs. Moreover 
each Lead Community is likely to need 10 to 50 qualified 
applicants for jobs.

First the needs will be established. Then a study will be made 
to determine (perhaps through focus groups) what it would take to 
attract new people to the profession and what kind of people 
could be attracted.

Following this a recruitment plan will be prepared. 
Institutions of Higher Jewish learning may be asked to be 
involved in pilot efforts. Recruitment will then be launched for 
the lead communities —  they will also serve as pilot programs 
for this recruitment nationally.

Profession building

This involves many elements —  from salaries and benefits, to 
training, to status and more.

1. Salary —  a study will be made to decide the level of salary 
necessary to attract and retain people in the field. As we have 
mentioned in chapter three salaries are terrible.

Fringe benefits and pension plans will be introduced. They are 
scarce today.

2. Empowerment

In the lead communities teachers will be given a leading role in 
determining policy and their ideas and decision will make a 
difference. They will participate in the planning committee; 
they will be involved in monitoring and evaluation; they will be 
involved in deciding what best practices to introduce; they will 
be given roles in the administration of their institutions. This 
is in direct contrast with present practice and is considered (in 
general education) to be one of the more important issues in the 
recruitment and retention of talented people.

Networking, journals and conferences will be a key assignment of 
the national Center and will be nurtured in each lead community 
and between Lead Communities, as a first step in introducing this 
throughout the country. The Center will stimulate this activity 
and will involve training institutions, universities, CAJE, 
JESNA, the JCC Association and other research and professional 
associations.

These will make it possible for educators to discuss and diffuse 
what is learned in the lead communities, and to bring it to the 
attention of the larger Jewish community.
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Because the lead communities will be creating new positions and 
new roles for Jewish educators (e.g. Early childhood, bible 
studies, special education; etc.) a different ladder of 
advancement will be introduced. Rather than being able to move 
up only from being a teacher to being an assistant principal to 
being a principal, which is often inappropriate (e.g. a good 
teacher may not be a good principal) a good teacher will be able 
to specialize and play a leading role in his/her field of 
expertise throughout the community. Thus two teachers might 
become the leaders in early childhood, two teachers might be the 
leaders in bible studies; two teachers may be the leaders in 
adult education for that community, etc.

After profession building it will be necessary insert the 
section about training. (See above, "general comments".)

Page 14 of Dena version —  page 12 of first version: though
monitoring and evaluation was mentioned above, we suggested to 
reintroduce the original ideas.

General Comment: A section on research has to be re-introduced.
Please see pages 25 and 26 of the document of February 14. The 
general idea is that the Center will facilitate the development -
- hopefully by one or more foundations —  of research centers for 
Jewish education at institutions of higher Jewish learning, 
universities and organisations.
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the needs of individual Jewish Community Centers, and it
helps to build, strengthen and sustain the collective Center 
movement through a broad range of direct and indirect services, 
institutes, consultations and Jewish experiences and 
by identifying and projecting movement-wide directions, 
issues ana priorities. 1 .

The Jewish ]Education Service of North America (JESNA) is the 
organized community's planning, service and coordinating 
agency for Jewish education. It works directly with local federa- 
tions, the agencies and institutions created and supported 
by federations, and other independent education institutions to 
deliver educational services.
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Note: The data upon which these background materials and recommendations arc based arc 
to be found in the studies that have been undertaken for the Commission; all the studies will 
be completed before the Commission issues its report.

The Relationship Between Jewish Education and Jewish Continuity (I. Scheffler, Harvard 
University; S. Fox, The Hebrew University).

. The Structure o f Jewish Education in North America (W. Ackerman, Ben
Gurion University).

Community Organization for Jewish Education in North America; Leadership, Finance and 
Structure (H.L. Zucker, Director, Commission on Jewish Education in North America).

Federation-Led Community Planning for Jewish Education, Identity and Continuity (J. Fox,
Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland).

* The Synagogue as a Context for Jewish Education (J. Reimer, Brandeis University).

The Preparation o f Jewish Educators in North America: A Research Study (A. Davidson,
Jewish Theological Seminary of America).

Towards the Professionalization o ־ f Jewish Teaching (I. Aron, Hebrew Union College, Los 
Angeles).

Studies o f Personnel in Jewish Education: A Summaiy Report (I. Aron and D. Markovic, 
Hebrew Union College, Los Angeles).

•Inform al Education in North A m e r i c a  (B. Reisman, B r a n d e i s  U n i v e r s i t y ) .

A Poll of the Jewish Pop u l a t i o n  of the USA (Gallup, Israel, Dec, 1989)

F i e 1 d M o t e s , A Paper • Presented to The C o m m i s i o n  on Jewish Educ a t i o n  

in North America (Roberta Goodman and Ron Reyn-olds - CAJE)

.Fjndings of the Los A n g e l e s  BJE T e a c h e r  C ensus (Isa Aron, Ph.D. and 

Bruce Phillips Ph.D. Hebrew Union College)
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Jewish continuity or survival- as a peopl~- 1s noc a ~roblem ind need 

not be a ,ource o! an~icty or perple~ty, ?he r8ason f.or thi• apparent eeret1ttY 

ia not insenlitivity or wistfulne111, but un9hakc.ble convict-ton, unw.a.verini:; f'a1t:h 1 

and a epecial historical conac1ouena6S nurtured by the record end realities 

of the Jewish patt. Hackneyed epithets• O?' starcotypad bment.e and litanies• should 

not be allowed to obaeure the uni<1ue·nesB and quintessence of our truly unparalleled 

h1atol'y, 'L"hs question thAt generatu so much apprehensiveness and per,iatent 

restlessne11 :ls how 1t1any of our children and g-r1mdchi1Jren, friend& and noi1hbon, 

confident, creativ1 Jewi9h cOUUILW\1ty? tveey 1n4tvidu:il i• ot cancc~n to us; no 

-- " ef!ort should b~ spared to enlarge the group ol s~wtvo~•. 
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While avoidins rhetoric attd aimpl:latic. formulations, while rejecti11s 

excessively heroic propoeition•, we may agree on a deacripUon cif comQn 

a,piration, and axptctationl, Our goa1 ehould be to mAka i t poaaible for every 

J ewi1h child to be expo•cd to the lll)'atery and ro111anc• or Jewish history, tp the 

e~thralling insights 4nd special sensitivities of. Jewi■h thousht, to the 

e&l\ctity and symboli1111 of Jewish exietence. to the powait and prof1.1ndity of 

Jewith faith. A• • t1ogan we tnill"t adopt the dictum that aAys "they Harob•d 

from Dau to Bear Sheva and did -not find •t\ 'arn ha' :irC!i ~ 111 

usually understood u can ignot'Sfflu&, an Ulitc~ate, uy tor our pu,:,po,aea be 

red1Un1d a, one indHt aront t o Jcwiah vie1.ons and vaJ,uca • untouched by th• dr.ama 

and majesty of Jewish history, unapprec::t•t:i<Je o! the rasourc~fulneu and res:tlienc:a 

ot the Jewish community. unconccrnl!d with Jetli1h ·11dut1ny,· &d~cation, in ite 

broadest tense, will enable yo\Jt\Q people t o confront the sia~,:oo t of Jewteh tenacity 

and 1:icietenca, tha quaHty of Torah t1ach1na which .i'a■cirua tes and At~rac.t• 

1rredeUbly. They will then be able, ev1n e&ger • t.o tind thoti- place 

in a cr&&tivc and con1truct'iv1 Jewhh comuntt y. 
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May 17, 1990

Hello Dena,

We believe David and you will need the following materials with

you over the week-end to be able to work on chapter four:

* The background materials to all five commission meetings

* Dena's re-write of chapter 4

Warm Regards,

p.s. We have jusi^eceived Twersky's materials and are enclosing 

it. The second page appears to disagree with those concerned 

about continuity. We think it could and should be included in one 

of two ways: either as a way to explain that we are aiming for 

 or as - ייmeaningful continuity1' and not merely "continuity״

another point of view, indicating that the Commission was 

responding to both those worried about continuity and to those 

who have a deep faith that we would never disappear.

This may fit in very well with what Scheffler and Fox are dealing

with in the paper on the relationship between Jewish education 

and Jewish continuity. More on that later.
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CHAPTER 4

Dear David and Dena,

We've been doing a good deal of thinking about what should happen 

after chapter 3. Here is what we would like to suggest:

We are no longer sure that there is a need for anyone to go 

through the history of the Commission. Why does what took place 

at any one particular meeting make any difference in this text? 

We are suggesting to consider dropping the history of the 

meetings.

On the other hand, after you have described the state of the 

field in chapter three, what is called for is to indicate how the 

Commission could "put its arms" around such an immense problem.

Before suggesting how to do this we would like to point out that 

although many topics appear both in chapter 4 and in chapter 5 

there is a major difference in the way they are treated in both 

chapters.

In the present chapter —  chapter 4 —  we need to explain how the

plan, how the ideas, represent a convincing response to the

problem described in chapter 3 —  the state of the field. In

chapter 5 we need to argue for how the ideas are realistic and

can be implemented. Chapter 4 thus might be 11 the Commission's

plan" or "the Commission's response" while chapter 5 would be

,'the implementation of the plan".

Our suggestion is the following:
CHAPTER 4: THE COMMISSION DEVELOPS A PLAN
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In Chapter 3, we indicated that the Commission learned what the 

state of the field of Jewish education was. What was the 

Commission's response?

The Commission's response was to recognize that there were many 

different areas in which improvement could be made. In fact, the 

Commissioners suggested 2 6 such different areas (see background 

materials —  December 13, 1988 —  you may want to list the areas

- see page 15 of February 14 document) . There was no way to 

choose amongst them, because almost every one of these areas, or

all of these areas, were important. One could have devoted an

entire commission to early childhood; one could have devoted an

entire commission to the college-age; one could have devoted an

entire commission to adult education, (many commissions in 

general education have devoted a full commission to a specific 

topic such as adolescence or early childhood.)

How could the Commission decide amongst them?

They recognized that there were some matters that were basic, 

that were pre-conditions, or as you are now going to call them 

"building blocks" upon which everything else —  any improvement 

in Jewish education —  depended. These are personnel and the 

community.

Why personnel? It was discovered that there was a shortage of 

talented, dedicated, trained personnel for every single area. It 

made no difference whether it was early childhood, the

3
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supplementary school, the day school, the preparation of 

curriculum materials, the introduction of media for Jewish 

education. Each one of these suffered from a shortage of trained, 

gualified, dedicated personnel.

Secondly, it was clear that every program suffered from a lack of 

sufficient funds, and if you wanted to make a difference in 

Jewish education you were going to have to change the community's 

attitude toward Jewish education, the ambience, the environment, 

and this could only be done if outstanding community leaders were 

recruited for Jewish education, if they put Jewish education at 

the top

of the priority list of the Jewish community, and raised the 

necessary funds.

Furthermore, it was discovered early on that these two building 

blocks, personnel and the community, were interrelated or 

inseparable —  namely, you could only recruit outstanding community 

leaders if they felt that they would work with talented dedicated 

personnel. On the other hand, you would not be able to 

attract the right kind of personnel unless they felt that 

the Jewish community was going to empower them and make it 

possible for them to make a difference. So, these two things 

are interrelated, (see the background materials for June 14 1989

- particularly p.6)

The guestion then arose: how are you going to address personnel and 

the community? These were not new issues. A strategy was
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developed that included the following elements:

1. Both had to be addressed simultaneously

2. They are interrelated

3. The Commission wants to have across-the-board impact.

4. etc.. see June 14 document, executive summary page ii.

Furthermore we were

going to do it in at least two ways. We are going to learn how to 

do it, and demonstrate it in lead communities ( you have described Le 

Communities effectively in chapter 5. It is also presented on 

pages 18 to 24 of the February 14 materials. The working 

assumptions —  pages 18/19 —  may also be important for this

purpose) In the Lead

Communities we are going to both learn and demonstrate how to 

affect change through working with the two building blocks of 

personnels and the community. You have covered this in chapter 5 

effectively.

Next, we were going to do this on the national (always US and 

Canada) level and in all

communities throughout the country by virtue of raising 

consciousness about Jewish education throughout the community by 

recruiting more top leaders, and that also is picked up in 

Chapter 5.

As to personnel: our approach differs from all previous

approaches since we are suggesting to addressing the problem
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through four elements simultaneously —  recruitment, training, 

profession building and retention. This means building the 

training institutions, this means a serious recruitment plan, 

this means a new conception of profession, this means higher 

salaries, etc. No longer is the issue to be dealt with in a 

piecemeal fashion. Some communities have only raised salaries 

and have been disappointed by not achieving significant results. 

Attempts at improving training failed to attract candidates for 

lack of attractive position or because no recruitment effort was 

undertaken. We believe a comprehensive approach has far more 

chances to succeed.

Following these steps the guestion became 11 granted that these 

are good ideas (e.g. dealing with the building blocks and 

demonstration through lead communities) who is going to do it? 

The answer to that is the center, or a Council for Initiatives in 

Jewish Education. (Remember the Commission committed itself to 

implement its ideas the day it completed its report (end of your 

chapter 2).

Now the Jewish community will not undertake this program on faith, 

little is known about the effectiveness of investments in Jewish 

education. The Commission's plan will have to be carefully 

monitored and evaluated. Moreover, as part of its plan the 

Commission will initiate the establishment of a research 

capability in North America —  one or more research facilities to 

produce the kind of research and data needed to begin to answer 

key guestions about which we don't know enough, and to monitor
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and evaluate the work done in the Lead Communities

Now the programmatic options, which were very important to 

commissioners, were going to be treated through lead communities 

and by virtue of the funding program that is being picked up by 

the various foundations. This you also have picked up in Chapter

5.

Therefore, the Commission developed the following plan and 

recommendations (February 14 materials pages 4 and 5).

7
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Chapter 5: The filial Plan

The Commission ended its deliberation• with the formulation 

of a concrete plan of action, The plan included the following 

components!

Cbunc 1' 1
Xj. Zbfi c m t lo o  21 Zh& cpi&x Ssx in  JLawLah

Eflmatlgn

The Commissioners were wary of creating a new organization 

that would do little more than expand the bureaucracy in the 

field. There was considerable discussion whether the role 

envisioned by the Commission for this new organization could 

not be undertaken by existing organizations.

It was clear to all that JESNA had made tremendous strides 

since its creation in 1981 and that its role would be in- 

creasingly important in the years ahead. It will be of 

crucial importance for JESNA to continue working- with all the 

communities around the country in an on-going effort to place 

Jewish education higher on the agenda of the Jewish Communl* 

ty, to be a spokesperson in National Forums about the role of

Jewish education, to gather data about Jewish education
-fo offer 1־H  e*per+1'se m  consultaVons gs needed 

around the country, and as time goes on to play a major role
A

in the diffusion of the lessons learned through the work of
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commun1tiea around the country in an on-going effort to place 

J ew1ah education higher on the agenda of the Jew1ah Commun1• 

ty, to be a spokesperson in National ForUllli about the role of 

J ewiah education, t o gather data about Jewish education 
it> oHer i+s e.~rer+ise ;(\ (OnsultG\~iOI\S Gts nee..oeo 

around the country, t1.nd as time goes on to pl ay a. major role ✓ 
/\ 

in the diffusion of t hie leaaons learned through the work of 
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l׳»«oc^+‘On ; 4 ent>;fs 1*+s role״
the Center. The JCC\ must continue to play a gimlla*

foie- in the realm of informal education.

With these national organizations performing an increasingly 

important role, the Canter will function as a driving force 

for innovation and change, and as a catalyst to bring about 

the necessary transformation of Jewish education In North 

America.

There are no precise parallels that the Commission had in 

mind when conceiving of the idea of the Center, but there 

were parallels that were useful when thinking through its 

functions and role. These parallels ranged from the Manhattan 

Project, which brought together the leading scientific minds 

in the world to achieve a breakthrough in splitting the atom, 

to the Radiation Laboratory of MIT, which pioneered the 

development of radar to NASA, which has been responsible for 

America's space program. The American Assembly at Columbia 

University, founded by President Eisenhower as a center for 

the development of new thinking in key segments •of American 

life, is another useful model.

t»JV
^ r' C ג׳י 

The difference between the Center and these other enterprises ^ ״ (1 
cr e,° <

n . ״<■ t(N ^
is that the Center is designed to be a small but significant X s/& c,

■vW ־V̂ lerv+s <̂ל<ח resources r>ee 
undertaking that will generate new initiatives to be carried

out by existing organizations. It will bring together the <^ \
a'

°A*�6
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will be able to Identify the most outstanding examples 

of Jewish education in various areas and who can tap 

the resources of other educators.

-2-,----------- A community action specialist-.

ג
A researcher who will be responsible for monitoring 

and evaluating the enactment of the Commission9׳ 

plan.

3
~4. A staff person who will be a liaison with Foundations

as well as other individuals and Institutions inter- 

ested in working with the Canter.

H
A staff planner who will be In charge of strategic 

planning for the development of the Commission's 

program and who will work with the planning group in 

each Lead Community.

In addition to these specialists, consultants will also be
•vfll

used, and some- work may be farmed out to existing institu- 

tlons.

The Director of the Center will present to the Board of 

Trustees by January 1, 1991 a detailed, five-year plan of 

action, with a timetable and budget. At the end of each 

year, the Center will issue an annual report that will be 

distributed to all segments of the Jewish community concerned

4
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with Jewish education and Jewish continuity.

Among the functions of the Center will be:

0 Th* development of an inventory of best practices in 

the field of Jewish education

o The development of an inventory of resources from 

national institutions and Israel from which Lead 

Communlcles can draw

0 Evaluation and monitoring of programs on a continu- 

ing basis to reduce the feedback loop In education.

Tf will h«lp flnetune the system, so corrections will 

be made aa they go,

The Center will give reports to its board and help Lead 

Communities establish an effective monitoring and evaluating 

unit,

2 .The Continuing Role £he CommlH«lQn ££ Jewish .EfluqfltlQIl

in North America

V״f ^'5 repcr0־ tvi'-iK Ahe issuing 
It was agreed that the Commission weuld continue- its exist-

3>wi₩W b e  rec0fts+14u+e 
e«*e as a representative body of the North American JewishA

conufluniny to receive icpuiLs r±w*u •*

,as progress is made over the next five years

MAY•

5
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It will plan to meet once a year in order to assess the 

progress made in the Implementation of its plan and discuss 

the state of the field.

Its continuing role will demonstrate the determination of the 

leadership of all facets of the Jewish community to achieve a 

fundamental change in Jewish education through the course of 

this new undertaking.

h . IM  Establishment Lead Communities

The basic concept of the Lead Communities has been refined -i«-as ■\W C0»׳v?!'Mission 
prognoses wvHV\»4s njorV:,
th-is final plan, including how they will be selected and what 

their role will be.

Initially, three to five Lead Communities will be chosen in

North America to focus on the building blocks of Jewish
( b̂'\\h'\ r>3 AW profession of Te^'sK Gdoca + ion^ noL {I \ ■for

education through a wide array of intensive programs.

The final selection process for these Lead Communities will 

be worked out by the staff of the Center and approved by the 

Board. The target date for making this decision is March 1,

1991. Already there is a long list of cities that have 

requested to be candidates, including Baltimore, Denver, Los 

Angeles, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Chica-

6
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j anh Kwoce,
go, Toronto, and New York. Any one of these cities could

A

qualify as Lead Communities, However, the goal of the Center 

will be to choose those that provide the strongest prospects 

for success and will be able to serve as models for other 

communities in the future. With this in mind, the criteria 

for selection will be as follows;

It will be important to choose communities in various 

geographic locations. They should be of different 

sizes. Some should be relatively new communities and 

others well-established. There may be aociogical 

differences and they made• have different levels of 

Jewish involvement. The object therefore will not be 

simply to select communities that are most eager to 

participate in the program or even offer the greatest 

promise of leadership and financial support, but 

rather those that will provide the most significant 

lessons for a broad national program to be undertaken 

in the future.

To make this determination, the staff will have to produce an 

analysis of the structure of the different communities that 

have offered to participate in the program, and then make a 

Judgment as to how best to select the three to five sites 

that will provide the most fruitful settings as well as the 

most representative spread. The staff will also make on-site 

visits to those communities most likely to be selected.

7
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Interview! will be held with local rabbis, chairman of school
a c c t d e ^ i  C 5, i n c l u d i n g ot1«1V5 of s c h o o l  6 0 a f 6 s

b***^*־, principals, teachers, and lay leaders. On the basis
A A

of these interviews, a final recommendation will be made to 

the Board. When the recommendations are acted upon, a public 

announcement will be made so that the Jewish community at a 

whole will know which cities will be selected as Lead Commu* 

nities, For each Lead Community, the following conditions 

must ba met:

* There must be credible demonstration that the 

leadership of the Community is willing to undertake a 

significant program of change in Jewish education.

* A large percentage (possibly 75%) of all the educa־ 

tional institutions and settings for education in the 

community must agree to join the endeavor.

es-Vcvbl i’sU ar\
*The leadership mus-tr agree to-partioipate- 1ft orienta*

poogfa m
tion, education and training.

A

* The key professionals in communal and educational
will es+ai>l1'sk on j'ofe 

institutions must agree to participate-in- orientation,

for c\ 11 o 10nal 5 >״׳» ')'ne 1 ז0ו*׳1*10ר׳י  +Y
education and training. '

uvm'II *r-e
* The community mue-t-demonstrata the leadership aTtd~

wtlltTrgne^s to raise sufficient funds for the program.

8
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j 10*׳ r6y
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qualify as Lead Communitioa. However, the goal of the Center 

will be eo choose those that provide the strongest prospects 

for success and will be able to serve as models for other 

communities in the future. With this in mind, the criteria 

for selection will be as follows;

It will be important to choose communities in various 

geographic locations. They should be of different 

sizes. Some should be relatively new communities and

others well«establi8hed. There may be uociogioal
oay'׳׳

differences and they made- have different levels of 

Jewish involvement. The object therefore will not be 

simply to select communities that are most eager to 

participate in the program or even offer the greatest 

promise of leadership and financial support, but 

rather those that will provide the most significant 

lessons for a broad national program to be undertaken 

in the future.

To make this determination, the staff will have to produce an 

analysis of the structure of the different communities that 

have offered to participate in the program, and then make a 

Judgment as to how best to select the three to five sites 

that will provide the most fruitful settings as well as the 

most representative spread. The staff will also make on-site 

visits to those communities most likely to be selected.
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This criterion must be Implemented so as not to apply 

only to wealthy communities; what Is required Is a 

significant increase in allocation and not an absolute 

sum of money.

the bpyinninj
The first-at^p-takerv-io■ each Lead Community will be create

a local planning committee consisting of the rabble, edwaa-
, 4he ucc<) 6 r5, o / \ 6 ̂־  e  fabk!5 

boea-r leaders of the organized Jewish community a^ d t h • lead

of A
all the organizations interested in Jewish education.

The initial step of the committee will be co prepare a writ-

ten report on the state of Jewish education in their communi-
) The־ e n t e r  sees aS m i s s i o n  +o o f - f e r  wlicdeueT q s 5 /s ta i0 c £ >

ty. Bnder-the guidance of the Center ,-they will hire— a
u>e-ful /ן’ר  >'s process.

prefers i0ttai~B taffy־ who wlll־־conduct the study.

£  See. 0oC  

|e H e r 2}

Once they have a description of the current state of Jewish
\\0CflP

education, the\*taff will work with the* Center to identify 

fflede-1 programs (from various parts of the country) that they 
* • • •
want to introduce to their community.

̂<£w/vtef׳ 3
Implementation of these programs involve a number-of

steps\© T^ey ^י׳יו1ן*  I
t .  +«lenU^ people G>C «<  C p ro fess iona l e d u c a t io n a l i r a / 'n_7

an iost'WVv'oA o f  kt'q^er ?***׳ {*h lear«M׳no o r  a t  d ra in in g  p fog  r a  in  *'3

3. (?egi/laT 0r»-^e־j0b
■VraiAjAQ *.6vco\.\0cS

summer r 1l 1. j ,*or iKose already

from P'ac€<i 1rk ,**י® uan’ous

5 her ?*<רי*(׳י׳ learning 

Will oe e&tdux18UDU tv4:ams',Im 'Training pro 

teachars, and the ^hool board 

programs\nd vacation programs 

the denominational headquarters
fields. ( e.j . every 
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Thia criterion muat be 1mplemented 10 as not to apply 

only to wealthy oommunitie1; whAt i1 raquired 11 a 

11gniticant inerea1e in allocation and not an absolute 

swa of money. 

Froj/Y\ th<2 bee i'nnir,3 
T--he first atep taken-J.A each Lead Community will ha,....;.4J, create 

a local planning co1111111ttee cona1st1ng 

~ leAders of the organized Jewiah 
of 

of tho rcbbie, ed~•• 
J i "1e e~vltfh.>r~✓ CCI\O ./he 

community•"' ;he 1••4 
I\ 

H'8 1- all the organizations interaated in J ewiah educat1on. 

The initial atep of the committee will be co prepare a writ· 

ten report on the Qtata of J ewish education in their co1111Duni• 
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.~e ( en~ r sees c:d ,··h ,.,,t's s ior1 -¼o off'e r ...,1-,Clieve r q s -:.i~tanC€' 
ty. tmdGi the su1danee ef the Center , they will hi re • 
\ s u ~ e-f' v l i' ,,, ~"' i $ p roe c ~ s , 

profealional atlft , who w111 co11dac t t he 1tudy. 

Once they have a descri pt i on of the currant state of Jewish 
\lo~ ~ ) 

education, the\•taf f wil l work wi th th~ Center t o identify 

~l program; (from varioui part s of the country) that they .... 
want to introduce to t heir communit y . 

,..o.y ""~ t rov) 
lmplem6ntation of che■e program■ ~ involve a R~er ef 

step1\ 0 T~e'{ ....,. ,,1-\t ,'nclvde : 
1. ~o,"t;(1_i'n' _~ le-;ied ,ov"j people f'u i """Hi-.., ~Q. 1 profeuio"" ' eovc:q,+_i'o:""'l ira11\1n J 

"-\ Qn ' I\\ t dvh on of hi~ ~u- "J ,u,.,/\~ I ca r"' ".9 or Qt Q,,o~l,t r ~ rciwH n ~ pro9 r4,.,... 

~ ~aining pro~ms Wl.l. l. oe e L11u • . uH111:1~ &v1o y.&. .... • r -1 .. , ~- ~cgvlctr on- ,~c-J·~t, 

+r-Q, ,. i "j by t.ovc"dor s 
teach a, and the hool board, 1 o1v1ng WHke • • 1ummer foe- ~ho~e "'lr eqoy 

program1~d vacati.on ograms with and from f
1Q'i.'0 :"' iha va ri'ous 

f iQl~ S . ( e. 9 . e.ve. ry 
the denomina ional headqua era and ch ~o"o 0. 'I q f 1or 110 0 () '-'I 
\~e e ovc-Q!{onq l S'fst(>i\'\ i f\ ~ e ovc~ ~ol'S ~re )_tvd..,,'"J wL°~~ i"ie ~ ta f(' trOWl 
i~e to .. ,~,u,u·1 'I 1)1 ~bov t 9 ivt() \ " !_l'_'>~-~-11

1Q '"~~:~!;:s#'i: ~: _ .~::b;.~~ ~11,~n _c~!~6J e 10 r i.~,e. 
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here end in Israel.

i*. ^  of 6es + - pr&c+ice ^ey

<*a׳\Y *60ft ^  wx\\ 1̂ 6[**civ 9«+ .'ouoloei
in ovtou^ f,eu, +0 t‘rtiro^uce ,> ;ni0 _^e

PtUu*^ CnitUo-Ho^i. TUfa iA^rodocei ooe of *he 
^ ( or-Van-V W׳ c W W  of iUe loccj 0 (̂ ל «״ + (0״ q| 
c e M « f S ־ namely, <iVt« ^ ^lion'6״ c^lwli'oo of ״״ 

"— ! ^ע נ2^ > ^  ^ etV u<#or+ ^ e€
4^. Each local school and community center (and other formsT\ pp • ltf-2.4 and 0 - 3 2  J  

will decide to adopt one or another element from the reper־l ^°^UA'e'^ Pebroary

toire of best practice. ^ _

3 "S•• Every member of the educational institutions will join in 

an ongoing collective effort of study and self improvement.

4 4  An injection of new personnel into the system will be made ,־

for sovoral purposes; to establish now position# thac are 

essential, such as in special education (for the emotionally 

disturbed, learning disabled, and the gifted); to fill the 

needs of early childhood education; to provide experts in the 

Bible, Jewish history, etc,; and to fill existing but vacant 

positions.

These new positions are going to be filled in innovative and 

creative ways, so that new sources of personnel are created. 

The Center will establish a Fellowship program and an Educa- 

tional Corp. to enlist the services of young talented Jews 

who might not otherwise consider the field of Jewish educa- 

tlon as a career choice.

1. Fellows of the Center ־״ There is a reservoir of young 

Jews who are outstanding people in general education as well
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\t\floV~ho" -:. -a"J \h e , 1u6'f c>-f ~L,, t r ,·hl,"ort (:, ee 
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60,uMM t of' ~rbructN will decide to adopt one or another element from tho rcpor- • · , 

toire of bait practice . 

3 "3.. Every member of the educational 1nat1tut1orui will join in 

an ongoing collective effort of study and self improvement, 

, ~. An injection of new personnel into the system will be made 

for sovo:rd purpoacs; co n t ob llwh u•w pod t ion, thac are 

essontial, auch as in speci al educat ion (for the emotionally 

diaturbed, learning disabled, and tha gifted) ; to f i ll the 

neede of early childhood education; t o provide experte 1n the 

8ible, Jewiah history, etc , ; and t o fil l exi sting but vacant 

polliciona . 

These new positions are going to be filled in innovative and 

creative waya, 10 that new sourca1 of personnel are created. 

The Center will e1tabl1sh a Fellowship program and kn Educa

tional Corp, to enlist the services of young talented Jews 

who might not otherwise consider the field of Jewi&h educa

tion as a career choice . 

l . Fellows~ w Center •· There ia a reservoir of young 

Jewa who are outstanding people in general education aa woll 
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as in other fields (philosophy, psychology, etc.) who would 

welcome the opportunity to make contributions to Judaism in a 

Lead Community. The Canter will recruit at least two such 

individuals per Lead Community as Fellows, for a period of 

three years. These Fellows will bring the bast of general 

education into Jewish education, serving as teacher trainers, 

and working in monitoring and evaluacion.

2. Jewish Education Corp ■ Another superb source of new 

blood for the system are outstanding college students who 

have good Jewish backgrounds (such as those who attended Camp 

Ramah, graduates of day schools, students specializing in 

Judaica at the University). These students might not be 

planning a career in Jewish education, but they are deeply 

committed to Judaism and have the potential to be good educa- 

tors, The Center will attract these people through a program 

built on the concept of the Peace Corps. Multi-year agree* 

ments will be made in which they will commit themselves to 

devote eight hours a week for four years to Jewish education 

in a Lead Community and to be trained for the assignment.

During this time they will continue their general studies at 

the University. In exchange for their teaching services, the 

Lead Community will pay their tuition for four years.

3. Another source of new talent will be outstanding teachers 1

/ € 9presently working in other communities who are eager to / j

participate in a new initiative in Jewish education. /
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aa 1n other fields (philosophy, paychology 1 etc . ) who woul~ 

welcome the opportunity to mAke contribution■ to J~da1am in a 

Laad COIIIINl11ty, The Center will recruit at leaat two auoh 

individuala per Lead Community as Fellows, for a period of 

three years. Theae Fellowa will bring the bast or general 

education into Jewish education, serving as teacher trainers, 

and working in monitoring and evaluacion. 

2. Jew11h Education~· Another superb aource of new 

blood for the ayatem are outstanding college students who 

have good Jewiah backgrounds (auch a& those who attended Camp 

Ramah, graduatea of day schools, at udenta specializing in 

Judaloa at the Universi t y). l'hese atudent• might not be 

planning a career in Jewish education, but they are deeply 

committed to Judaism and hav• che potential to be good educa• 

tora. The Center will attract t hese people through a program 

built on the concept of the Peace Corps. Multi-year agree• 

menta will be made in which thay will commit thsmselvea to 

devote eight houra a week for tour years tQ Jewiah edue•tion 

in a Lead Community and to be trained for th• assignment, 

During thia time they will continue their gen•ral atudi•a at 

the Un1vere1ty. In exchange for their teaching sarvicea, the 

Lead Community will pay their tuition for four years. 

3. Another source of new talent will be outstanding teachers 

preaently working in other communities who are eager to 

participate in a new initiative in Jawhh education. 

f p vT' 
JaI-1) 
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4. A fourth source of new personnel will be people who ar•

looking CO make a career change. Many such individuals ar•
in

currently entering the general education ayatem. Often they 

are in their thirties or forties and are looking for new 

challenges, or they are dissatisfied with their current 

occupation and want to make a more serious contribution to 

society. They will be trained by the Fellows and the univsr- 

sities to be inducted into the field of Jewish education.

5. Efforts will be made to build fast track programs for
ufl י VPT3 I "f1 , .

people specializing in Judaica at ooliege8 (currently about- es + 'm* re o at־
h!/n^re6s o f  po+e/vMfll cand\6c\ ie£
1600 atudontfl). These people now have few Job opportunities.

6. A sixth potential source for new personnel is individuals 

in public oducation with strong Jewish backgrounds.

If each Lead Community recruits 20 people from these various
COol })

sources, it w^l have a tremendous impact on the quality of 

Jewish education. Those new teachers will be choosing to 

participate in this new endeavor, because they believe they 

will make a difference. They will be highly motivated, and 

their enthusiasm will be transmlted to their students. In 

addition, they will be involved in their own process of 

learning and growing. All teachers and principals in Lead 

Communities will set aside one afternoon per week for study
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4. A fourth source of new pet1onnel will be people who are 

looking to 111ake • care&r c.hange. Ma.ny such ind1viduah are 
1n 

currently enC•tin~ th• general education system. Often they 

are in their chirtie& or forties and are looking for new 

challenges, or they are d1ssatiaf1ed with their current 

occupation and want to make a more aer1oua contribution to 

aociety. They vill be ·trained by tha FelloWil arid the W'l.iYlr

sitiea to be inducted into the field of Jewish aducation. 

S. Efforts will be made to build fast track programs for 
v,,,vu5 ,'He.S 

people ■peci&llzing in Judaica at oollegea (currendy ~ est 10~&1 1e6 at
hv,..bre~5 ~ pote:11t i'q l cano ,•o~+e..s 
1800 a&u~eftta). These p~ople now have few job opportun1t1ee, 

6. A sixth pot•ntial source for new personnel is indlvlduals 

in public oduc4t1on with s trong Jtwi•h backgrounds. 

If each Li&d Community recruits 20 people ,~om che&o varioua 
cc:iul~ 

sources, it ~~l have a tremendoua impact on the quality of 

Jewiah education. The~e new to4chera will be choo&ing to 

participate in this new endeavor, becauae they believe they 

will make a difference, They will be highly motivated, and 

their enthusiaQm will be transm1te~ to their itudents, In 

addition, they will be involved in their own proc$a& of 

learning and growing. All teachers and principals in Lead 

Communitie• will aet as1ce one afternoon per week for study 
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and self• improvement.. This will creata an on-going commitment 

to further their own knowledge, and it will aid in building a 

sense of professionalism among Jewish educators.

All the Lead Communities will work together in an Association

of Lead Communities, similar to the Association of Effective
re 6

Schools established by Ed>.Sizer (formerly Dean at Harvard, 

now at Brown University). It will be the responsibility of 

the Center to make sure that the local committees will meet 

together and network.

Lead Communities ^  Working ylth National In&£ltUt49I1a

The Lead Communities will work with national institutions in 

a number of ways.

Each of the institutions of higher learning will be Invited
-the plcmni/y pcocfS5 

by Che Center to participate in brainsterming for the crea-

tion of programs in Lead Community. A type of exchange pro-

coul 6
gram wiil be developed. For example, in exchange for assuming 

responsibility for educating teachers of a Lead Community, an 

Institute would be given two endowed professorships. It also 

would be paid for its services.

likel'j +o
The institues vfrill be eager to participate, because they will 

be given assistance in building up their education depart-
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and 1elt•lmptovem,nL, This will create an on-going 001NDlt~ant 

~o further their own knowledge, and it will aid in building a 

sense of ptofetaional1sm among Jewish educator■. 

All the Lead Commun1tios will work together in en Association 

of Lead Communities, similar to the Aaaociation of Effective 
Teo 

Schools established by ?o-.Sizar (formerly Daan &t Harvard. 

now at Brown University). It will be the responsibility of 

the Center to make 1ure that the local collllllittee, will meet 

together and network. 

lJ.l.d C0mmunitte1.:.:. W2rking !tllb National Inst1tutiona 

The Lead Communities will work with national 1nat1tutiona in 

a number of way■ , 

Each of the 1nat1tutions of higher learning ~111 ba invited 
1hc plc:.~"'iAJ proces$ 

by the Con,ter to participate in hrainatgrmLng for the crea• 
¼r 

tion of programs ic Lead Community. A type of exchange pro-
covl6 

gram w¼l-1 ba developed. For example, in exchange !or assuming 

reapon1ibility for educat1ng teachtra of a Lea~ Comm~n1ty, an 

1natitute would be given two endowed pro£e~aorahip1 . lt also 

would be paid for its aervicaa, 

c,.re I ikel~ +o 
The inatitues ltl-1.l be eager to participate, because they Will 

be given a&1iatance in building up their educat.ion depart-
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Cions and lnsclcuclons will raise monies from their own 

constituencies to help pAy for these now functions.

Financing Activities in specific Programmatic Areas

All the functions of the Center mentioned above are aimed at 

establishing the building blocks of Jewish education, namely 

building local community support and establishing a teaching 

profession. These efforts will be concentrated in the Lead 

Communlti•!.

These building blocks form the basis for activities in spe-

cific programmatic areas of Jewish education. Incorporated
i) eg!!1< r>3 י ׳

into the Center's program^with Lead Communities will be new 

initiatives in key program areas. These new initiatives will

be financed by different foundations that have decided to
jO 6 5 ן י׳י  'iufi'oni 11 )*/̂וי ו ץ־  tofcf

specialize in those areas. lec\6*rshia spec id/tic (r» afeQ-s־ .
A

This aspect of the program has already been worked out with
£ צ0רי<
 tfe$ sponsoring foundations. Thus, for instance, the Charles־

Bronfman Foundation will assume responsibility C0 programs 

relating to the Israel experience; Che Rlklis Foundation will 

assume responsibility for programs in early childhood educa•

tion; the Blaustein Foundation will be responsible for fi-
Iב«י already *p

nancing research; the Uexner Foundation will assume respon-

Se'>e^ j
oof

1OcqJ
•” no,

2T ±ee
(o /V7

ii'r* a.y n t
J  *

'in
C'o
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t1ons and 1nat1t~t1on1 will raiae moni•• from their own 

cona tit;uuncici11 to help pay for these now func t.1 on,. 

Ftnanc1n1 Qf Ace1v1tiep lll spestt:s Pro;rpmatic wu 

All the fWlctiona of the Center mentioned above are aimed at 

establiahing the building blocka of JeW1£h e~ucation, namely 

building local COl'Qlllunity support and aacabUahing a tea(;hing 

profesaion. 

Cominunlti,1, 

Theae efforts will be concentrated in the Le~d 

Theae building blocka form the basia for act1vitie~ in ape

cific programmatic areas of Jewish education. I~corporated 
befi; /\ n i "9 

into the Center'a program with Lead Commun1tie5 will be new 
" 
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initiatives in key program areas. The■e new initiative■ will 
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So Me. 

~ ■ponaoring found.ationa. Thua, for instance, the Charlea 

Bronfman Foundation will asaume respons1b1l1ty to programs 

relating to the Israel experience; the Riklia Foundation will 

asawne responsibility tor program• in early childhood educa

tion; the Blau1te1n foundation will be responaible for fi-
h'IJ a.I ready ~c::.tf" l~dC"r.sl-i ;fl 

nancing research; the Wexner Foundation wi11 asswe respon-
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ments and they will be giving an Important service to their

constituencies. Their theoretical work will be highly ■n•
+Ucif irvvoiueî ot [ח

riched by the practical experience &£ the Lead
A

Communities.(see Document Feb. 14, pg, 11 - 14 and other 

reports, section on personnel).

Funding Approaches I t £ Center

Director of the Center and/or Director of Funding will be 

responsible for securing funds for the Commission's plan.

:

Funds will be used for Lead Communities on a matching basis. 
,*>£»y dec 166 ־Jo

The Center Wii.1 allocate specific amounts of money for pro- 

grams as seed money on the condition that this monoy will bo 

matched on a set percentage basis by the local communities. 

For example, the Center will provide a certain amount for the 

Educational Corps, the Fellowship Program, etc., and the 

community will match that money, applying it to these or 

other programs.

The same approach will be taken with Institutions of higher 

learning, with national organizations and other cooperating 

institutions, such as universities, etc. All of these na* 

tional organizations will provide resources for the Lead 

Community programs, and the Center will provide seed money 

for those new functions and resources. Again this will be 

done on a matching basis, with the idea that the organiza•

-
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menta and they will be giving an 1mp,,rtant Hrv1cc to their 

con■tituencies, Their theoretical work will be highly ■n• 
•H,eir frwo1veMerit '-'I\O ;" 

riched by tM practical exparience e>( th• Laad 
/I 

Communiti&1,(1ee Docwn■nt Feb. 14, pg, ll • 14 and oth•r 

report,, aection on personnel). 
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Funda will be used for Lead Commun1t1es on a matching baai•. 
""°'Y oe,,oe fo 

The Center W'1J._l allocate specific amounts of money for pro• 

grams as seed money on the condition that thia monoy will bo 

matched on a set percentage basia by the local c011U11~nit1ea, 

For example, th• Center will provide a certain ~mount for the 

Educational Corpa, th• Fellowship Program, etc., and th• 

community will match that money, applying 1t to theee or 

other program■, 

The same approach will be t4kon with Inatitutiona of higher 

learning, with national organizations and other cooperating 

inatitutiona, such as universities, etc . All o! theae na• 

tional organizations will provide resources for the Lead 

Communtty programa, and the Center will provide seed money 

for tho■e new functions and resourcea, Again thia vill be 

done on a matching basia, with the id•a that the organtza• 
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1r₩ o f  ₩rc₩₩r₩'₩r₩y e6 oca^o f' ,

frlblllfey- fog working with th> ins t; 1 tutlons—of-higher Jawlfih 
T^e >faniorvt) 66 ך +1ו  PUm!’('/ W

^frflgningf the׳ Crown- Foundation^?©* focus ־t&a resources on

beet practice■ (like the MacArthur Foundation); and the

Mandel Associated Foundations   ,
are lonaidepflj ai^uminy leader* !׳u'p »'ח ^ e « rc q j or 

Other foundations wili-a^ewae—ceBpons4W4^rty-ior the arts, +^c /*e&i'q,

adult education, the college age, etc.

The Center will function as a broker between these founda-
a i צי׳ עי & ô־ *1   re.

tions and the Lead Communities, making sure׳ that the funds
A

are used to the best advantage In each of these Lead Communi- 

ties in the specific program areas.

Diffusion 41 Program

Although the main focus of the Center will be to work with 

the Lead Communities over the next years, another focus will 

be to set up a process whereby other communities around the 

country will be able to learn, adapt and replicate the Ideas, 

findings and results of the Lead Communities.

In thifl area, the work of the national organizations --
J�CC A s  JoC|'<H + t° 0  ' I ,

especially JESNA and will be critical, since they will <׳ }
vV0׳

be the means by which this process will take place. It will ^

be the responsibility of the Center to develop procedures ^

that will accomplish this purpose •־ i.e. through periodic 

published reports that could be distributed by JESNA and JWB; 

through seminars and speeches; through publicity in tho

16
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;(\ 4\,u. c,l"tc.A of tr<A1'rii"~ eo vc~1.,r~. 
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II 

are used to the beat advantage in each of theae Lead Communi
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In thia area, the work of the national organizations - -
J"cc Ai ,od4t1°n 

e■pecially J!SNA and J'Wi..· · will be critical, aince they will 

be the means by which this proce•• will take place . It will 

be the responaibility o! the Center to develop procedures 

that will accompli■h thia purpose•· i.a. through periodic 

published reports that could ba dis t ributed by JESNA and JWB; 

through seminars and speeches; through publiclty in the 
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Jewish and general media; and eventually through training 

programs for community lcadors around the country. The 

national organizations will also organize on-site visits to 

observe what is taking place in the Lead Communitiaa.

As the Lead Community Program gets under way, additional Lead 

Communities may well be brought into the program. At the end 

of the first five years, it is expected that the initial Lead 

Communities will have matured to the point where they will 

have developed a momentum of their own towards a continually 

improving educational system. By that time, another three 

Lead Communities -- or possibly even more depending on how 

the program is progressing •־ may be added to the plan.

These new Communities will be able to move forward at a more 

rapid pace because of the lessons learned in the first Conunu- 

nitiei.

The process of adding new communities should be a continuing 

one, so that in time there should be a growing network of
/Uor-*H

communities in America that will be active participants in 
A

the program. It also may be possible to establish a new 

category of Lead Communities that will function as associates 

or satellites of the original communities. These will not 

require the same kind of intensive effort that will be neces- 

sary in the founding communities. This will enable the 

Center to provide a degree of support that will help build

MAY-11-'90 FRI 16:00 ID:RUDER FINN TEL NO:212 715-1507 

Jewi~b and generAl media; and eventually through training 

progrAma for community lc4dors around th• country. The 

national organizationa ~ill also organize on-site visita to 

observe what is taking place in the Lead Communitiaa. 

A1 the Lead Co111111~nity Program gets under way, additional Lead 

Communities may well be brought into the prograiu. At the end 

of the first five years, it is expected that the initial Lead 

Communit1ea will have matured to the point where th$y will 

have developed a momentWII ot their own toward1 a continually 

improving educotional system. By that time, another three 

Lead Communitiea •· or possibly even more depending on how 

the program 1• progressing•· may be added to the plan, 

Theae new Collllllunitiea will be oble to muve fo1-ward at• more 

rapid pace becauae of the lessons learned in the f1rat Conuuu

nitie1. 

The proce•s of adding ne~ communitiea should be a continuing 

one, so that in time there ahould be a growing network of 
Nori~ 

communitiea in America that will be octive parLicipants in 
A 

the program. It also may be possible to establish a new 

category of Lead Comlllunlties that will function aa aaaoc1atea 

or satellites of the original co1J1111unitiea, Ihaae will not 

requ1ro the sme kind of intonaiva e!!ort that will be necea· 

sary in the founding communities. Thia will enable the 

Center to provide a degree of support that will help build 
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tha entire effort Into a notion-wide program.

Thus, th• Commissioners envision this plan as ona that will 

have a ripple effect and eventually touch all member! of tha 

Jewish community.

Ihfi Role I M  Federations

The federations will be involved in the Commission's program, 

because CJF will be a partner and a member of the Board of

the Center. The federation will be the convener of the
le«6

planning group in each community. Tha address for the Center
A ,'j liicel  ̂ io

in a potential Lead Community be the federation, Tha

local planning group will probably be housed at the federa-

tion. The federation will be a key disseminator of the

results of the work of the Lead Communities by suggesting

that the policies that flow from what we learn in our Lead

Communities be adopted by local federations all over America.

It will aid in the development of policies such as; salaries

and fringe benefits; standards for employment; percentage of

federation allocation to be spent on Jewish education; and

local support for national institutions (e.g. support for the

budget of the institutions of higher Jewish Learning).
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the entire effort into a n4tion•wide program, 

Thua, th• Co1N11i111on,rs enviaion thia plan aa ona that will 

have a rippl• effect and eventually touch all member• of th• 

Jewiah community . 

I1li "2la A! .thA Federaciona 

The federation• will be involved in the Conmiasion's program, 

becauae CJF will be a partner and a member of th• Board of 

the Center. The federat ion will be the convener of the 

planning group 

in a potential 

1eqo 
in each community. Th• addreaa for tha Center 

I\ 1) I 11(;eli fo , 
Lead Communit y v-!U be the federation. Tha 

local planning group will probably be houaed at the federa• 

t1on. The federation will be a key diaseminator of the 

result• of the work of the Lead Communitie& by auggeating 

that the pol1c1u that flow from what we learn in our L6ad 

Communitiea be adopted by local federation• all over America. 

It will aid in the dav~lopment of polioie, ,uch a,; ,alarie, 

and fringe benefit,; standards for employment; percentage of • 
federation allooot1on to be spent on Jew1ah education; and 

local support for national institution• (e.g. support for the 

budget of the inatitutions of higher Jewiah Learning) . 
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jcc 10016 be ca ted  l o

The JWJ will־assume responsibility for tho dissemination of

what wo learn in Lead Communities through all tha various

element■ of informal education, starting with:

1. JCC8

2. Camping

3. Youth movements

4. the Israel experience, etc...

jc c  Asiocift-Won
The JWfi will distill the results of what was learned and

invite educators and board members from local community
4< ל01+ 0ל̂<  faKm'lY progrQni

centers, camps, to make on-site visits to the Lead Communi- 
A

ties and take from them what is appropriate for their commu- 

nity, it would sponsor conferences, seminars and publications 

that would discuss and disseminate what has been learned in 

Lead Communities.

JESNA

JESNA will undertake all the above assignments for formal 

education ־־ schools (supplementary and day ), bureaus, and 

adult education. They will run conferences, seminars, etc. 

in local communities to disseminate what has been learned in 

the area of formal education in Lead Communitie8.
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]CC /h)OCIQf10fl ,ov/6 he c.~ieo to 

Th• J'\q wtlr aaoume reapons1b111t1 for tho dissemination of 

what wa learn 1n Lead Communitiem through all tha various 

elemant■ of informal education, starting with: 

l, JCC1 

2, C11mping 

3. Youth movemtnts 

4. the I1rael experience, etc ... 

JC( As~o, io.4:on 
The JWD will distill the results o! what was learned and 

invite educators ~nd board members from local community 
4oul t ""~ f a~,· 1y eo 11c.o1 ,'I) " prv9 tQ m.} 

centers, campa, to make on-site visit• to the Lead Communi-
A 

ties and take from them what is appropriate for the1r co111111u-

nity. It would sponsor conferences, seminars and publications 

that would discuss and disseminate what haa been learned in 

Lead Commun1t1••· 

JESNA will undertake all the above auignmenta !or !ormal 

education•· schools (supplementary and day), bureaus, and 

adult education. They will run conferences, 1eminars 1 etc . 

in local communities to disseminate what ha& been le4rned in 

the area ot formal education in Lead Communitie1 , 
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Annette *־

I've reworked this chapter, but in doing 80 I see that It 

really needs aeveral more days of going over with David, I 

have yet to raveiw the Daaade of Renewal to make aura all of 

your ideas are covered,

In reading this ovar, X wonder if wa have enough in there 

about profession building■ We made such a point in chapter 3 

about the lack of professionalism, but wa only mention sal- 

arias and benefits briefly, Maybe wa should have a whole 

subsection on building a profession of educators, It would 

oome after the paragraph on Fallow• and the Education Corp.

let we know your thoughts. Z will plan to speak with you 

Monday between 12:00 and 1:00 and by that time 1 will have 

some of David׳a reactions.

MRY- 11- · -;,ta r- ~ 1 .l_, ... ,., • .,,, " ...,...,...,_,, • • '"' ------

Annette·· 

I've reworked thl ■ ahapter, b~t 1n doln1 eo l ••• that it 

really need• 1ever&l more daye ~f 5oin1 over with Dav1d, I 

h1vA y1t to r1v1Lw th• Decade ot ~enawa1 to mak• 1ur1 al1 of 

your 1dea, are covered, 

ln reading this over , l wonder tt we have enough in there 

about pro!e11Lon buildin1, We mad, 1uoh A point 1n chapter 3 

about the 110k of prof111iDn1l!am, but w, only mantion ■a1-

ar1u and benefica brieflr, Maybe w, should have a whoh 

sub1eetion on building• pro!e11!on ot edu~atore, %t would 

com• after th• paragraph on r1Ll0w1 and the Education Corp. 

Let me know your thou,ht■, I wi11 plan to ■peak with you 

Monday between 12 :00 and 1:00 and by tha t time l will h•ve 

1ome of ~avid'a r•action■. 
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Chapter 3! Th« Final Flan

The Commission ended its deliberations with the formulation 

of 1  concrete plan of action, The plan included the following 

components1

L. Xka creation £i ,cmtar Isx San Ini£i&£ixu la tlexUb 
& u a & £ i 9 n

Th• Commissioners were wary of creating a new organisation 

that would do little more than •xpand the bureaucracy in the 

field. There wai considerable discussion whether the role 

envisioned by the Commission for this new organization could 

not be undertaken by existing organisations.

It was clear to all that JESNA had made tremendous strides 

since its creation in 1961 and that its role would be in-

creasingly important in the years ahead, It will be of 

crucial importance for JESNA to continue working with all the 

communities around the country in an on-going effort to plaec 

Jewish eduoation higher on the agenda of the Jewish Cot&muni* 

ty, to be a spokesperson in National Forums about the role of 

Jewish education, to gather data about Jewish education 

around the country, and as time goes on to play a major role 

in the diffusion of the lessons learned through the work of

1

-----------------

Chapter 51 Th• rtnal r11n 

Th• Co1111i1aion tnd1d it• deliberation, with th• form~lation 

ot a con~r•te plan ot •ction, The p1&n included th• !ollowing 

oompontnU 1 

The Conu11!11ion1r1 were wary of eroat1n1 a new organl•ation 

t:hat would do U.ttlt 111ore than •x~and th• bunau~racy in the 

fitld. There wa, oon1iderabl1 d!•o~•aion whether th• ro1• 

•nvi1ioned by the Commia1ion for this new otaanization could 

not be undertaken by existing organt1ttion1 . 

It wa■ clear to all that JESNA had mtd• tremendou■ 1trid11 

since 1t1 cr&&tion in 1981 and that 1ts rote wculd ba in• 

cre11in1ly important in the year, ahe&d, tt wLll bt ot 

crucial import1nc1 tor JESNA to continua work1ng with •ll tha 

cem.mun1t111 around the oountry in an on-goin1 effort to p1aoc 

Jewish •d~oation higher on the agtnd& of th• J1wt1h Comniuni• 

c1, ~o be 1 1pok11per,on in National Forum■ about the role ot 

Jawhh eduoation, to 1•ther data about: Jewhh ed1.10,tion 

around th& country, and&• time got■ on t~ play a majo~ role 

in the diffu1i0n of the le11on1 le&rned through the work of 

1 



the center, Thu j c c a  <JWB) must continue to play a similar 

role in th• realm of informal eduoation.

With these national organizations performing an increasingly 

important role, the Center will function as a driving force 

for innovation and change, and as a catalyse to bring about 

the neoeesary transformation of Jewish education in North 

America•

There are no precise parallels that the Commission had In 

mind when conceiving of the idea of the Center, but there 

were parallels that were useful when thinking through its 

funetions and role, These parallels ranged from the Manhattan 

Project, which brought together the leading scientific minds 

in the world to achieve a breakthrough in splitting the atom, 

to the Radiation Laboratory of MIT, which pioneered the 

development of radar to NASA, which has been responsible for 

America's space program. The American Assembly at Columbia 

University, founded by President Elsenhower as a center for 

the development of new thinking in key segments of American 

life, is another useful model,

The difference between the Center and these other enterprises 

is that the Center Is designed to be a small but significant 

undertaking chat will generate new Initiatives to be carried 

out by existing organisations, Zt will bring together the

2

the Ctnttr, Th• JCOA (JWI) mu1t cont1nu1 to play a 1imilar 

role in th1 tealm of informal education , 

With th111 nat1ona1 or1ani1acton1 p1rformtn1 an inort11in51y 

important role, th• Center will £unction a1 a driving toro• 

!or innov1tion and chang1, and a, a oat11y1t ~o uring about 

the n10,a11ry tran1f0rmation of Jewish 1ducati0n tn North 

Am1rioa, 

Ther• are no precise parallel, that the Oo111111is1ion h•o in 

mind wh1n conoeiving o! th• idea ot the Center, but there 

were parallel• that ware u11ful when thinking through it1 

£unot1on1 and role, The11 p1r1ll1l1 ranged tro~ th• Manhattan 

Project , ~hich brought to11ther tht leading 1citntitio mind• 

in the world to aohi1ve a breakthrough in splitting th• 1tom, 

to the l1di1tion Laboratory ot MIT, llhich pion11Ted th, 

development of radar to NASA, which ha1 been :espon■ible for 

A1111ri~a•1 1pac1 program. Tha Atllerioan A11ambly at Co1wnb1a 

Univtrsity, founded by Ptesid1nt E11enl\ow1r as a cant•r tor 

th• development of new thinkin& in key 1egm1nt1 of American 

li!1 1 1• another u1eful model, 

Th• difterenc• betwe~n th• C•ntar and thaaa other enterpri1ea 

1i that th• Cent•r i ,1 ~aaign1d to be & ,mall but •t1ntti~ant 

undertaking that wtll generate n1~ 1nit11tivo1 to ba ~arri1d 

out gy 1xt1ting otgant11t10ns, tt will bring to1eth1r the 
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will be able to identify the most outstanding examples 

of Jewish education in various area■ and Who can cap 

the resources of other educator!.

2. A community action specialist.

S. A researcher Who will be responsible for monitoring

and evaluating the enactment of the Commission*e 

plan.

4, A staff person who will be a liaison with Foundations

as well as other individuals and institutions inter- 

ested in working with the Center.

5, A staff planner who will be in charge of strategic

planning for the development of the Commission's 

program and who will work with the planning group in 

each Lsad Community,

In addition to these specialists, consultants will alsc be 

used, and some work may be farmed out to existing lnstitu• 

tlons,

The Director of the Center will present to the Board of 

Trustees by January 1, 1991 a detailed, five-year plan of 

action! with a timetable and budget. At the end of eaoh 

year, the Center will issue an annual report that will be 

distributed to all segments of the Jewish community concerned

will bt able ~o identity tht moat ou~1tandin11x1mp111 

of J1w!.11h td\laation S.n varl0~& area, tlnCS who aan up 

th• ru,o\lreu of other aduaator1, 

2. A co'IMIUcnlty action 1p1aiali1t, 

3. A reuarch•~ who will be reapon1ibl.1 for monS.toring 

and 1valUAt1ng the enactment of the Coffll'lli11ion'1 

plan, 

4, A 1tatf ~eraon who will be a liai,on with Poundation, 

as well 11 other individual, and institution■ inter• 

11ted ln vorking with th• C1nt1r, 

5, A at1ff planner who will be in charge ot 1trate11a 

planning for the development of the Commls■ion 1 1 

program •~d who will wor~ with the plannin1 aroup in 

each L11d Community, 

ln addition to thea1 1peciali1t1 , oon1ultant1 w1ll 1110 be 

ueed, and aome work may be farmed out to 1xl1ting 1n1tltu• 

tion1, 

The DirActor of the Center w!ll pre ■ent to the Board of 

Tru1te1a by January 1, 19911 detailed, tive-year pian ot 

action, with a timetable and budg1t. At the end of ~aoh 

year, the Cen~er will iasue an anrtUal report that will be 

di ■tr1buted to all 11gznents of the Jewt1h eommunlty conoarned 

4 



with Jewish education and Jewish continuity.

Among the function* of the Center will be:

0 The development 0£ an inventory of beat practices in 

the field e£ Jewiah education

0 The development of an inventory 0£ resource• from 

national institutions and Xerael from >^ich Lead 

Contmunitlei can draw

0 Evaluation and monitoring of programs on a oontlnu- 

lng basis to reduoe the feedback loop in eduoation.

Tf util h 1»1 p ffinatuna the system, ao correction• will

be as tjhey 5•,

The Center will give reporta to its board and help Lead 

Communitiee eatablish an effective monitoring and evaluating

unit,

1. The. Continuing E^ls si ShiL fifinalflAlan tlSiilah gflttMtlftfi
iu Katfih tatxiia

It was agreed that the Commission would continue it• exist• 

en£6 as a representative body of the North American Jewiah 

community to recvlvu J.epu1.L» Ctwiu nuU loop♦** *»# «Vt» e«Bt»r

as progress 18 made over the next five year•.

with J1wl1h education and J ■wl1h continuity, 

A.~on; the tuncti0n1 of the Center w111 b11 

o Th• development of an inv1fttor1 at b11t pr&otiee■ in 

th• ti■ld 0£ J1wi1h •d~catlon 

o The development of an inv•ntory of r1,ourc11 from 

national ln1titution1 1nd t1ra1l from which L■ad 

COU1n1un1t111 oan draw 

o lvalu&tion and ~o~itorin& of program, on a oont1nu• 

1ng b1111 to reduoe th• feet1t11ck loop in 1duo1t1on, 

T~ vtii h~ip tln1cun1 the 1v1t■m 1 10 corr■ction1 will 

~• m•6~ am •h•7 &•• 

The Center will giv1 r1port1 to tea board and help L■ad 

C0mmunitie1 11tabli1h an effective monitorln& and ,valuating 

Uftlt, 

.2.....nlA con;inutn1 aw ;l. w Q0mmiaaigp an Jsw&•b JAueatign 

It wa■ 1gr•e~ that the Cotlll'fli11ion would continue itl 1xi1t• 

,n~• 11 a r1pr1itntative body of th• North AJ111rican J1wi1h 

as pro1r111 11 m&6e over th, n■xt five y1ar1, 

s 



le will plan to meet once & year in order to asstia the 

progress mada in the implementation of it■ plan and discuss 

tht atata of the field.

Its continuing role will demonstrate the determination of the 

leadership of all facets of the Jewish community to achieve a 

fundamental ohange in Jewish education through the course of 

this new undertaking.

1* Xh£ Establishment a£ Lfc&J CoMlUaltU■

The basic concept of the Lead Communities has been refined in

this final plan, Including how they will be selected and what 

their role will be.

Initially, three to five Lead Communities will be chosen in

North America to focus on the building blocks of Jewish 

education through a wide array of intensive programs.

The final selection process for these Lead Communities will 

be worked out by the staff of the Center and *yyroved by the 

Board. The target date for making this decision is March 1,

1991. Already there is a long list of cities that have 

requested to be candidates, inoludlng Baltimore, Denver, Los 

Angeles, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Chlca-

6

It will p1an to meet once & y11r in order to &11111 th• 

progr•11 mada ln the impl1m1ntatlo,n of it■ p1an and di1ou11 

th1 1tat1 o! the field, 

Its continuing role will demon1t~abe the &tterminat·ion o! the 

leadar1hip of all facet~ o! the J1wi1h community to achieve• 

fundamental change in Jewiah education through the cour1e of 

this new undtrt1~ln1, 

l. Illl 1,eeli•bm•nt, af ~ communts&•• 

The ba1ic concept of th1 Lead Communities h11 been refined in 

th1• final plan, including how the.y w111 be ,elected and what 

tn1if fOlt Will be , 

Initially, thr11 to tive L11d Communlti•• wi11 be cho11n in 

North America to too~, on the buildin1 bloc~• of J1wi1h 

1~uoation through a w16e 4rray of int1n1iv1 ~rogram■. 

The fin•1 selection proc,11 for these Lead Oommunit1aa will 

be workea out by the ttatf or the Center an~ ~v~ruv1d by the 

!oard, Th• target dace to~ ~•kiTig thia d1ci1ion i• Maroh 1, 

1991, Already th~re is• long li■t of citiea that have 

requ11t1d to b1 oandidatea, including la1t1mora, D1nv1r 1 Los 

An11l11, Philadelphia, C1nc1nnat1, c1avaland, D1tro1~, Chica-

6 



go, Toronto, end New York, Any one of these eitles oould 

qualify as Lead Communitiee, However, th* goal of the Cant•? 

will be to choose those that provide the strongest prospect■ 

for sueces■ and will be able to ■ erve as model■ for other 

communities in the future, With this in mind, the criteria 

for ■election will be as follow■;

It will be important to choose communities in various 

geographic locations. They should be of different 

■izes. Some should be relatively new communitie■ and 

other■ well»establi»hed. There may be aoologioal 

differences and they made have different levels of

Jewieh Involvement. The object therefore will not be 

■imply to select communities that ere most eager to 

participate in the program or even offer the greatest 

promise of leadership and financial support, but 

rather those that will provide the most significant 

lessons for a broad national program to be undertaken 

in the future,

To make this determination, the staff will have to produce an 

analysis of the structure of the different communities that 

have offered to participate in the program, and then make a 

judgment a* to how best to select the three to five ■ites 

that will provide the most fruitful setting■ as well as the

most representative ■pread, The staff will also make on-eite 

visit■ to those communities most likely to be selected,

7

g0, Toronto, and New Yark, hny one of ch••• oietea oo~td 

qualify•• ~••d Comm~nltl••• However, eh, 1oal of the Center 

will b• ee choo•• thoaa that providt the 1eron111t pro1p1ot1 

fo~ 1uoe111 and will be &bl• to 11rve •• mod1l1 tor other 

communit1e1 in the fut~re. With tht1 1n ~in4, the criteria 

tor ■election will be•• follow■: 

lt will DI important to choo11 comm~nitie■ in v1t1ous 

510,1uphic looa.tiona. They 1hould be ol d1!terent 

llzea, Som, should be relatively new comm\.in1Uu and 

oeh,en Wtl.l•e■t&blhh•d. Thin m&)' 'be uociogi.oal. 

41tt,rences and th1y mad• have diff1r1nt level■ of 

J1w11h involvement. t'h• obj10c therefore will not be 

din:ply to Hlact cosnmu.nitiu that ere molt eager to 

partioi~ate in the pro1ram or even offer th, 1r11te1t 

promi•• of l11der1hip and tinanoial aupport, b~t 

rather tho11 that will provid1 th, most 1igni!ioa~t 

lessons tor a broad national pro1ram to be und1rt&k1n 

in the fl,l,ture. 

To m&K• thi1 d1termtnation1 the 1taft will h&ve to produae an 

analy11a of the structur1 ot tht ~1fferent oomraunltL11 that 

h1v1 offered to participate in the program, and then make & 

Judgment•• to how bast to 11l1ct th• th~•• to five 1LCII 

that will provLdt the most fruittut 11tttng1 as well•• the 

most r•pre•1ntativ1 1pread, Th• ■ Catt vill aiao make on•1it1 

vi1it1 to those aommu~itie1 mo■t lik11y to b1 aeleote4, 
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Interviews will b« held with local rabbis, chairman of school 

boards, principals, teachers, and lay laadara. On tha bast* 

of chose interviews, a final recommendation will be made to 

the Beard. When the recommendation• are acted upon, a public 

announcement will be made 30 that ehe Jewish community «« a 

whole will know which cities will be selected as Lead Commu* 

nities, For each Lead Community, the following conditions 

must be met:

* There must be credible demonstration that the 

leadership of the Community is willing to undertake a 

significant program of change in Jewish education,

* A large percentage (possibly 731) of all the educa• 

tional institutions and settings for education in the 

community must agree to join the endeavor,

*The leadership must agree to participate in orlenta• 

tion, education and training,

* The key professionals in communal and educational
1

Institutions must agree to participate in orientation, 

education and training,

* The community must demonstrate the leadership and 

willingness to raise sufficient funds for the program.

8

Interview• vil1 be htld with 10011 rab~ls, ohairm1n of •chool 

board1, p~inaipal1, teachart, and lay 1••d•r1, On th& b11!1 

of these interviews,• t1a41 recol'tll'll1n~1tion w111 be made to 

th• eoard. Whan the r1commendat10n1 are ■oted upon, a public 

announcement will be m1d1 ao that ch, J•wi1h community••• 

whole will knov vhioh c1t1•• will b1 11l1cted •• L11d Co!Pfflu• 

nitl11, For ••oh L11d Community, th1 following condition, 

mu1t be mac: 

w There mu1t be credible d1mon1t~at1on that th• 

111d1r1hip of th• Community i, willing eo undtrtak• a 

1i1nificant program of oh1ng1 in J1wiah od~o1t10n, 

* A iara• p1rc1ntage (~0111b1y 1,,) of 111 tht •duos• 

tional in1titution1 and 11ttln11 for 1duc1t!on in th• 

community m~at 1gr1, to join th• endeavor, 

•Th• l11der1h!p muat 11re• to t•rtio~p•t• 1~ orients• 

tlon, 1duo1t1on and training. 

* The key pr0f11sional1 in communal and educational 

1n1titution1 must •&r•• to ~•rti~ipate in ori1nt1tion, 

tducation and training, 

w Th• colllfflunity must demonatr,ea the 1e1der1hip and 

willinsn••• to ra1AI 1ufticlent tunda to~ tho program, 

s 



This criterion must be Implemented �0 as noe to apply 

only to wealthy communities; what 1 1  required 1 1  t 

significant increase in allocation end not an absolute 

sum of money.

The first step taken In each Lead Community will be to create

a local planning committee consisting of the rabble, eduea-

tors, leaders of the organised Jewish community and the lead 

era in all the organisations interested in Jewish education, 

The Initial step of the committee will be to prepare a writ׳

ten report on the state of Jewish education in their oomauni- 

ty, Under the guidance of the Center, they will hire a 

professional staff, who will conduct the study,

Once they have a description of the current state of Jewish 

education, the staff will work with the Center to Identify 

model programs (from various partB of the country) that they 

want to introduce to their community,

implementation of these programs will involve a number of 

steps;

1, Training programs Will 06 ©SLttUllgUBU £v f י*ץ 4

teachers, and the school board, involving weekends• auaaer 

programs and vacation programs with experts and scholars from 

the denominational headquarters and universities, etc. both

9
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Thia criterion mu■ t be lmp1em,nted 10 ae not to •~p1y 

only to wta1thy oommun1t111; wh•t 1• r1quir1d 11 1 

,11nif1oant inor1a11 in a11ooat1on and not an •b■olute 

I\Ua of mon,y , 

~h• firat 1tep taken in each Llad Co!Dlllunity will bt to or1at1 

a local planning comm1tt1e oon111cin1 ot th~ r•bbi1, tdYoa

tor■, lead1r1 of th, organized J1wi1h oomm~nity and the lead 

1r1 1n 111 the organi1ation1 int1r•1t1d 1n Jewi1h 1duo&tion, 

The initial 1t1p o! the oommitt•• will bt co pr1par1 a writ· 

ten repo~t on the 1tat1 ot J1wi1h education in their 001111uni• 

ty , Un41r th• guid&nc1 ot th• center, they w111 hirt a 

prof111lonal 1taff, who wi11 conduct th• 1tudy, 

Once they haY1 a oeaorlption of the ourr1nt atate of Jew11h 

1dv¢•tion, th, 1taff will work with th• Cent1r to 1d•nt1ty 

model program, (from var ious part1 ot th1 ~ountiy) that tMy 

~ant to lntr~du~• to their oomrauni ty, 

Imp1ementation of th111 program■ will involve & number ot 

lt1p1: 

1, Training pro1rAm■ w:1..1.1 01 estau.i.uu■~ ~l,J, ., ........ ~ ... 1. .. , 

eeacher1 1 and th• ~chool b~&rd, involving w11kend1, 11.111111er 

program• and vacat ion pro1ram1 with expert■ and 1eholar• t~om 

the denom1national h1•dq~artGrs and univ1rsitle1 1 etc, ~o~~ 



her• end In Israel,

2. Each local school and community center (and ocher forma) 

will decide to adopt one or another element from the reper- 

toire of beie practice,

3. Every member of the educational institutions will Join in 

an ongoing collective effort of study and self improvement,

4. An injection of new personnel into the system will be made 

for several purposes: to establish new positions that ere 

essential, such as in special •ducation (for the emotionally 

disturbed! learning disabled, and the gifted); to fill the 

needs of early childhood education; to provide experts in the 

Bible, Jewish history, etc!; and to fill existing but vacant 

positions.

These new positions are going to be filled in innovative and

creative ways, so that new sources of personnel are created. 

The Center will establish a Fellowship program and an Educa- 

tional Corp. to enlist the services of young talented Jews 

who might not otherwise consider the field of Jewish educa* 

tion as a career choice,

1. Fellow! Center There i■ a reservoir of young

Jews who are outstanding peopl• in general education as well

10
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her• and in I1ra1l, 

2. &aoh looa1 aohool and c011111unity center (and other torm1) 

will decide to &~opt one or another 1l1m1nt from tho reper

toir• ot b11t pract101, 

3. lvary m1mb1r ot th• educational 1n■t1tut1on■ will join in 

an ongoing aoll1ociv1 effort of 1tudy and aelf impr0vem1nt, 

4, An inJtet1on ot n1w pet1onn1l into the 1y1e1m will be mad, 

for 11v1nl purpo111: to establl■h m,w poaitlon1 thae an 

e111ntiat, s\l.th •• 1n ■pecial education (for the amotiona11y 

diatur~1d, learning d11abled 1 and the gitted); to fill the 

needs of early childhood education: to provide expert, in the 

Bible, J1wi1h history, etc,; and to till exlacing but vaoant 

poaition1. 

The1e new po11tion1 are 1oin1 to be filled in innovat!v• and 

creative waya, 10 that new 1ourea1 ot p1r1onfttl are cr1at1d , 

Th• Center will 11t1bl1sh a r,11owahip proar•~ an~ an !duc~

tional Corp. to 1nli■t the 11rv1oe1 ot young ta1enced J1v1 

who might not oth1rwi11 con1id1r the field of Jewi■h educ&• 

tion •••career ohoioe, 

l , Falloya a.f ~ Capgar •· There i■ a reservoir of young 

J•w• who are out~tanding peop1• tn 1en•ral &duoation •• well 

10 



0.8 in other fields (philosophy, psychology, eto.) who would 

welcome the opportunity to make contribution* to Judaism in a. 

Lead Community, The Center will recruit at least two such 

individual* per Lead Community as Fellow*, for a period of 

three years, These Fellows will bring the best of general

education into Jewish education, serving as teacher trainers, 

and working in monitoring and evaluation.

2. Jewish Education Gprp • Another superb source of new 

blood for the system are outstanding college students Who 

have good Jewish background• (such as those who attended Camp 

Ramah, graduates of day schools, students specialising in 

Judaioa at the University). These students might not be 

planning a career in Jewish education, but they are deeply 

committed to Judaism and have the potential to be good eduoa- 

tors, The Center will attract these people through a program 

built on the concept of the Peace Corps, Multi-year agree* 

ments will be made in which they will commit themselves to 

devote eight hours a week for four yaars to Jewish education 

in a Lead Community and to be trained for the assignment, 

During this time they will continue their general studies at 

the University. In exohange for their teaching services, the

Lead Community will pay their tuition for four years,

3. Another source of new talent will be outstanding teachers 

presently working In other communities who ar« eager fco 

participate m  a new initiative in Jewish education,

aa in o;h•r field• (phllo10phy, p1Jcholo1y, etc,) who would 

welcome th• o~poreunit y to make cantribuclan, to Judai1m tn • 

LHd COU\,l,nS.ty, Th• Oant1r will recruit It lHIC two auoh 

individual• p•r L■ad Oommun1ty a1 f•llow1 , for a ~•riod of 

thr11 y,ars, Th••• F•llow1 w111 bring the beat of gen.ral 

education into Jewiah •ducition, aerving •• teacher tra1n1r1, 

and worKin1 in mon1tor1ng an~ ev1lu1c1on, 

2. Jfyi•h Eduaation ~ • Anoth•r 1up1rb 1ource of new 

blood for the 1y1t1m au ,outetandin& co1hge stud1nt1 who 

have good J•wi1h background• (1u0h •• tho1e who attended C1rqi 

R&mah, graduate, of day 1choola , 1tudent1 speo1a111in1 in 

Jud&lo• at the University). 1'haae 1cud,nt1 might not be 

planning a c•rter 1n Jew11h •~uo1tton, but they are d••P11 

0ommitt1d to Judaiam and hav1 th• potential to b• good •duo&• 

tori, Th~ Cent•r wtll attract th••• p10pl1 th~o~sh a ,rogram 

built on th• concept of the Piao, Corpa. Hu1t1•year a1re•• 

m1nt1 ~ill b• made in which th1y wlll commit th•m11lve1 to 

davote tight houri a wtek for tour yea~• tQ Jewiah 1duoatlon 

in• I.tad Co111111unity and to b• tra1n•d for th• ae1ignm1nt, 

During thi• time 'Chey will oontinu1 their 5en&r&l 1tudi11 at 

the Un1ver1ity, In 1xohang• for their c,achin1 a1rvice1, the 

Lead Community will pay th1ir tuition tor four y1ar1, 

3. AnothlT 1ource of now ta11ne will be out1t1ndi ng t1&ch1r1 

preaently worki~& in ether a~mmunities v'ho &te 1&g1t to 

participate in a new initiative in Jewi1h education , 

1t 



4. A fourth *ouree of new personnel will be people who are 

looking to sake a career change, Many such individuals era 

currently entering the general education system, Ofcan Chay 

are in their thirties or forties and ar• looking for new 

challenges, or chay are dissatisfied with eheir current 

occupation and want to make a more serious contribution to 

society. They will be trained by th• Fellow* and the univer- 

aities to be induoted into the field of Jewieh education,

5. Effort* will be made to build faat track program• for 

people specializing in Judaica at colleges (currently about 

1000 students). These people now have few job opportunities,

6. A sixth potential source for new personnel is individuals 

in publio education with strong Jewish backgrounds,

If each Lead Community recrulci 20 people from these various 

sources, it will have a tremendous impact on the quality of 

Jewish education, These new teachers will be choosing to 

participate in this new endeavor, because they believe they 

will make a difference, They will be highly motivated, and 

their enthusiasm will be transmlted to their students, In 

addition, they will be involved in their own process of 

Learning and growing, All teachers and principals in Lead 

Communities will set aside one afternoon per week for study

) 

4. A fourth ,ource of new p1r1onnel will b• p■ople who are 

loo~1n1 to ulw • career ohan5e, Kan,y 1uch 1ndtv1du1l1 aro 

c~rrently 1n~•rtn1 the 1•neral •d~o&tton ayat■m, Otten th1y 

are i~ their th1rtl•• or tortt•• and are 1eok1ng for ntY 

ohall•ng11, or th1y are d1111ti1!1eo with their current 

occupation and want co make a mor■ 1er1ou1 contrlbut1on to 

■ociety, They will be trained by th• re11o~• and tho u~1ver

ait1•• to be 1n4uoted into the field or J1wi1h 1ducation. 

s. Effort, will be made to build ta1t track pT01ram1 !or 

p•ople 1p•ciali1in1 in Judaic& at oo111ge1 (currently about 

1000 1tudenc1), Th111 people now 'have few job opportun1tiu, 

6. A sixth potential aoura• tor new par,onn•l ia 1nd1v1duals 

in publio 1duo1tion with strong Jewi1h back1round1, 

If each Lead Community recruit• 20 pegple ftom the11 v1rleu1 

1ource1, it vtll have• tr1mendou1 impact on the qua.icy of 

Jewi1h education, Th••• new teach1r1 wt11 b1 ~hoo1in1 to 

~•r~tc1p1t1 1n thi1 ne~ endeavor, becau•e th•y b■litve thay 

will make & di!fer,nee , They wilt be h1ghly moc1v1t1d, and 

their 1nthuaia1m will be tr&nam1ttd to the~r ttud1nt1, In 

ad41t1on, th•Y will be involved in their own procea1 of 

learning an~ gro~ing, All t•ach,rs and principals in Lea4 

Communitie1 will aot a,ide one afternoon per w••k for atudy 
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and self•improvement, This will oriiti an on• going commitment 

t0׳ further their own knowledge, and it will aid in building a 

*ense of professionalism among Jewish educators.

All ths Lead Communities will work together in en Association 

of Lead Communities, similar to the Association of Effective 

Schools established by Ed Sizes (formerly Dean at Harvard, 

now at Brown University). It will be the responsibility of 

the Center to make sure that the local committees will meet 

together and network.

Lead Communities Hggkla& Xi£h ttlUflllfll I f l l S U L P H A

The Lead Communities will work with national institutions in 

a number of ways.

Each of the institutions of higher learning will be invited 

by the Center to participate in brainstorming for ths e n a -  

tion of programs in Lead Community. A type of exchange pro- 

gram will be developed. For example, in exchange for assuming 

responsibility for educating teachers of a Lead Community, an 

institute would be given two endowed professorships. It also

would be paid for its services.

The institues will be eager to participate, because they will

be given assistance in building up their education depart-

and 111t•1mprov1m1n~. Thie will create an 0~•101ng coMttment 

~o tYrth1r th•Lr own knovl1dg1 1 and Lt wL11 aid in hu!ldina & 

sen1e ot prot1aaion1li1m among J1vi1h 1duc1tor1. 

All th■ Lead Couun1t111 wtt1 work to11th1r ln an A■,ootation 

ot Lead Communiti11, similar to th• A11ooiation ot lfteotiv• 

School■ 11t•bli1hed by Id SiEtr (torm1r1y P•an at Harvard, 

now •t lrovn University). It vlll b1 the r11pon11b111ty of 

th• Center to mak1 ■ure that th• local ooi:nmitttea will a11t 

to11th1r &fld network. 

Th• Lead CoJ11111uniti11 will work with n1t1cn1l 1n1titueion1 in 

a nwnber of w1y1 , 

&ach of th• tnatitution1 of ~1gher 111rnin5 ~ill b1 invited 

by th• Center to particip1t1 in br1in1tormin1 for th■ ~r••· 

ti0n of program• in Lu<i Community, A type ot •xchana• i,ro• 

1r1m will be dav1loped, For example , in exchange tor 111umin5 

r11ponaibility for 1ducatin1 t1ach1r1 of a 1Aa6 C01NDunity, an 

institute would b1 &1ven two 1ndov1d p~o£111or1hip1 , tt alao 

would be paid for it■ 1ervi~••• 

Th• in1titue1 will b• ea1er to participate. bec1u1• they will 

be given aa1i1tan01 in buildin1 up th11r education 6•p-rt• 

u 



ments and they will be giving an important service to their 

conitleueneles. Their theoretical work will be highly ■it* 

riched by the practical experience 0£ the kead 

Communities,(see Document Feb. 14, pg, 11 • 14 and other 

report!ן section on personnel),

Funding Approaches iiuj fiflflSU

Director of the Center end/or Director of Funding will be 

responsible for securing funds for the Commission's plan,

Fundi will be used for Lead Communities on a matching basis, 

The Center will allocate *pacific amounts of money for pro• 

grama as seed money on the condition that this money will be 

matched on a set percentage basis by the loeal communities. 

For example, the Center will provide a certain amount for the 

Educational Corps, the Fellowship Program, etc., and the 

community Will match that money, applying it to these or 

other programs,

The same approach will be taken with institutions of higher 

learning, with national organizations and other cooperating 

institutions, such as universities, etc. All of these na* 

tional organisations will provide resources for the Lead 

Community programs, and the Center will provide seed money 

for those new functions and resource■, Again this will be 

done on a matching basis, with the idea that the organize•

14

m1nt1 ind they w111 be giving an impartane 11rv10e to th1ir 

oon1titu1ncte1, Their th1or1;1ca1 work will be ht,hly •ft• 

righ1d by ;ht praoti~al e~p•ri■noe o! th1 ~o&d 

Cc1r1muniti11,(111 Dool,l,ffleflt rib. 14, ,1, 11 • 14 and oth9r 

report,, 11ction on p1roon~•l), 

fun4tna APRteasne, !iX .:bJ Aen;•r 

Director ot th• Center end/or Dir,otor of P'u,;\~1ng will~• 

r1spon1ibl1 tor 11ouring funds tor th• Comm111ion'1 plan, 

Fund■ will be u11d for L1ad Co111111uniti11 on I matching ba1i1, 

Thi Center will allocate 1p1~1f1c amo~nta of money for pro• 

gram• 11 111d mon1y on tb• con6itton that thi1 money vill be 

~at;hed on 1 11t p1rc1nt1ge b11i1 by th1 local oomm~n1ties, 

For exuiple, th1 Center will ~rovide a c,rtain amount tor th• 

Ed~cational Coi,,1 1 th• Fellow1hip Program, ate,, and th• 

community will mat~h that money, applyin1 it to th111 or 

other pro1ram1, 

The 11ma 1ppro1oh will b• eaken with I~•t1tut10n1 of higher 

learning, with national organi1ation1 and och1r ooop1rat1n1 

in1titution1, 1uch as unlv1r1itie1 1 •tc. All of th••• na• 

tional or51nl1ations w111 provtae re1ouroes for th• Lead 

Comm~nlty pro1r•m•, and the Center will provicio 111d money 

for tho11 ntw function■ and re1ource1, A1aln thi1 vi11 be 

dona on I match1n1 b11is, with th1 t••a that th• grgan111• 
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616ns and institutions will raise monies from their own 

constituencies to help pay tot ehese new functions.

r u i n s l n g  &£ Activities in fla&ai&te &!&&&

All the functions of the Canter mentioned above are aimed at 

establishing the building blocks of Jewish education, namely 

building local community support and establishing a teaching 

profession, These efforts will be concentrated in the lead 

Communities,

These building blocks form the basis for activities in spt* 

cific programmatic areas of Jewish education, Incorporated 

into the Center's program with Lead Communities will be new 

initiatives in key program areas, These new initiatives will 

be financed by different foundations that h*ve decided to

specialise In those areas,

This aspect of the program has already been worked out with 

the sponsoring foundations. Thus, for instance, the Charles

Bronfman Foundation will assume responsibility to programs

relating to the Israel experience; the Riklls Foundation will 

assume responsibility for programs in early childhood eduoa- 

tion; the Blaustein Foundation will be responsible for fi• 

nsnclng research; the Wexner Foundation will assume respon-

t10n1 and 1n1t1tution1 will rai1e ■onl•• from their own 

con1tituenoie1 to help pay for eh••• new fu"atlona. 

All the tunction1 of the Center mentioned above are aimed ac 

estab111h1ng cht building D1ock1 of Jew11h e4ucation, n1atly 

buildtn11oca1 oo!llfflunity 1upp0tt and t1tabliah1ng & teach1ng 

profe11ion, Th11e 1ttort1 will b• concentrated 1n Ch• Lead 

Comunttl11, 

Th••• building block■ form th, b11i1 for activities in 1p1• 

cifie programmatic area■ ot Jewi■h 1duoat1on , Incorporated 

into the Center'• pro1r1m wlth Lead Oommunitie1 wlll be n,v 

initiat1VII in key program areaa, Th••• n,w 1nitlative■ will 

bt tinane1d by d1!terent foundation• that hav• d•cide6 to 

1pec11li11 in tho1e areal, 

Thi■ 11p1et ot th• pro1ram ha1 already been worked out with 

th• 1pon1oting foundption1, Thu•, for in1tance, the Charle• 

Brontman Foundation wi11 a11um1 r11pon11b111ty to program, 

relatin1 to the laratl 1xp1r1anc:1; the 11k11• Found&tion wtll 

as1wn1 r11pon81,1lity for pro1ram1 ln early childn•od •d~o&• 

tion; the Bl•~•t•in Foun~ition w111 be r1spon1ibl1 for fi• 

nanc1ng ro■earch; th• ~exner Foundation will a11wne re1pon• 



sibility for working With th• institutions of higher Jewish 

learning; the Crown Foundation for focus its resource■ on 

best practice■ (like the KaaArthur Foundation) i and th•

Kandel Associated Foundation* ________  .

Other foundations will assume responsibility for the art■, 

adult education, the college age, ate,

The Center will function as a broker between the*• founda- 

tions and th* Lead Communities, making sure that the fund■ 

are used Co the best advantage in each of these Lead Communi- 

tie■ In the ■pacific program area■.

Diffusion ftf 2 1 S 5 1 M

Although the main focus of the Center will be to work with 

the Lead Communities over th• next year■, another focus will 

be to set up a process whereby other oommuniti•■ around the 

country will be able to learn, adapt and replicate the ideas, 

findings and results of the Lead Communities.

In this area, the work of the national organisation* ־* 

especially JESNA and JWB will be critical, since they will 

be the means by which this procea■ will take place. It will 

be the responsibility of th• Center to develop procedures 

that will accomplish this purpose •־ I.e. through periodic 

published reports that could be distributed by JESNA and JVB; 

through seminars and speeches; through publicity in the

s1b111cy for workLna with th• inatitution• et high•r Javi1h 

learning; ,he crown Voundation tor foe~• it1 r11our011 on 

beet praati011 (11k• the Mac.Arthur roundatlon): and the 

Mandel A11oci1t1~ Foundation• 

Other found1tlon1 will assume ra1pon1ibiltty for the art1 1 

1du1t education, th• coll•&• •1• , ate, 

Th• Center will function aa a broker between th••• found•· 

t1on1 and th• Lead Oommun1tia1 1 makin& aura that the tund1 

1r1 uaed to th• b11t advantage in each of these Lead Couuni• 

ci11 in the 1ptcific progr&ffl ar•••· 

P4#fuaiop d 2Is1r1rn 

Although tha main tocu1 of the Centtr w111 be to work with 

the Le£d Comunltia1 over the next 1•ar1, another foc\ll Will 

be to ••t up a proct1s wh■reby other oommuniti•• around the 

country will b1 able to learn, •dape and rep11oate the id1a1, 

!ind1ng1 and re1u1t• o! the Lead Cornmuniei•• · 

In thla arta, eha work of the national org1ni1ation1 -· 

11peci1lly JESNA and JW! •• w111 bt criti~Gl, 1inca th1y will 

be the maan1 by which thia ptoce11 will take place, It will 

be the r1spon1ib11ity ot the Center to develop procadurea 

that will accompl1•h thi• putpos• •· 1,a. through peri,odic 

publi1he6 roporc1 that ooul6 ba di1tributed by JISNA •~d JW&i 

through sem1nar1 And ape1ch1&i throu1h publicity in th• 



Jewish and general media; and eventually through training 

programs for community loaders around the country, The 

national organizations will also organize on-site viaits to 

obeerve what 18 taking piece in the Lead Communities,

As the Lead Community Program gets under way, additional Lead 

Communities may well be brought into the program. At the end 

of the first five years, it 1■ expected that the initial Lead 

Communities will have matured to the point where they will 

have developed a momentum of their awn towards a continually 

improving educational system, By that time, another three 

Lead Communities •• or possibly even more depending on how 

the program is progressing •• may be added to the plan,

These new Communities will be able to move forward at a more 

rapid pace because of the lessons learned in the first Commu׳• 

nlties.

The process of adding new communities should be a continuing 

one, so that in time there should be a growing network of 

communities in America that will be active participants in 

the program, It also may be possible to establish a new 

category of Lead Communities that will function as associates 

or satellites of the original communitiss, These will not 

require the same kind of intensive effort that will be necea* 

sary in the founding communities. This will enable the 

Center to provide a degree of support that will help build
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the entire effort into a nation-wide program,

Thus, th• C0mn)i«fi.en*n envision this plan ac one that will 

have a ripple effect and eventually touch all msmbers of eha 

Jewish cownunlty,

ttt Role if s&a ! a d a m i a n i

The federations will be involved in the Commission׳a program, 

because CJF will be a partner and a member of the Board of 

the Canter. The federation will be the convener of the 

planning group in each community, The address for the Canter 

in a potential Lead Community will be the federation, The 

local planning group will probably be housed at the federa- 

tion. The federation will be a key disseminator of the 

results of the work of the Lead Communities by suggesting 

that the policies that flow from what w* learn in our Lead 

Communities be adopted by local federations all over America. 

It will aid in the development of policies auoh as; salaries 

and fringe benefits; standards for employment; percentage of 

federation allocation to be spent on Jewish education; and 

local support for national institutions (e,g. support for the 

budget of the Institution• of higher Jewish Learning).
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May 9, 1990 

6

David Finn & Dena Merriam 

Seymour Fox & Annette Hochstein 

(212) 715-1662

Dear David and Dena,

I am reacting to Chapter IV and I think that the following 
approach might be most useful. First some general comments, and 
then I will react to each page specifically.

I think that the chapter lacks some of the excitement that you 
have managed to convey in Chapter II and it seems to me that we 
ought to be able to introduce this into Chapter IV as well. 
Possibly it is only I who am excited, but let me try again and 
convince you that the excitement is justified.

I will summarize each meeting first to make sure that we keep the 
facts right throughout.

1. The first meeting: At this meeting the problem was how to 
carry on a conversation with so powerful and diverse a group. 
There were in this Commission so many presidents of institutions 
of higher learning, of organizations, of businesses, of 
companies, etc. How do you have a conversation with them? 
Secondly -- many of these people had different conceptions of 
what was necessary to improve Jewish education. You will 
remember, I mentioned the difference between Rabbi Lamm (who 
believes that unless there is day high sctjooj. education for every 
student you are really wasting your time) ~p3Sffiie Charles Bronfman 
disagreeŝ • and (believes that no form of schooling is useful, but 
we ought' to invest all our energies in informal education and 
trips to Israel) . So the problem facing us at the first meeting 
of the Commission was: how do you create communication? This is 
resolved by the method of interviewing and our discovering that 
there were six categories, and then Mandel saying to the
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Commissioners -- gentlemen, from what we have learned in 
interviews, this is what you would like to talk about. And then a 
very exciting discussion takes place.

At that meeting so many suggestions are presented that the 
problem for the second meeting is: what do you do with the many 
different ideas (as it turns out 26)?

2. The second meeting deals with the distinction between 
enabling options/programmatic options, which you will rename 
"building blocks" and "programmatic suggestions" or whatever you

will decide to call them. And at the second meeting the 
Commissicfldecided to devote its agenda, energies, thoughts to the 
building blocks. This meeting ends with Eli Evans asking the 
guestion: Do you mean to say that all these intelligent people 
have come here to agree to deal with the problem^of personnel and 
community. We always knew that these were the problems, and we've 
never been able to do anything about it; e.g., there have been 
conferences, papers, etc. ף

3. The third meeting of the Commission deals with the guestion 
of how to respond to Eli Evan's i&aa,. It does so by virtue of 
indicating that we do have a different answer. One is, we will 
demonstrate how to handle the problem of community/personnel in a 
lead community. In other words: we will do it, and not just talk 
about it. And a lead community will be a place where people can 
see how to do it and if excited, be willing to replicate it. So 
there is a way to begin and a way to do it. Number two, in 
personnel we have the comprehensive approach of recruiting, 
training, profession building and retention. And three, we are 
qojf^j)q to interrelate community and personnel which has never been 
done before -- namely, the outstanding people have not been 
involved. That is the end of meeting number 3.

That meeting ends with the guestion of who is going to do all of 
this.

4. Meeting number 4 answers this question by saying: this
mechanism, or the center, or counC^l for initiatives in 
education, as you will call it, will do it.

5. Meeting number 5 presents the action plan that the 
Commission could adopt; that is, all of the things that the 
Commission will do which this mechanism will carry out. And they 
include the various items listed on pages 1-5 of the February 
14th background materials.

The last meeting of the Commission as you have properly indicated 
is to see what the final report is like and to endorse it.

That is the accurate report of what took place at each meeting. 
Now I'd like to go into the way the material is handled page by 
page.
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Page 1
Paragraph 1: The methodology was developed because we did not
know how to run a meeting and make it possible for brilliant 
people to communicate. And the person-to-person interview was 
there in order for the Chairman to discover what it was that the 
commissioners wantedj and to**111»^whether anything could be done to 
organize their ideas into an^agenda.

Paragraph 2: As a result, it was discovered to the pleasant
surprise of everyone —  that all of the very rich ideas that were 
presented by commissioners could be organized into the following 
six categories:
1) the people who educate;
2) the clients of education;
3) the settings of education;
4) the methods of education;
5) the economics of education; and
6) the community: leadership and structures.
These are found in the background materials of the meeting of 
August 1, 1988.

Page 2
What happened was that Mandel begins the meeting by saying: 
Ladies and Gentlemen, I understand that this is what you think 
the Commission should be discussing. And he presents the six 
categories. And this was based on the material that was sent out 
for the first meeting: it is the background materials for first
meeting, which will be recognized by you as
for the־meet:inser-of August 1, 19 88. / \

— ^  <X _�
In the next paragraph on page 2, what happens is that many ideas
are presented by commissioners and the staff and senior policy
advisors, after studying the transcript, discovered that it was
twenty-six ideas that they are suggesting. The ideas were so rich
and important that no commission could possibly undertake all of
them, and you probably needed 26 commissions. E.g., in general
education full commissions have been devoted to problems of
adolescence, etc. And now our problem was: how could we respond
to the many exciting ideas that had been presented? These ideas
are found on page 3 of the December 13th background materials.

The staff did not introduce the philosophic distinction; the 
philosophic distinction was the background to the suggestion of 
distinguishing between enabling or programmatic options. (I think 
though it is important to mention the distinction: necessary —  
sufficient -- as the work of the staff, but not as being 
mentioned at the meeting.) All of this is presented in the 
background materials for the December 13th meeting on pages 4-10.

The paragraph that begins on page 3: "A sufficient condition as a 
condition" -- the next sentence I would formulate somewhat along 
the following lines: recognizing that there are no sufficient
conditions in education, or in Jewish education, the 
commissioners -- end the sentence.
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In the next paragraph the full list of necessary conditions is to 
be found on the bottom of page % Q , and the top of jf, of the
December 13th background materials. We chose from among them to 
deal with the community and personnel because we believed that 
these were the necessary or enabling conditions without which we 
could not afffactively proceed־?־ (jrxov

In the next to the last paragraph- on~ page 3, I think it^s)
important to explain further by indicating that it became clear' 
that unless personnel was developed, any one of the programmatic 
options could not be dealt with, e.g. early childhood is terribly 
important, but if you have no early childhood educators or you 
have no people who can work with the college student, or no 
people that can produce curriculum —  how can you undertake the 
assignment?

Page jy ^
You might want to mention that although research was not agreed 
upon as one of the building blocks at the second meeting, it was 
to emerge at meeting^ number 3 and 4 as a building block that 
would have to find its place in the final report.

The last paragraph on page p : the point is, as I mentioned
earlier, at the end of the second meeting, Eli Evans asked the 
guestion (and I would not guote him by name -- I would say: ״a
commissioner asked"): do you mean to say that all these talented 
people have come together to decide on personnel and the
community; namely -- this is old stuff; we've been talking about 
it for years; what are we going to do that's any different? So,
I think this ought to find its way somehow into the way that we 
handled the material on the bottom of page 4. Therefore the
answer cannot be "unless these preconditions were met" but rather 
"we were going to find a way to deal with these issues of 
personnel and community that everybody had been talking about."

Page 5
The Commission does not decide to undertake research and make 
research a major issue until the third meeting. However, what I 
would say on page 5 in the first paragraph is that as the 
Commission undertook its work, it realized that it would have to 
gather as much possible data about the state of the field of 
Jewish education so that the commissioners could make informed 
decisions. Therefore, they asked the staff to gather as much 
material as possible and the additional papers were also 
commissioned. By the way, I don't know if it's useful to indicate 
that at the first meeting of the Commission the basic facts about 
Jewish education were presented, and that they represented a very 
dismal picture.

On the bottom of page 5 you do mention again here that the 
process continued; that the commissioners were interviewed before 
each meeting and after each meeting. This, of course, cannot be 
repeated on each page —  but it should be made clear that we 
continued this process throughout the Commission's work, that is 
the method of interviewing before and after each meeting.
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Page 6
I think the important point here is that the time was right.
Jewish education had risen as an important priority; the leaders
had recognized that this was the time. You covered this so very
well in Chapter II, about why now the time is right.

Correction in the sentence on page 6 which says: "another major
development was the commitment of a group of well endowed family 
foundations" is the correct formulation.

Page 7
The material is generally correct, except that in pages 6, 7 and 
8 we must remember that at the third meeting what took place was 
that we were answering Evan's guestion by indicating that we 
would undertake personnel and community in a way that they had 
not been handled before. And this can be found at Roman Numeral I 
and II, Executive Summary, of the background materials for the 
third meeting of the Commission, June 14th, 1989. And also the
notion that we were going to undertake personnel and community in 
lead communities, where we would demonstrate what could take 
place. Therefore, we would actually do it and not talk about it.

Page 8
You will have to decide how much of lead community you want to 
describe here, versus in Chapter V where we talk about the 
Commission's plan. But I do think that you'll have to say 
something about the community and personnel. What you have here, 
plus the background materials for the third meeting, pages 2-6, 
and the background materials for the fourth meeting October 3, 
1989, pages 3-8; and above all, all of the background materials 
for the fifth meeting, February 14th, 1990, are the basis for
what you would say about lead community both at this point and in 
the next chapter.

Where you talk about the recruitment of outstanding educators —  
the ideas for recruitment that we see as making the lead 
community feasible are found on the sections on personnel of the 
background materials for the fourth and fifth meetings.

Page 9
The idea of a partnership between national and local is I think 
explained in the background materials for the third Commission 
meeting on page 8, and in the background materials for the fourth 
Commission meeting on pages 5-8.

In the first paragraph you say: "Thus the institutions of higher 
Jewish learning" and in the parathenses you put The Seminary, 
Hebrew Union College, Yeshiva University -- I would add to it 
"The Reconstructionist Seminary, the regional and local training 
institutions" —  end of parentheses.

On page 9, when you talk about a plan of action —  it was not 
only the facilitation of the establishment of the lead 
communities, but the other elements related to personnel,
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communities, but the other elements related to personnel, 



community and already the research comes to the fore and this you 
will find in the background materials for the fourth Commission 
meeting.

Page 10
By the way, Twersky suggested a council for new initiatives in 
Jewish education instead of a center. He thinks a center sounds 
like buildings etc. You might want to consider this.

In the next paragraph: I think it should read —  "As several
commissioners expressed reluctance to undertake new initiatives 
without the benefit of adequate research" -- it wasn't the 
establishment of this entity, this CNIJE, but rather the 
undertaking of all these new initiatives without research. So 
research rises to the very top of the list of things the 
Commission must do at the fourth meeting of the Commission.

At the fifth meeting of the Commission, the commissioners 
responded to the outline of the plan that would be fully 
described in the final report -- and that outline of course is 
found in the background materials for the fifth meeting.

Page 11
The paragraph which begins "during the fifth meeting" —  it was 
announced that several "foundations", not "federations" had 
already agreed to set aside major funds to implement the 
Commission's program. At the last meeting of the Commission on 
the 12th, the commissioners are to review the draft of the final 
report of the Commission.

Dena, I would like to discuss this with you as soon as you 
receive it to make sure that this complicated set of notes makes 
sense.

With best regards and looking forward to continuing our work.

Sincerely
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undertaking of all these new initiatives without research. So 
research rises to the very top of the list of things the 
Commission roust do at the fourth meeting of the Commission. 

At the fifth meeting of the Commission, the commissioners 
responded to the outline of the plan that would be fully 
described in the final report -- and that outline of course is 
found in the background materials for the fifth meeting. 

Page 11 
The paragraph which begins "during the fifth meeting" - - it was 
announced that several "foundat ions", not "federations" had 
already agreed to set aside major funds to implement the 
Commission's program. At the last meeting of the Commission on 
the 12th, the commissioners are to review the draft of the final 
report of the Commission. 

Dena, I would like to discuss this with you as soon as you 
receive it to make sure that this complicated set of notes makes 
sense. 

With best regards and looking forward to continuing our work. 

Sincerely 
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memo

TOן Seymour Fox & Annette Hochstein 

FR1 Dena Merriam

May a, 1990

Seymour and Annette -

I hope you had an easy trip back. I'm sure you are glad to 
be home again.

Unfortunately, I have not made much progress since our last
meeting on Friday. Monday and Tuesday were completely taken up with
projects that I neglected last week. However, I am staying home 
Wednesday and Thursday specifically to work on chapter 5, so that 
I will have something for David when he returns on Saturday.

I will fax you what I have when I get to work Friday morning
(around 10:00).

We had arranged to speak Wednesday at 9:00. I will be home if
you want to call - or you can send a fax to the office letting me
know whether you have made any progress on chapter 4.

I spoke to Gini and plan to be part of the telephone conversation 
on Friday.

Will talk to you soon.

Much love,

Dana

_____ MA_Y_-_0_a-_•_9_0_T_u_E_1_s_:_4_2...;I~D .. :R_u_DE_,R.:,F~I.:.,;:NN~---....!T~EL;,L...!:N:!!.0!.:..: ~?12 715-1507 
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Seymour and Annette -

I hope you had an easy trip back. I'm sure you are glad t ,o 
be home again. 
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Untortunately, I have not made much progress since our laat 
meeting on Friday. Monday and Tuesday were completely taken up with 
projects that I neglected last week, However , I am staying home 
Wednesday and Thursday s pecific~lly to work on chapter 5, so that 
I will have something ror David when he returns on Satur~ay. 

I will fax you what I have when I get to work Friday morning 
(around 10:00). 

we had arranged to speak Wednesday at 9:00. I will be home if 
you want to call - or you can send a tax to the office letting me 
know whether you have made any progress on chapter 4. 

I 5poke to Gini and plan to be part of the telephone conversation 
c;,n Friday. 

Will talk to you soon. 

Muoh love, 

Dena 
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ירושלים

Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israelt

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951 

Fax: 972-2-699 951

D A T E : ו  ו  May 990ו  

N O . P A G E S : 3

Dena MerriamTO:

F R O M : A nn e tte  H ochste in

F A X  N U M B E R :  00662 -2ו5 ו ו2ו7 -

Dear Dena,

T h is  i s  the  o f f i c i a l  announcement o f  change o f  name from JWB to  
JCC A s s o c ia t io n .  The d e f i n i t i o n  may be u s e fu l f o r  th e  r e p o r t .

Best regards ,

tf

FAXSENI I 
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Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants. 
Jerusalem, Israel 
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Tel.: 972-2-662 296; <>99 95 1 
Fax: 972-2-699 95] 

rTO: Dena Merri am 

FROM: Annette Hochstei n 

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

FAX NUMBER: 001-212-715 1662 

Dear Dena, 

DATE: 11 May 1990 

NO.PAGES: 3 

This is the official announcement of change of name from JWB to 
JCC Association . The definition may be useful for the report. 

Best regards , 

/!'-~ 
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Mwbh Community Centen taoc!atiQn/NA

15 East 26th Street, New VWt NY 10010-1579 
Telephone (212) 532*4949 Fax (212) 48W174association

May 10,1990

Ms. Virginia F, Levi
Mandei Associates Foundations
c/0 Premier Industrial Corp.
4500 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44103

Dear Ginny:

Jewish Community Centers began and remain a response to the Jewish 
experience In North America. The Center movement Is built on a philosophy of 
appealing to what Jews have in common and of involving members of the 
Jewish community in developing programs and services to meet the evolving 
needs of the Jewish community. Thus, Centers which began in the mid-19th 
century as literary societies, helped integrate Jewish Immigrants into American 
and Canadian society in the early 20th century. In the latter half of the century, 
attention was turned to increasing the Jewish knowledge, skills, attitudes and 
values of their membership and to other individuals in their community.

In responding to expressed needs of Jewish community members and in 
seeking to become the Jewish community's living room, Centers have long 
offered a wide variety of cultural arts, physical education, early childhood 
education, adult education, Jewish education and social service programs. As 
a result, Centers attract a membership of one million and serve an equal 
number beyond that through a variety of programs.

In the 1940s, as the Jewish community was moving to suburbia, the Janowsky 
study done by JWB (now JCC Association) pointed to the need for JCCs to 
make Jewish content and continuity their central mission. This was reinforced 
by studies in 1970 and in the mid*80s. 1984 Commission on Maximizing the 
Jewish Educational Effectiveness of JCCs particularly urged Centers to make 
greater use of their attractiveness to members of the Jewish community to 
increase the number and quality of their educational initiatives. Centers 
responded by Increasing the number of formal and experiential programs to 
their entire range of population by using the very ambiance of the JCC as an 
educational instrument and by hiring, in senior positions, a group of highly 
skilled Jewish educators as a resource for staff training and program 
development. Educational materials especially suited to the JCC setting are 
being prepared. Early childhood, camp youth, adult and older adult programs 
are proving to be of special interest and are growing.
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Ms. Virginia F, Levi 
Mandel Associates F'oundation! 
c/o Premier Industrial Corp. 
4500 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44103 

Dear Ginny: 

May 10, 1990 

Jewish Community Centers began and remain a response to the Jewish 
. experience In North America. The Center movement Is built on a philosophy of 

app8allng to what Jews have in common and of Involving members of the 
Jewish community In developing programs and services to meet the evolving 
needs of the Jewish community. Thus, Centers which began In the mldM19th 
cent\.Jry as lltsrary societies, h81ped Integrate Jewish Immigrants Into American 
and Canadian society in the early 20th century. In the latter half of the century, 
attention was turned to Increasing the Jewish knowledge, sl(jUa, attitudes and 
values of their membership and to other lndlvlduals in their community. 

In responding to expressed needs o·f Jewish community members and In 
seeking to become the Jewish community's llvlng room, Centers have long 
offered a wide variety of cultural arts, physical education, early childhood 
education, adult education, Jewish education and soclal service programs. As 
a result, Centers attract a membership of o·na million and serve an equal 
number beyond that through a variety of programs. 

In the 1940s, as the Jewish community was moving to suburbia, the Janowsky 
study done by JWB (now JCC Association) pointed ta the need for JCCs to 
make Jewish content and continuity their central mission. This was reinforced 
by studies In 1970 and In the mld•S0s. 1984 Commission on Maximizing the 
Jewish Educational Effectiveness of JCCs particularly urged Centers to make 
greater use of their attractiveness to member$ of the Jewish community to 
Increase the number and quallty of their educational initiatives. Centers 
responded by Increasing the number of formal and experiential programs to 
their entire range of population by using the very ambiance of the JOO as an 
educatlonal instrument and by hiring, In senior positions, a group of highly 
skJlled Jewish educators as a resource for staff training and program 
development. Educational materials especially suited to the JCC setting are 
being prepared. Early chlldhood, camp youth, adult and older adult programs 
e.re proving to b& of special Interest and are growing. 
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Though a smalt group of graduate schools In social work and Jewish communal 
service do offer pre-service training programs, there is a great need to upgrade 
the Jewish education of JCC professionals at all levels״ This need has given 
rise to increase in-service training efforts in North America and specially 
deeignod odueatlonal seminars In Israel for JCC staffs At all !®vole.

The emphasis on Jewish education in the JCC setting continues to be set in the 
context of the Center continuing to be an attractive place for Jews to meet, 
socialize and develop the range of programs and services whloh will enrich 
their lives.

Sincerely,

ARTHUR ROTMAN
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MEMO

TO: Seymour Fox & Annette Hochstein 

frj Dena Merriom

Mlty 8 ,  1990

Seymour and Annette -

I hope you had an easy trip back. I'm sure you are glad to 
be home again.

Unfortunately, I have not made much progress since our last
meeting on Friday. Monday and Tuesday were completely taken up with
projects that I neglected last week. However, I am staying home 
Wednesday and Thursday specifically to work on chapter 5, so that 
I will have something for David when he returns on Saturday.

I will fax you what I have when I get to work Friday morning 
(around 1 0 :0 0).

We had arranged to speak Wednesday at 9 5 00. I will be home if
you want to call  or you can send a fax to the office letting me
know whether you have made any progress on chapter 4.

X spoke to Gini and plan to be part of the telephone conversation 
on Friday.

Will talk to you soon.

Much love,

Dena
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'l'Os Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein 

FR& Dena Merri~m 

May a, 1990 

Seymour and Annette -

I hope you h~d an easy trip back. I'm sure you are glad to 
be home ■ga.in. 
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Unfortunately, I have not made much progress since our last 
meeting on Friday. Monday and Tuesday were completely taken up with 
projects that I neglected last week. However, I am staying home 
Wednesday and Thursday specifically to work on chapter 5, so that 
I will have something for David when he returns on Saturday. 

I will rax you what I have when I get to work Friday morning 
(around 10:00). 

we had arranged to speak Wednesday at 9:00. I will be home if 
you want to call - or you can send a !ax to the office letting me 
know whether you have made any progress on chapter 4. 

I ~poke to Gini and plan to be part of the telephone conversation 
on Friday. 

Will talk to you soon. 

Mueh love, 

Dena 



April 22, 1990 

1

David Finn; Dena Merriam 

Seymour Fox; Annette Hochstein

Dear David and Dena,

Many thanks for faxing the second chapter of the report this

morning. Though we expect to do most of the real editing work

together in New York, we thought it might be useful to share with

you some of our thoughts in advance of the meetings.

Best Regards,

1
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Seymour Fox; Annette Hochstein 

Dear David and Dena, 

April 22, 1990 

1 

Many thanks for faxing the second chapter of the report this 

morning. Though we expect to do most of the real editing work 

together in New York, we thought it might be useful to share with 

you some of our thoughts in advance of the meetings. 

Best Regards, 
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Chapter 2: Jewish education - where it stands today

General Comment

The purpose of this chapter is to offer to the reader a sense of 

the state of Jewish education in North America. This works 

effectively beginning with page 7. We think this is because 

after page 7 historical analyses and facts are used primarily in 

order to stress, explain or illustrate points about the current 

situation.

The early pages on the history of the organization of jewish 

education should probably be re-drafted. The gist of the argument 

might read something like "Jewish education is to this day a 

loose confederation of schools, congregations, denominations, 

bureaus of Jewish education and National organizations. In this 

matter Jewish education is similar to general education in North 

America, where a strong tradition of de-centralizations subsists 

to this day. For example tens of thousands of boards of 

education determine local educational policies for American 

schools. Historically, this is how this situation developed for

Jewish education....״ Following this type of introduction, the 

historical analysis might be more relevant.

We may also suggest that you consider inserting more quantitative

data in this chapter to illustrate the scope of the field 

(attendence; institutions; settings; etc...).

Informal education should be featured more prominently (we failed 

this in our documents). This may be easier to do when you receive 

Bernie Reisman's paper
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education determine local edu cational policies for American 
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Jewish education .... " Following this type of introduction, the 

historical analysis might be more relevant. 

We may also suggest that you consider inserting more quantitative 

data in this chapter to illustrate the scope of the field 

(attendence; institutions; settings; etc ... ) . 

Informal education should be featured more prominently (we failed 

this in our documents). This may be easier to do when you receive 

Bernie Reisman's paper 
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The following are detailed comments:

page 2: *Not sure about the title. Would "the state of Jewish

education" be better?

* [What about a title for the whole report?]

* First paragraph —  The papers were Commissioned

fairly late in the life of the Commission and are only 

being distributed to Commissioners now (first one out 

this week!). The paragraph might read something like:

1,In order to understand the context in which the 

Commission conducted its work, it is important to 

examine Jewish education in North America today. In 

order to do so a series of research papers and 

consultations with experts were undertaken to provide a 

preliminary overview of the state of Jewish education 

today. The research undertaken helped to define the 

problems and explain why, despite the progress made in 

recent years, the Jewish community has yet to develop a 

means of more fully achieving its long-term educational 

objectives." We suggest deleting the sentence re-

"most extensive research ever...")

* Do we want to list the papers here or in an 

appendix?

* We will need to complete the list of research and 

consultations (we must add the two CAJE papers and the 

Aron & Philips paper on the BJE 's survey of teachers 

in L.A.) not real research -
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Early attempts to standardize Jewish education

* we think it might be useful to insert here some of 

the factual data on Jewish education, then re-draft

this part, giving a less prominent role to history (see 

above). The section assumes knowledge by the reader of 

names, terms and issues which we think he will not be 

familiar with (e.g., Benderly, the Central Board, the 

issue of the Bureau of Jewish Education and the 

Association —  page 4). We will have to decide which to 

explain, and which to delete.

Your guestion: No need to mention more: the previous

page uses the case of New York City to tell the story 

of good developments in one outstanding bureau.

2: JESNA was preceded by the American Association for 

Jewish Education, which carried a similar function,

namely —  the attempt to build an umbrella organization 

for all of formal education in North America. The 

parallel story should be told here for informal 

education, giving JESNA and JWB parallel weight in the 

chapter.

(It may be more efficient for us to re-do this part 

together.)

Changing Function of Teaching Institutes:

* We may want to insert a paragraph about what is 

involved in a profession and how training institutes

4

pages 2-5

page 5:

paragraph

Page 6:

pages 2-5: Early attempts to standardize Jewish education 

page 5: 

* we think it might be useful to insert here some of 

the factual data on Jewish education, then re-draft 

this part, giving a less prominent role to history (see 

above). The section assumes knowledge by the reader of 

names, terms and issues which we think he will not be 

familiar with (e.g., Benderly, the Central Board, the 

issue of the Bureau of Jewish Education and the 

Association -- page 4). We will have to decide which to 

explain, and which to delete. 

Your question: No need to mention more: the previous 

page uses the case of New York City to tell the story 

of good developments in one outstanding bureau. 

paragraph 2: JESNA was preceded by the American Association for 

Jewish Education , which carried a similar function, 

namely -- the attempt to build an umbrella organization 

for all of formal education in North America. The 

parallel story should be told here for informal 

education, giving JESNA and JWB parallel weight in the 

chapter . 

Page 6: 

(It may be more efficient for us to re-do this part 

together.) 

Changing Function of Teaching Institutes: 

* We may want to insert a paragraph about what is 

involved in a profession and how training institutes 
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might meet this. (You have a paper by Isa Aron on 

teaching as a profession.)

* What took place as far as the development of training 

institutes is concerned is the following:

The institutes were created to meet the needs of Jewish 

education and to attract more people to a field whose 

needs were very varied (day school teachers, youth 

group leaders, etc.) and in which there were few full- 

time jobs. The early curriculum was meant also as an 

incentive to attract more people. As the profession 

became less appealing, the training institutes turned 

to a different public, and offered the general adult 

population Jewish studies courses, so that in fact the 

situation today is worse than it was in the 50׳s. In 

recent years, with the gradual change occurring toward 

Jewish education and the opportunity for increased 

numbers of students of Jewish education, the institutes 

are making a hasty comeback. It will be important for 

this development to be carefully planned, so that the 

varied training needs not all take place at each 

institute, but rather that institutes set up 

specialized programs to meet the needs.

Paragraph 2: Would it be possible to add data from

general education?

* All Davidson figures and queries about figures should 

be checked with him at JTSA (212) 678-8029.

Page 9:
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Paragraph 3: Do we have data on Los Angeles for this? 

What is the source?

Page 10: Line 1: . . . considerably lower and often require ...

Line 5: In Jewish education, instead of: "Jewish

community?"

Line 11: "Schools by and large do not provide ..."

Line 17-19: Is it a nationwide trend?

Add: "No full-time jobs."

Page 11: Top: Add Montreal and Toronto as examples.

Paragraph 2: Salary data for public school kindergarten 

teacher.

Line 6: Replace "extensive" with "some." Delete last

line.

Paragraph 3: The negative assessment of the

supplementary school may better be inserted elsewhere. 

(Delete quote: "the difficulty of making ... that is

available.")

Page 13: Lines 4 and 6: Add "at this time."

Page 14: Explain that the high proportion for day schools is in

fact a tiny absolute amount of money. The total amount 

of Federation allocation is small.

* Missing paragraph —  tell the story of the gradual 

release of Federation endowment funds and these funds 

as sources of monies for Jewish education.
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Page 15: Recent initiatives —

There is probably too much Cleveland in the report. We 

ought to discuss this.
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P R E M I E R  CORP. ADMIN.AP R  19 ’90 16:44

M ORTON L  MANDEL 4500 e u c u d a v e n u e י   C l e v e l a n d , o h i o  44103

April 18, 199Q

Dear David:

You have pointed out, correctly/ that we know very little 
about what works in Jewish education and that it is futile 
to "throw money" at Jewish education until we find out.
Very little has been done to study the effectiveness of 
program content and curriculum, to compile data on costs 
and research on cost effectiveness, and in general/ to 
monitor and evaluate programs.. In short/ there is a paucity 
of good research in the field of Jewish education, and 
not even a basic bank of data to assist policy-oriented 
analysis.

We need to develop a research capability, which will identify 
what works in Jewish education, and which will make it 
possible to be more accountable for the funds which we 
raise and allocate.

What is proposed now is that this problem be addressed 
as part of the implementation program of the Cocmdssion 
on Jewish Education in North America. I hope that you 
will be willing to take the leadership in this regard. 
Specifically, would you be willing to chair a task force 
on research in Jewish education, to bring together a group 
of lay and professional leaders who are capable of assessing 
what effective research is now being done, and what needs 
to be done, and by whom? Are there organizations currently 
doing useful research, and are they capable of expanding 
these activities?

We are prepared to help develop an agenda for such a task 
force, and to suggest persons who would be willing to work 
with you in this endeavor.
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I would be glad to discuss this subject with you, personally/ 
in company with Hank Zucker and/or Steve Hoffman/ the acting 
executive of the iirplecnentation mechanism. Please let 
me know if I should arrange a suitable time for us to get 
together. 4

Warm regards.

Sincerely,

MORTON L. MANDEL

Mr. David Hirschhom 
The Blaustein Building 
P.O. Box 238 
Baltimore/ MD 21203

, 
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FAX SENT 
DATE: ״

ותכנון למד>נ>ות נתיב־יועצים
>רושלים

Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israelt

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
 IcI.: 972-2-662 296; 699 95׳
Fax: 972-2-699 951

April 22, 1990
DATE:

NO. PAGES:

Dena Merriam 

Annette Hochstein
TO:

FROM:

FAX NUMBER:

Dear Dena,

We've just received chapter 2 —  many thanks. Will get to

work on it right away.

Also received your fax of April 2 0 re-the research papers:

The first two (Scheffler&Fox; Reimer) are not yet completed -

which is why they haven't reached you. I have asked Ginny Levi 

and/or Mark Gurvis in Cleveland to Federal express a copy 

of the third (Reisman) to you immediately. £ *2 / £> “ 59/

Best regards,

FAXSBNT 
DATB: .. ~.J. .. ~. 

t Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 

• 11,,n, n,,,,1~~ o,~v,, -~,n, 
D'~YJli, 
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Dear Dena, 

We ' ve j ust received chapter 2 - - many t h a nks. Will get to 

work on it right away . 

Also received your fax of April 20 re-the research papers: 

The first two (Scheffler&Fox; Reimer) are not yet completed -

which is why they haven ' t reached you. I have asked Ginny Levi 

and/or Mark Gurvis in Cleveland to Federal express a copy 
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Best regards , 
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April 20, 1990

FAX

Mr. Seymour Fox

Dear Seymour;

Thanks for sending me the list of recommendations. There are two that I 
have not received (1 & 2), and number 3 I'm getting^as listed below:

1. "The Relationship Between Jewish Education and Jewish Continuity" 
(I. Scheffler, Harvard University; S. Fox, The Hebrew University).

2. "The Synagogue as a Context for Jewish Education" (J. Reimer, 
Brandeis University)

3. "Informal Education in North America" (B. Reigman, Brandeis 
University)

Regards,

Z־' i —
Dena Merriamf
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Note: The data upon which these background materials and recommendations are based are 
to be found in the studies that have been undertaken for the Commission; all the studies will 
be completed before the Commission issues its report.

The Relationship Between Jewish Education and Jewish Continuity (I. Scheffler, Harvard 
University; S. Fox, The Hebrew University).

• The Structure o f  Jewish Education in North America (W. Ackerman, Ben
Gurion University).

Community Organization for Jewish Education in North America; Leadership, Finance and 
Structure (H.L. Zucker, Director, Commission on Jewish Education in North America).

Federation-Led Community Planning fo r  Jewish Education, Identity and Continuity (J. Fox,
Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland).

The Synagogue as a Context fo ־* r  Jewish Education (J. Reimer, Brandeis University).

. The Preparation o f  Jewish Educators in North America: A Research Study (A. Davidson,
Jewish Theological Seminary of America).

Towards the Professionalization o ־ f  Jewish Teaching (I. Aron, Hebrew Union College, Los 
Angeles).

Studies o f Personnel in Jewish Education: A  Sum m a/y Report (I. Aron and D. Markovic, 
Hebrew Union College, Los Angeles).

■Informal Education in North America (B. Reisman, B r a n d e i s  U n i v e r s i t y ) .

A Poll of the Jewish Pop u l a t i o n  of the USA (Gallup, Israel, Dec, 1989)
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F A C S I M I L E  T R A N S M I S S I O N

Nativ-Policy and Planning Consultants

Jerusalem

14.11-30
FAX SENT 
DATE: .

To: David Finn and Dena Merriam

From: Seymour Fox and Annette Hochstein

Pages:Date: April 19,1990

Fax Number:

More from Jerusalem...

We have reviewed two more parts of the report and put down some 
thoughts in writing, in the hope they'll be helpful for your 
writing. Please let us know if there is more we should do before

1. History of the Commission's work —  Seymour has dictated an 
overview. The beginning overlaps with your text at the end of the 
first chapter.

2. Recommendations: the attached are suggestions for the overview 
of recommendations. Please let us know if there is anything 
further we can do to clarify that chapter (Background documents

Looking forward to receiving your chapter on Friday or Sunday,

our meetings.

for February 1990).

Best Regards,

1
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CHAPTER IV. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMISSION

* THE COMMISSION'S PLAN AND

** THE COMMISSION'S SEVEN RECOMMENDATIONS.

^  A TEN YEAR (MULTI-YEAR) PLAN

The Commission on Jewish Education has decided to undertake a 
ten-year plan for change in Jewish education. Implementation of 
the first phase of the plan will begin immediately with the 
following elements:

* Several communities will be selected to become lead communities 
in Jewish education. A comprehensive effort to develop across 
the board quality programs staffed with qualified personnel, in 
the various settings and for the various age groups will be 
undertaken with and by those communities. Through these 
communities we will demonstrate what can happen to jewish life 
when good ideas, qualified people and adequate resources are 
brought together in one place.

* Training programs will be developed to significantly increase 
the number of trained educators and to offer on the job training 
of personnel in the local communities.

* The terms and conditions under which many educators work will 
be improved, plans and provisions will be made for raising 
salaries and benefits. Full time jobs will be created to meet the 
needs of improve programs and a ladder of advancement will be 
developed so as to motivate talented educators to continue to 
teach and take on increasingly challenging assignments. Many 
educators will be empowered to participate in determining 
educational policy.

* The commission will create the logistical, professional, 
structural and financial conditions to ensure the implementation 
of the plan.
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Community/Financing

j The Commission urges a vigorous effort to involve more key community leaders in the 
Jewish education enterprise. It urges local communities to establish comprehensive 
planning committees to study their Jewish education needs and to be proactive in bringing 
about improvements. The Commission recommends a number of sources for additional 
funding to support improvements in Jewish education, including federations and private 
foundations.

Personnel

%  The Commission recommends that a ten-year plan to build the profession of Jewish 
education in North America be developed and immediately launched. The plan will include 
the development of training opportunities; a major effort to recruit appropriate candidates 
to the profession; increases in salaries and benefits; and improvements in the status of 
Jewish education as a profession.

Programmatic Arenas

4. The Commission process has identified the following programmatic arenas, each of 
which offers promising opportunities for intervention.

Target populations: early childhood, the child, the adolescent, the college-age youth, the 
adult, the family, the retired and elderly, the new immigrant.

Settings and frameworks: early childhood education and child care, the supplementary school 
(elementary and high school), the synagogue, the Jewish community center, camping, the 
Israel Experience, and a number of other informal educational frameworks.
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Content, resources and methods: curriculum, Hebrew language education, the arts, the media 
and new technologies.

The Commission believes that collectively these form a challenging agenda for the next 
dccade and urges communities, institutions, communal organizations, foundations and 
philanthropists to act upon them.

Community Action Sites

<1 t The Commission recommends the establishment of several Community Action Sites, 
where excellence in Jewish education will be demonstrated for others to see, learn from 
and, where appropriate, to replicate. Community Action Sites will be initiated by local 
communities which will work in partnership with the facilitating mechanism. The 
mechanism will help distill the lessons learned from the Community Action Sites and diffuse 
the results.

Research

The Commission recommends the establishment of a research capability in North 
America to develop the knowledge base for Jewish education, to gather the necessary data 
and to undertake monitoring and evaluation. Research and development should be 
supported at existing institutions and organizations, and at any specialized research facilities 
that need to be established.

The Facilitating Mechanism_____________________________________________________________

Ip 1. The Commission recommends the establishment of a facilitating mechanism that will 
undertake the implementation of its decisions and recommendations. The mechanism, 
directed by its board and staff, will be a driving force in the attempt to bring about 
across-the-board, systemic change for Jewish education in North America.
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA

HISTORY OF THE COMMISSION'S WORK AND DECISIONS

Dear David,

I am going to take a stab at trying to present the history of 
the Commission, for your use, as you please.

When the Commission began its work the problem was: how do you
run the first meeting? The difficulty was that the differences 
between Charles Bronfman, who doesn't believe in any kind of 
formal education, and Rabbi Lamm, who thinks that unless there 
is day high school education one is not likely to be able to 
respond to the pressures of living in an open society —  how do 
these two people join together on a Commission? This is a 
practical issues - separate from the guestion of goals that we 
have discussed in the past.

Therefore we devised an interesting method, which was to 
interview each commissioner before the first meeting. We 
interviewed every single commissioner and then organized their 
comments into a document. ("The interviews with Commission 
members, a selection (August 1988)). Mr. Mandel began the first 
meeting by saying: "Gentlemen, this is what I understand you
think the Commission should be dealing with. I received it from 
my interviews with you." This proved to be a very useful or 
successful way of working, and as a result, at that first meeting 
of the Commission, 2 6 ideas were presented by the commissioners 
as to what this Commission's agenda should be. (By the way we 
continued this method of interviewing commissioners before and 
after each meeting for the rest of the work of the Commission.)

Meeting number 2 on December 13th was faced with the following 
problem : how do you decide amongst the 26 ideas, which we were 
to call "options," that were suggested. The reason why this was 
so difficult was that most of these ideas were good or terribly 
important —  each worthy of a full commission devoted to it 
alone. For example, one could have devoted a commission to early 
childhood education. This has occurred in American education 
throughout. The Carnegie Foundation has recently had a commission 
on adolescence. How were we to decide? The challenge was 
enormous. Furthermore, the suggestions that were made - these 2 6 
ideas or options - were strongly held by commissioners; some of 
them for very good reasons because they actually believed that 
was the place to invest. For example early childhood. The child 
is most malleable; 50% of all children go to early childhood 
programs; there are working mothers, etc. We could give examples 
for each of the suggested ideas.

We then developed a methodology which is summarized in the 
background documents for the meeting of December 1988. Let me 
elaborate on it. The distinction "enabling condition" or "pre- 
condition" versus "programmatic options" is based on the
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think the commission should be dealing with. I received it from 
my interviews with you." This proved to be a very useful or 
successful way of working, and as a result, at that first meeting 
of the Commission, 26 ideas were presented by the commissioners 
as to what this Commission's agenda should be. (By the way we 
continued this method of interviewing commissioners before and 
after each meeting for the rest of the work of the Commission.) 

Meeting number 2 on December 13th was faced with the following 
problem: how do you decide amongst the 26 ideas, which we were 
to call "options," that were suggested. The reason why this was 
so difficult was that most of these ideas were good or terribly 
important each worthy of a full commission devoted to it 
alone. For example, one could have devoted a commission to early 
childhood education. This has occurred in American education 
throughout. The Carnegie Foundation has recently had a commission 
on adolescence. How were we to decide? The challenge was 
enormous. Furthermore, the suggestions that were made - these 26 
ideas or options - were strongly held by commissioners; some of 
them for very good reasons because they actually believed that 
was the place to invest. For exampl e early childhood. The child 
is most malleable; 50% of all children go to early childhood 
programs; there are working mothers, etc. We could give examples 
for each of the suggested ideas. 

We then developed a methodology which is summarized in the 
background documents for the meeting of December 1988. Let me 
elaborate on it. The distinction "enabling condition" or "pre
condition" versus "programmatic options" is based on the 
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distinction between "necessary conditions״ and "sufficient 
conditions". A sufficient condition would be one in which we 
could say : this area unto itself (e.g. dealing with the
supplementary school) would solve the problem of Jewish 
education. However there are no such answers for general 
education or for Jewish education. There are no "sufficient 
conditions" The question was then, could we come up with any 
necessary conditions - conditions without which success is not 
likely in any area - that would cut across all of the options. 
To our great joy we discovered that there were two "necessary 
conditions" (which we later were to call "pre-conditions" or 
1,enabling conditions") that everyone agreed held for all of their 
commitments or all of their options. They were personnel and the 
community. There was a shortage, all agreed, in personnel in 
every area and for all age groups. And everyone agreed that the 
same held for the community : there was poor community
leadership, not enough funding, and the ambience was wrong to 
build Jewish education. Furthermore, we soon discovered that 
these two pre-conditions or necessary conditions —  the community 
and personnel —  were inseparable or were inter-related. The 
reason being, that unless you had outstanding personnel you 
couldn't inspire first-rate community leaders. And unless the 
first-rate community leaders took leadership and decided that 
Jewish education was to be put high up or at the top of the 
community agenda, then why should anybody good go into the field.

That is the way we ended meeting number 2. With an agreement to 
focus on personnel and on the community. At the end of that 
meeting Eli Evans asked the question: "Do you mean to say that
all these smart people joined together to decide that community 
and personnel are the key issues? We knew that before we began. 
What are we going to add to all the many conferences, 
discussions, articles that have been written?"

This challenge was picked up at the third meeting. The response 
to Evans' question is that the difference between this Commission 
and all other commissions is that we are going to devise a way to 
attack these two problems and show what could happen when Jewish 
education is stretched to the very limit, when we try to do the 
very best that we can (our argument was that no one had ever 
really tried to invest in Jewish education sufficiently. If no 
one really tried to bring in the very best personnel or to get 
the top community leaders, and to allocate sufficient resources - 
that was enough of an argument. Add to this the fact that we knew 
that there were a great many good ideas of best practice that 
could be introduced - but had not been introduced into Jewish 
education). The way we were going to do it was through community
action sites or lead communities. Here, we were going to bring
together best practice —  that is those things that were 
promising or had worked at various places throughout the United 
States, and for that matter throughout the world —  and put them
together in one place and see what could take place. We were
going to recruit the best personnel, we were going to train them, 
we were going to do on-the-job training, we were going to recruit 
the best community leadership, we were going to sufficiently fund
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it. That's what a community action site was going to be, and that 
is elaborated upon in the other materials.

That was the end of the third meeting.

The guestion that we were left with at the end of the third 
meeting was: let's assume you can do this; who in the world is
going to do it?

And that brings us to the fourth meeting where we came up with 
the notion of the mechanism or an IJE. Now the mechanism is 
described in the last chapter of the documents of February 14th. 
However, the important thing is that the document of February 
14th is really answering all the things that we knew were going 
to have to be done. Someone was going to have to do the research 
to find out about the community; someone was going to have to 
excite the local leadership and recruit them and get them 
involved; someone was going to have to build a local mechanism 
that was going to have undertake this; someone was going to have 
to work with the training institutions; someone was going to have 
to work with the funders; etc., etc. —  all of the items that are 
mentioned in this IJE. That's the way we finished the fourth 
meeting.

Now at the fifth meeting, we then presented the total story. The 
total story was the plan ( Also document of February 14th.)

Now we are talking about community action sites and a mechanism 
that is going to be funded. It's going to have an outstanding 
board and the community action sites are going to be replicated 
by others looking at them and saying —  see what can take place 
in Jewish education and it can be done by us as well. And this is 
the beginning of a process to do something about Jewish 
education.

Those are the five meetings that took place and that's the logic 
thrust of the work.

We committed ourselves from the very beginning to do several 
unigue things :
—  this was not going to be
a report, but a report that was going to be implemented —  so 
implementation is the mechanism, funding and the outstanding 
community leaders that are involved, as well as the community 
action sites.
—  We said there would be a partnership between
public, or communal, and private. Well, that's the way we have 
lived from the beginning —  that is, by virtue of getting these 
foundations to join together with JWB, JESNA and CJF and the 
denominations.

So far for the history of the Commission's work
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Dear David and Dena,

We are now proceeding with the rest of your chapter 1, beginning 
at the end of page 17.

We have a problem with this text that can be solved in several 
different ways.

1. If the purpose is to tell the story of the entire
commission process (what happened from the beginning to the end), 
and to describe what took place at each meeting, or at least
to describe the whole process — then that does not fully take
place here. What is missing is how we moved from the first 
meeting where the 26 items were suggested to the second meeting 
where we divided those into enabling and programmatic options. 
Then the story should be told of how we decided on the two areas 
that we ,re concentrating on. And then how we moved from that 
decision to lead communities, and how we moved from lead 
communities to a mechanism, and how we moved from both of those 
to a plan for operation. This of course is found in the 
background materials, as well as in the minutes of the meetings 
of December 13th, 1988 until the meeting of February 14th, 1990.
If this can be done it would be very useful in order to give the
reader a notion of the history and thrust of the work of the 
Commission. The logic would then be: after being interviewed for 
the first meeting Commissioners came up with these exciting 26 
ideas at the first meeting. The problem was that 26 ideas were 
enough for at least 26 commissions. So we came up with this very 
powerful distinction, "enabling" and "programmatic." Then we 
realized that we had to answer Eli Evans' guestion, which I think 
I mentioned to you — "you mean to say that all these smart 
people came together in order to decide that the personnel and 
the community were the most important things?" We answered that 
by virtue of coming up with the notion of community action sites
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or lead communities, where you would be able to see what happens
when you put the best together, and where you would learn how to
do it when you put the best together.

From that, we moved to the guestion of who was going to do all of
this — and that of course is the mechanism or the IJE. From 
there you move to the fact that you have to have funding to carry 
this out. And then to the final report.

If you would like us to take a stab at a draft of what that piece 
might look like, please let us know immediately.

2. The guotes on these pages (18-22) are excellent. Of course 
we still have the problem of what are we going to do about 
guotes: are we going to guote every commissioner? Are we going to 
guote some commissioners? Are we only going to guote Mandel and 
mention the other commissioners anonymously by saying — one 
commissioner said1'? But that is something that we'll have to be 
talking about this week on the telephone, and that the senior 
policy advisors will have to decide. I think we should continue 
the way you have worked at present — that is putting in the 
appropriate guotes.

The guote on page 2 0 is from Rabbi Norman Lamm of Yeshiva 
University.

I think we ought to try and have a phone conversation this week. 
We are also interested in knowing when we will be receiving the 
next chapter.

Best Regards,

Sincerely,
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CHAPTER Z: CREATION 0? THE COMMISSION

The Crucial Importance of Education in Contemporary Jewish Life 

Thera is a deep and wide-spread concern in Che Jewish community 

today that the commitment to basic Jewish values, ideals and 

behavior may be diminishing at an alarming rate. There is consld-

erable evidence that a high percentage of Jews have come to feel
Jo no(־־ cuLU&ri

that the traditions of Judaism a1״un !■HIMujul 10 their search for
>׳״

personal fulfillment and (corona llty> This has grave implications 

not only for the richness of Jewish life but for the very continu- 

ity of the Jewish people. Throughout history Jews have faced 

dangers from without with courage and steadfastness; now a new 

kind of commitment is required״to a»qurr t̂he״f Ha- 

basie imti-tutijgmi-.

The Jews in North America live in an open society which presents 

an unprecedented range of opportunities and choices. This ex- 

traordinary environment confronts us with what is proving to be an 

historic־dilemma; while we cherish our freedom as individuals to 

explore new horizons, we recognize that this very freedom poses a 

dramatic challenge to the survival of the Jewish way of life,

There is an urgent need to find better ways to ensure that Jews 

maintain and strengthen the beliefs that are central to Judaism.
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education ־־ the teaching of Jewish values־and idealaV thranSeaning-  

of prayer, relationship with God and community -־ tflw6wy lack• 

ing. It is imperative that at this moment in history Jewish 

education be^j^/a transformative rather than merely an lnforma- 

tive experience. Without this change in the educational experi- 

ence, it will become increasingly difficult to pass on to future 

generations a strong identity with and commitment to Judaism,

The core of Jewish education must be character education, not
o vv| y
jaoryiy the teaching of Hebrew and history. Its goal must be no 

less than shaping the inner lives of people. We must begin to 

view education as a way to transmit the essence of what Jewish 

life is all about so that future generations of Jews will be 

impelled to search for meaning through their own rich traditions 

and institutions. Judaism must present itself as a living entity 

and give the Jews of today the resources to find answers to the 

fundamental questions of life as readily as it did for their 

ancestors through the centuries. Otherwise it could eventually be 

overtaken in the minds of young people by other systems of thought 

which they feel are more ■r»lcvant״*t<̂  the modern world,

^  vyj\\p gs-w — >
This dangerous state of affairs the result~of the_'comparatively

low priority which the Jewish community has given to Jewish educa-
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tion, Before World War II, a good part of the leadership of the ״.׳

, / hva^ s r w ^ i
American Jewish community concentrated its attention on the prob• {u^AoduA. d o  I 

lems of anti-Semitism here and abroad, and gave comparatively .■<

little thought to the needs of Jewish education. Federation^■

of Jewish Philanthropies devoted iA.nli to providing conununity 

support in the fields of health, social services and the American' 

ization of new immigrants. In the post-War period, the highest 

priority for community leaders was the lifesaving work of Jewish 

relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction. Nation-building in 

Israel and defense against attacks from neighboring Arab states 

became the primary focus of support from the Jewish community in 

later years. Today, there is great concern about the welfare of 

Russian Jews.

In the face of such life-and-death issues, the needs of education 

seem to be less urgent, less insistent, more diffused; a problem 

that can be dealt with at some point in the future when more 

pressing problems have been solved. But this is an illusion. We 

may indeed continue to live with emergencies, but we can no longer 

postpone addressing the problem of Jewish education lest we face 

an irreversible decline in the vitality of the Jewish people.

-1Hasg+et obvious symptom of the Inadequacy of Jewish education is 

the precipitous rise in intermarriage and the consequent turning
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became the primary focu& of support from t ho Jewish co~unity in 

later years . Today, there i s great concern about the welfare of 

Russian Jews . 

In the face of such life -and- death i ssues, the needs of education 

seem to be less ur gent, l ess 1na1stent , more diffused; a problem 

that can be dealt with at some point in the future when more 

pressing problems have been solved, But thiA is an 1llua1on. We 

may indeed continue to live with emergtnciea, but we can no longer 

postpone addreaaing the problem of Jewish education lest we face 

an irreversible decline in the vitality of the Jewish people . 

O.u.-
~T19 n•t obviouQ symptom of the in&dequacy of Jew!ah education is 

the precipitous rise in intermarriage &nd the consequent turning 



away from Jewish traditions in the search for fulfillment and
ChxSl$JLx£> ( OS) c\׳ /(i^y^awv^

&], flvvA' י׳טmeaning in Ufa, According to a recent ua

l(
th• number of intermarriages has sharply increased in the past <—■>

couple of decades, growing from 16% of those Jews between the ages 

of 40 and 59, to 28% of those under the age of 40. Today, nearly 

one out of every three married Jews under the age of 40 is married 

to a non-Jew. And increasingly, these intermarriages are not only

\  /  \  /A  /
be^ng accepted, b^t applauded. Intermarriages^stated a recent /

NewVork Magazine^article, "is something\even the very .^best^ami- 

lies ô." Îritrermarr̂ ed celebrities such as Henry and Nancy Kiss- 

inger, Calvin and Kelly Klein, Caroline Kennedy and Edwin\Schloss-

berg./show that intermarriages have become acceptable amongvthe
\ / ̂־דץ  cffXAAÂ  

1 it\. ^^d'^Jews'wl־wealthy, trip politically'powerful, and the elit 

intermarry are significantly less likely to provide their children 

with a Jewish education.

Another symptom of the problem is the fact that so ,many Jewish ״ a n
D o s ci/JL c*-&: Sd^cLo

children^ today־da-not-have-any- Jewish-schooling. A recent study )

found that over half (58%) of Jewish school age children in the ^

United States were not enrolled in any type of Jewish schooling.

Inevitably these children will grow up with a relatively weak

identification with and understanding of Judaism, and have diffi*

culty passing on to their children an appreciation of the beauty

and richness of Jewish life. A study of children of intermar*
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He has been a long time advocate of Jewish education and has been 

responsible for making education a top priority for the Jewish 

Agency. In calling for the creation of a Commission, Mandel 

decided to commit his personal energies and the financial re• 

sources of the Mandel Associated Foundations [is this the correct 

name?] to bring about a major change in Jewish education.

played a significant role in the field of education generally over
<5ZT\>

the years. In the early years of this century, the Flexner €oa* 

was responsible for establishing an entirely new approach 

to medical education in the U.S. [GIVE DATE AND NAME OF REPORT] 

More recently there have been a series of commissions and major 

reports, most notably A Nation At Risk, published by the National

Moreover, the Jewish world was not unfamiliar with the activities 

of commissions; they had been established by a number of founda- 

tlons as an effective method of examining different areas of 

contemporary life and developing blueprints for achieving specific 

goals. In recent years, there had been some movement to develop 

local commissions to study problems in Jewish education, and today 

11 ̂ AR^THEREiSai^l^ E ^ S -^M^CLEAR^ communities have organ*

In making this move, Mandel was mindful

Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) •Report-Card̂ -orr-School ‘‘Q
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11 ~£0-~~~i- communitiea have organ• 
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ized local commissions on Jewish education/Jewish continuity, all 

coordinated by the Council of Jewish Federation*. ‘ThtFia0ff'C=f*r

However, there has never been!a national Commission singularly 

devoted to the subject of Jewish education in North America as a 

whole, and it was clear from the outset that in order to do its 

job well it would have to incorporate several unique features.

As a first step it was determined that the private and communal 

sectors would need to establish a working partnership to create 

the broadest possible base for Che Commission, Mandel also de- 

clared at the early planning stages that the entity must be 

"representative of the Jewish community defined differently than 

it has been defined in recent years.” He wanted the orthodox 

sector to sit together with the conservative, the reform, and the 

reconstructionist. A prerequisite for the success of the Commis* 

sion was, that it respect and benefit from the power of ,the various jj
CIAAO. CU-A>V

r&lig’tous per suasions 7y"Ac r 0 s s^che*b 0 ar d changes could only happen/^ 

through a process that reflected and respected the diversity of 

North American Jewry.

The Composition of the Commission * L. J) ~f/j

Although-Mandel-decided'to fun'd'the Commission through hi■ family . *

10
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develop a concrete plan of action with specific goals, and to 

establish a mechanism to oversee the enactment of that plan.

The underlying assumption of the Commission was that the North 

American Jewish community had the will and capacity to mobilize 

itself behind education as it had in the past for the building of 

the State of Israel, the rescue of Jews In distress, and the fight 

against discrimination. This would require that all the(̂ elements~̂, / 

of North American Jewry join forces, pool their energies^"and 

launch an unprecedented undertaking to raise the standards and 

quality of Jewish education.

How the_.Commission was Formed

The Idea to form a Commission to tackle the problems of Jewish 

education was first conceived in November, 1986. The precipitat- 

ing factor was widespread concern among Jewish leaders over the 

serious shortage of qualified teaching personnel, Morton Mandel, 

who has played a very active role in the Jewish community during 

his long career as a Jewish philanthropist, was the driving force 

behind the Commission's creation. Mr. Mandel has devoted his life 

tyJewislycauses^ having he^d many ,senior positions

can Jewish community. He/has been President oi 

ky Federation of Cleveland, and Presidents of t 

Welfare Board (JWB)̂׳and therCouncil of Jewish Federations ?CJF).

I 
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riages shows that only 24% of children in dual faith households ר־
w

identify themselves as Jews.

This weakening commitment to Jewish life, which can already be

seen in the lives of the current generation of young adult Jews,
naa m

become even more apparent among their children and grandchil- 

dren, This painful prospect, which community leaders can foresee 

in their own families as well as in the community at large, has 

brought to a head concern about the quality and mission of Jewish 

education.

In the past the Jewish (community had certain bonds which gave it ,
SpjwuJhijLj _c u a A  ) 

remarkable inner strength. Jews grew up in/Jewish neighborhoods

with a strong Jewish ambiance. They were constantly surrounded by

the symbols and customs of Jewish life, Edtiĉ tion was theri\only CjXO aJZ
\. caaX<y  CtT^JOujCk

one of the *any wa^Kin which Jejffî came in contact with their T M u v  (xdktUi

cultura^and spirttualhetitage. ^  V"a>uV^j«

'Cc'V/Ŵ A&il, CM_Axa_ ■Q *

Today these neighborhoods and the way of life they represented 

have all but disappeared from the modern world, and new Instltu* 

tlons must be developed to take their place. It was to meet this 

challenge that the idea of creating The Commission on Jewish 

Education was bom. The purpose of the Commission would be to 

analyze the shortcomings of the current education system, to

- - - - ♦ - t .- t •- ·•-- -""'• t I •- ---♦ - . . ... • --••-••-•• • -- t 1-•-•- • _ __..., __ ,._,__,_, ,___ 
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In our uniquely free society, where there are so many roeaatwgfal 

philosophies and Ideologies competing for attention, and where the 

pursuit of Judaism increasingly involves a conscious choice, the 

burden of preparation for such a decision resides with education.

Jewish education must be compelling, emotionally, intellectually 

and spiritually, so that young people will say to themselves: "I 

have decided to remain engaged, to continue to investigate and 

grapple with these i d e a s ^X^!c^X<ktsL Uja> °־*

llpL.

Jewish education must be vastly improved if it ia to achieve this 

objective and for Judaism to retain its vigor in the face of all 

the possibilities that exist for Jews today. It must become an 

experience that inspires Jews to learn, feel and act in a way that 

reflects a deep understanding of Jewish values. Such a change 

will be difficult to bring abouWbecause of־'the poor state of 

education in general in the U.S. Well known reports have docu• 

mented the serious lack of teaching talent as well as other prob- 

lems facing the educational system. A severe lack of funds, 

resources, status, and vision is causing the system to strain and 

crack, Jewish education is even more Impoverished thanfaiira*

iaue- education in regard to these basic requirements.

In North America today, Jewish education is often limited to the 

-<fi*cMrrg-oT-riabrewT̂ wi-th-a-smat̂ ering■ -o£-Jewish hl־atory^and--hoH>- ,

V ^ J J a w > ScAvut He^rujjj j c u ^ u L ^ e ,
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The next step was to draw up a list of ̂rabbis, 'educators][ schol* 

ars, and outstanding lay people who would also be invited to Join 

the Commission. To carry out this task and to plan the step by 

step activities of the Commission a group of senior policy advi• 

sors was established^^Seymour Fox, former Dean of the School of 

Education at Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and Annette Hochstein 

[give title] were appointed as directors of research and planning 

for the policy group. Other members included leading experts in 

different fields. When it was fully constituted the senior policy 

group consisted of the following Individuals:

VIctor/vThpnms 
Israel Scheffer 
Henry Zucker 
David S, Ariel 
Seymour Fox 
Annette Hochstein 
Stephen H, Hoffman 
Arthur J. Naparstek 
Arthur Rothman 
Carmi Schwartz 
Herman D. Stein 
Jonathan Woocher

[Al)D̂ TITLES OF/ADVISORl AND/i^CPUm ADDITIONAL ROLES 'BY\SUCH /־־> 
[/ 1 NX ERNATI ORALLY RENQWNED-BCHOLARS AS VICTOR THOMAS AND ׳ 

VlSRAEL/SCHEFFER]
fb LM.

advisers sought to ensure an equitable representation on the 

Commission of the different geographical regions, age groups, and 

roles in the Jewish Community,

12
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^£ei1BdflJLion^ha^ough tr-ti«r^1yo3^mer1t=of׳-:<rt*B rrWj^rS?ewi0h=foun י 

dation3 as partl־cipanta -iâ .thĝ pT0ceaa. He approached Lester 

Crown, Charles Bronfman, Leslie Wexner, Ell Evans, and Mona Acker- 

man, - tnSBgg&ftKfr-3gRE»Vg ־MENTI ON-ALL rFQUHDATITO S ] all of whom head 

large foundations of their own wlch sec agendas for providing the 

kind of support that would make a difference to Jewish life. They 

agreed that a Commission in which they could work together with 

other segments of the community to revitalize Jewish education 

would be the key to achieving success in a significant common 

endeavor, a

^  <a <
In .&&££ion{^Mandel invited the Council of Jewish Federations1

12
(CJF), the umbrella organization of all Jewish federations in

North America,/JNB and JESNA to join him in forming the Commis־
J

r
sion.

The joining together of the public and private sector would be 

fundamental to the success of the commission. Private foundations 

could provide the initial funding to get new programs started, but 

implementation would ultimately be the responsibility of the 

federations, together with the religious denominations, the insti- 

tutions of higher Jewish learning, the schools, the community 

centers, the bureaus of Jewish education, and above all, the 

educators on the front lines.
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Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants • ותכנון למדיניות נתיב־יועצים  
Jerusalem, Israel ם שלי ירו

Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951
Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

TO: Dav i d  F i nn  and Dena Mer r i am DATE: A p r i l  15,  1990

FRO M : Seymour  Fox and A n n e t t e  H o c h s t e i n  NO.  PAGES: 9

FAX N U M B E R : 001 -21 2-71 51 662 

Dear David and Dena,

We are attaching our editorial suggestions for the first 17 pages 
of the chapter on the Creation of the Commission - will send the 
remainder on Tuesday.

In general we believe that your writing is right on target and 
like it very much. The narrative is pleasant and comfortable to 
follow, you have succeeded in formulating most effectively what 
the commission is about. As soon as you send us the next draft 
we will circulate it for comments to Cleveland and to Senior 
Policy Advisors.

There are some issues that still need resolving: how should Mort
be featured; should staff, commissioners, advisors be listed in 
the body of the report. Should all commissioners be quoted? 
People in Cleveland suggest that if we quote some we must quote 
them all. Mort prefers no direct quote so as to avoid this 
difficulty. What do you think?

As far as our comments are concerned they are written in the only 
style we know - therefore please re-write any way you want.

We hope this is useful and look forward to hearing from you and 
reading the next chapter.

Warm regards,

Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 

• 11)Jn1 n1')'7r.t, o,~y1,-J,n) 
a,~v,,, 

Tel.: <J72-2-662 296; ()<JI) (J_'i I 
Fax: 972-2-699 95 1 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

TO: Dav i d Fi n n and Den a Merri am 

FROM: Sey mo u r Fox a n d Annette Hoch s t e i n 

FAX NUMBER: 001-212-7151662 

Dear David and Dena, 

DATE: April 15, 1990 

NO. PAGES: 9 

We are attaching our editorial suggestions for the first 17 pages 
of the chapter on the Creation of the Commission - will send the 
remainder on Tuesday . 

In general we believe that your writing is right on target and 
like it very much. The narrative is pleasant and comfortable to 
follow , you have succeeded in formulating most effectively what 
the commission is about. As soon as you send us the next draft 
we will circulate it for comments to Cleveland and to Senior 
Policy Advisors. 

There are some issues that s till need resolving: how should Mort 
be featured; should staff, commissioners, advisors be listed in 
the body of the report. Should all commissioners be quoted? 
People in Cleveland suggest that if we quote some we must quote 
them all. Mort prefers no direct quote so as to avoid this 
difficulty. What do you think? 

As far as our comments are concerned they are written in the only 
style we know - therefore please re-write any way you want. 

We hope this is useful and l ook forward to hearing from you and 
reading the next chapter. 

Warm regards, 

l 



I. CHAPTER I —  CREATION OF THE COMMISSION

A. Detailed comments

Your text is referred to as follows: 
p.= your page number (bottom)
(x)= paragraph on that page
1. = line in that paragraph 

e.g. p.2(1)1.5 
means your page 2, first paragraph, 
line 5.

1. p.2(1)1.5

uncomfortable witht the use of " irrelevant11.
Is it possible to replace by 1,does not address 
their search...״ or something of this kind?

Do not understand the word ״commonality" in 
this context

3. 1.10

Not comfortable with "to secure..institutions 
so early in the parpr. Could we end the 
sentence at יי . . . is required" - and then proceed 
to paragraph 2?

4. p.3(1)1.1

We are not comfortable with the word 
"meaningful". Would it detract much to just 
delete it?

'to remain engaged. .. investigate and grapple...1 ...יי
Would you consider adding to this sentence 
and to choose an appropriate Jewish way of 
life."

6. p.3(2)1. 6
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"to bring about because..."
The sentence might create the impression that 
the state of general education is the sole cause. 
Maybe you could insert the word "also" or "among 
other1' to read "to bring about among other reasons 
because..."

7. p.3(2)last sentence

Is the "yet" useful?
We suggest replacing "secular" with "general".

8. p.3 last sentence and p.4(1)

"In North America today Jewish education is 
often limited to the study of facts about Jewish 
history and holidays and some study of the 
Hebrew language.

What should be the central mission of Jewish 
education... the teaching of Jewish values and 
ideals, the concern for the State of Israel, 
for Jews throughout the world, the meaning of 
prayer, the relationship with God and Community 
...is often [instead of "sadly"] lacking.

9 . p.4(1)1. 5

"education be a transformative..."

10. p.4(2)1.2

Replace "merely" with "only".

11. p.4(2)last line

In keeping with Seymour's prejudice against 
relevance we suggest you consider replacing 
"relevant to" with "meaningful for" - but 
we don't feel dogmatic about this.

12. p.4(3)1.1

We suggest the following change:
"This dangerous state of affairs is in no 
small measure the result..."
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13. p.5(1)1.1 5 ־

Without detracting from the main argument, we 
may want to insert a sentence or two about 
those leaders who did build the hundreds 
of day and supplementary schools, who funded 
camps and community centers and catered to 
hundreds of thousands of children.

The concern with anti-semitism may be over 
emphasized - maybe reverse the two sentence to 
change the emphasis.

"The Federation of Jewish Philanthropies" —  you 
are referring here to the many local Federations 
It may be more accurate to write "Federations of 
Jewish Philanthropies devoted themselves..."

14. p5(3)11—2

We suggest the following changes: 
"An obvious symptom..."

Delete "consequent"

15. p.6.(1)1.2

"According to a recent Gallup (Israel) poll of 
American Jews carried out in December 1989יי

16. 1.4

"... growing from 16% of those Jews between the 
ages of 40 and 59 (and another 2.5% converted) 
to 28% of those under the age of 40 - with an 
additional 8% married to converted spouses.
Today close to...one out of every three married Jews 

under the age of 4 0 is married to a non-Jew"

We suggest to delete the rest of the paragraph 
to the last sentence:
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"The same poll indicates that Jews who 
intermarry are significantly less likely to 
provide their children with a Jewish education.״

17. p.6(2)

The use of facts in this paragraph is 
ambiguous: The data on enrollment refers to

/

/

enrollment at a given moment in time - in fact the 
vast majority of Jewish children do get 
some form of Jewish schooling at some time 
in their life. But the argument doesn't bear 
this out. A more accurate first
sentence should probably read " Another symptom of the 
of the problem is the fact that so many Jewish 
children of school age are not currently 
attending Jewish schools." We will check 
further what the 58% figure means.

18. p.7(1)1.1

We have some trouble checking the data. 
Could you please tell us the reference?

19. p.7(2)1.3

Change "...will become..." to "...may become..."
20. p7.(3)1.1

"In the past the Jewish family and the Jewish 
community'1.... "Jews grew up in Jewish families 
and in Jewish neighbourhoods..."

Change the sentence. Instead of "Education was..."

"They came into contact with their cultural and 
spiritual heritage in a variety of institutions 
and settings - rather than just in those 
assigned the tasks of formal and informal 
Education.יי
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21. 1. 4 
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22. p.7(4)1.2/3

We have handled these paragraphs clumsily because we feel 
the family should be added to the neighbourhood.

23. p.8(2)1.5

Is ״elements" a rich enough word?

24. p.8(2)1.6

//
"...pool their energies and resouces...״

25. p.8(3)

We will have to discuss when we meet how Mort Mandel 
should be treated in the report in relation to the 
other commission members, particularly the funders. We 
want to think about this further and consult with Hank 
Zucker before we meet. For the present we suggest to 
delete the last two sentences of this page (Mr 
Mandel...of Jewish Federations (CJF)).

26. p.9 (1)

Should we mention Mort's brothers?

27. p.9 (2)1.2

,1mindful that commissions and their reports"

28. 1.3

"the Flexner report"

29. 1.8/9

The major Carnegie report for our purposes is "A Nation 
at Risk —  Teachers for the 21st Century"(1986)
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30. last line

leave 11״ communities" and we will decide at the latest 
possible date what figure to use.

31. p.10(1)

Delete the sentence "the most far-reaching... Cleveland".

32. p.10(2)1.1

insert : "has never been such a national....'1

33. p.10.(2)1.14

insert after "religious persuations. All other sectors 
of the community involved and concerned with Jewish 
education and the Jewish future needed to be involved. 
Across-the-board..."

34. p.10 last line

t / . ,
'Mandel recognized the importance of other ma]0r Jewish
foundations as participants in the process and sought
their involvement.^

35. pll(l)

The list of foundations appears in Annette's memo of 
March 6 to you as code 1 by the Commissioner's name.

36. p.11(2)

" In line with his recognition of the crucial role that 
the communal organizations would have to play, Mandel 
invited the Council of Jewish Federations ...." We 
should insert here the definitions of JESNA and JWB as 
they appear in the Commission's design document.
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37. pl2(1)1.1

J, IS. /* x'
Switch educators and rabbis

38. 1.3

"To help carry out...

39. 1.5

We will have to take a decision whether to include all 
of the policy advisors, staff and each of the 
Commissioners in the body of the report or to refer the 
reader to appendices. Assuming we retain the current 
version we would like to make the following suggestion:

"was established. Henry L.Zucker, Senior Consultant 
to the Mandel Associated Foundation and Executive 
Vice-President Emeritus of the Jewish Community 
Federation of Cleveland was asked to guide the whole 
process and later to assume the directorship of the

commission. Seymour Fox, former Dean of the School 
of eduction at Hebrew University, Jeriusalem and 
Annette Hochstein, director of Nativ Consultants in 
Jerusalem were appointed as directors of research and 
planning for the Commission. Other members of the 
policy group. . .11

The list of Senior Policy Advisors should be copied 
from the latest materials of the Commission. The first 
two names listed are not included.

We will bring you a list of the additional experts and 
advisors we consulted.

40. p.12(last paragraph)

"As the advisors worked with the Mandel Associated 
Foundations to plan the work of the Commission they 
sought to ensure an equitable representation on the 
commission of the different geographical regions, age
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groups, gender, affiliation and roles in the 
community."

We will want to work on the biographies of 
commissioners together - whether we leave them in the 
body of the text or relegate them to an appendix.

The categories of Rabbis, scholars and educators should 
be collapsed into one.

41. pp.13-17

II. 3:29pm Apr 13,1990
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David Finn April 13, 1990

Seymour Fox

212-593-6397

Dear David,

I am responding to your letter of April 6th and I will try and do
as best I can on the dictaphone.

I'd like to make a suggestion that some of the answers might be 
found in the later version of what you are working with (A Decade 
for Renewal), and that is actual background materials for the 
meeting of February 14th. The document you are working from is 
the draft that was given to the senior policy advisors before the 
actual background materials were sent out —  but I still think 
your questions are relevant.

You will notice that in the February 14th background materials we 
are back to 19 programmatic areas divided by target populations, 
by settings and frameworks and by content, resources and methods. 
I will follow the February 14th background materials.

Early Childhood: About 50% of all Jewish children attend early
childhood programs under Jewish auspices. Not all of these are 
what they should be, but early childhood offers a great 
opportunity because all educational research indicates that the 
child in the early years is open to great experiences, 
particularly affective or emotional experiences. Language 
acquisition is also something that is more easily obtained or 
done at that time. Thus, early childhood education offers a great 
opportunity to make up for what is missing in the home, by 
introducing children into meaningful emotional experiences, to 
deal with the language acquisition, and to begin and continue the 
work of personality development. This is particulary important 
since the Jewish family does not make its full contribution to 
Jewish education at this time, and also the fact that so many 
mothers are working.
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I will combine all three areas —  that is target populations; 
settings and frameworks; and content, resources and methods 
whenever useful. So I'm now going to say a word about early 
childhood education and childcare (No. 9) . And there I have 
nothing more to add except to say that there have been 
outstanding examples of early childhood programs where teachers 
have managed to create a love for Jewish music, for the holidays 
and begun to develop the kind of sensitive interpersonal settings 
so that children began to develop the proper interpersonal 
attitudes and traits. The child (No. 2) —  that is the child, the 
supplementary school, and the day school (Nos. 2, 10 and 11): One 
of the reasons for dealing with target populations and not only 
by settings and frameworks is that there never has been a study 
of a target population in Jewish education. In general education 
there have been full commissions on the adolescent, the child, 
the college-age youth, etc. This is something that we considered 
for this Commission and could have an important role in the 
future. But all that has ever been done, and little of that, has 
been to look at the existing settings and frameworks.

Now the child should be looked at in terms of formal education as 
well as informal education (No. 13 -- the Jewish Community
Center, No. 14 —  Camping, No. 15 —  the Israel Experience) . If 
the child and the next one the adolescent and the next one the 
college-age youth were all looked at from this standpoint, all 
kinds of new possibilities might be developed that are different 
than simply looking at the existing settings and frameworks. You 
might have a combination between a supplementary school, a Camp 
Ramah experience and an Israel Experience which would produce a 
whole different approach. But going back to the issue of the 
child, supplementary school and day school -- there are at 
present wonderful examples of day schools or supplementary 
schools where there have been successful programs in terms of 
achievement —  children have learned a great deal of Hebrew or 
history or gotten appreciation of interpretation or textual 
analysis. They have learned the power and relevance of Jewish 
texts as a result of having mastered the basics in these schools.
There have been schools where the attitude, atmosphere and 
relationships between teachers and students and teachers and 
teachers have been such that students have learned that Jewish 
education is a place where people are concerned for their fellow 
man. It is important to note that in education one of the most 
important things is role models. Now if there are outstanding 
teachers, outstanding principals that have managed by their 
action to demonstrate to students and faculty that they are 
living as Jews, that they are sensitive and concerned about their 
fellow man —  then I think that you have a different kind of 
Jewish education.

One can mention schools or teachers in various parts of the 
world: the Minneapolis Talmud Torah at a certain point, for at 
least 20 years was known as a place where there was achievement 
that did not take place in most schools throughout the country.
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There was a teacher in New Orleans, Lashitsky, who managed to do 
things that in a place like New Orleans with a small Jewish 
population and a poor physical settings at his school, that very 
few other people did. There was a school in Winnipeg which 
produced unusual students; a principal in Albany who produced 
some of the outstanding leaders in Jewish education as well as 
professors of Judaica. Similarly the Ramah Camps, etc. I know 
that I have digressed, but this is some of the material that Dena 
asked for (Outline III-3) , and I think that I can combine it in 
handling this assignment.

The point that I'm trying to make is that where there were role 
models that children could emulate, teachers who by virtue of the 
way that they behaved to students or by the way they approached 
the text —  there were enormous achievements. There's a good deal 
of research in general education which Jewish education 
corroborates: that where you have a school principal, who is an 
educational leader, you will see achievements in terms of 
scholastic achievements, or the environment of a school, that is 
not to be found in a similar institution where the teachers are 
well-trained but lack that kind of principal or educational 
leader.

Needless to say, the same holds true for Nos. 13, 14 and 15 —
the Jewish Community Center, camping and the Israel Experience. 
Here Jewish community centers offer an opportunity to do a great 
deal in sports, in arts, in drama, in music and dance to engage 
people who might not be engaged by purely cerebral activities to 
reinforce what has been done in schools and to affect the 
emotional aspect of young people. The Jewish Community Center 
Movement has undertaken a program to make the Jewish community 
center a center for Jewish education and not merely a place where 
Jews meet. This program, called the Commission on Maximizing the 
Jewish Educational Effectivenss of Jewish Community Centers, has 
begun to have its effect with Jewish community centers throughout 
North America, beginning to introduce various approaches to 
adolescent and adult Jewish education.

As far as camping, No. 14, is concerned it is clear that the 
Ramah Camps had an enormous impact. Other camps have had similar 
impacts. It's not only because Ramah was a Hebrew-speaking camp, 
but because it is a total setting where one can effect all parts 
of the psyche and demonstrate what taking Judaism seriously can 
mean. The Ramah Camps and other camps have produced outstanding 
Jewish lay leaders, outstanding Jewish scholars and educators and 
in one sense may be responsible for a good deal of the best of 
Jewish leadership today.

As far the Israel Experience is concerned, people have argued and 
some possibly have even demonstrated that a six week or two month 
experience in Israel can have the impact of several years of 
Jewish schooling. The reason for it is again the total 
environment, the experience of Israel where one sees what 
determination of a people can achieve, where one sees what 
dedication can be like, and a well-planned program in Israel such
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as the Miami High School program, which took young people who had 
had little or no Jewish experience and brought them to Israel for 
a 6 week experience (by the way, for which they get credit in 
their local high schools) has had unusual results.

I want to go back to No. 12 —  the synagogue. The synagogue is
the setting for a good deal of Jewish education —  that is not
only services, but the supplementary school takes place there; 
many synagogues have close relationships to day schools, some of 
them have actually housed them; and there's a good deal of 
experience that indicates that where the rabbi takes a real 
interest in the education of his congregation, the schools, the 
adult education program, etc. there are greater or deeper 
results. This may be analogous to the role of the principal in
the school and the power of educational leadership.

Let me take this opportunity to remind you that in the Commission 
background materials for December 13th, on pages 13 to the end of 
the document, you have a response to the individual option papers 
as of that date. The options papers were really a first stab at 
programmatic options and I think you'll find a good deal of 
information that can be useful in handling the problem that we 
are now dealing with.

Let us go back though to page 15, the arenas for programmatic 
intervention, in the February 14th background materials. I think 
we're up to No. 4 —  the college-age youth. College-age is a 
particularly important area for Jewish education, highly 
neglected. More than 85% of all Jewish young people attend 
college. I don't know what the percentage is of those who receive 
a B.A. is, but it's enormous. And the percentage of those who 
receive an M.A. is enormous. Therefore, Jews spend a long period 
of their life on the college campus. This area which really 
belongs to the Hillel Movement and to some of the synagogue-based 
organizations for college young people is one that requires a 
great dael of thinking. Obviously it is both another chance for 
Jewish education and it is here that the issue of intermarriage 
is most serious. It would certainly be useful to have a full 
commission devote its energy to this area, and at the first 
Commission meeting some Commissioners almost convinced our 
commission to deal only with the college-age.

There are examples of outstanding Hillel programs. For many years 
Harvard was an unusual place. Again, where they are successful it 
is because there's an outstanding Hillel rabbi and because 
faculty have been convinced to be involved where students see 
professors of mathematics, physics, chemistry, philosophers etc. 
taking interest in Jewish life. They become role models for 
students to emulate. Sometimes a Nobel Prize winner who comes to 
services and is involved in Jewish life does much more than any 
program or project. However, this is an area that we're not doing 
well in.

Nos. 5 and 6 —  the adult and the family. There are examples of 
successful programs in adult education. One of them is Florence
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Melton's Mini-School and that is a program where a full 
curriculum for a two-year program, once a week, was devised to 
deal with literacy for Jewish adults. It's a program in Jewish 
history, ethics, some Hebrew, the holidays, etc. It is now in 
about 20 different communities in the United States and growing 
very guickly with a good deal of enthusiasm. Jewish community
centers and synagogues have become very much interested in this.

I relate it to No. 6, the family, because these two areas are 
sometimes inseparable. However, there are plenty of Jewish 
singles who are adults and therefore they should be kept
separate. The obvious reason for the importance of adult Jewish
education is that adults deserve Jewish education unto
themselves; however, they are either parents or future parents
and they will determine what the family will be like. Most adult
Jewish education programs have been one-shot attempts (that is
lectures by outstanding people). These end up being merely high 
level entertainment. The Melton Adult Mini-School and other
programs are examples of carefully thought out programs that are
beginning to take off.

What is needed here again is an intense effort and investment of 
funds for personnel, who would devote themselves solely to this 
both in terms of the teaching and development of curricular 
materials.

This brings me to No. 19 —  media and new technologies —  because 
here the media and new technologies could play an important role 
for adult education whether it be cassettes that people would 
listen to in cars, which is already taking place for the teaching 
of Hebrew. It obviously could be expanded to include Jewish 
history, Jewish thought, etc. Eli Evans7 material: he will be
happy to send to you. He's now building something with the Jewish
Museum, where the use of video and other such technologies could 
make a great impact.

This area deserves a good deal of attention. It tends to be over 
sold. It's particulary not clear as yet as to whether they will 
be used effectively in Jewish schools (the media, computers, etc. 
have not had the kind of impact they should have in general 
education because teachers have not been supportive of the 
effort) . However, they could make a real contribution to adult 
and family education.

No. 7 —  the retired and the elderly —  here, the approach is 
that of continuing education or permanent education. I'm sure you 
know of the Elderhostel Movement for older people. The Jewish 
community centers are beginning to deal with this; synagogues are 
beginning to deal with it. Obviously this is an area as people 
live longer where an important contribution could be made.

No. 8 -- the new immigrant: Here they're referring to
particularly Russian Jews and no serious approach has been 
developed as yet here. Though this problem is not going to be as 
serious as it looked because most Russian Jews have been going to
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Israel, it still is a serious problem and people have also raised
the question of vordim —  the Israelis that have come to North 
America —  and whether there isn't a need for some special 
approach to them.

Now going on to what I think I have not handled, nos. 16, 17 and
18. As to curriculum, there are whole areas where materials and 
texts are missing in the teaching of Jewish history, in the 
teaching of Jewish thought. There is no curriculum for example 
for the Jewish day school and also existing curricula could be 
put together in better ways. As to Hebrew language education, No.
17, there is a serious need for a good deal of research and 
activity to be carried out in developing approaches to the 
teaching of Hebrew. Hebrew has been a failure by and large. 
There's some important research going on in this area now where 
it has been demonstrated that even where you have serious 
interest in this area and the determination to do something about 
it, the materials that are being used do not necessarily relate 
to the goals of the educational institution. Thus for example a 
school might want to teach children to pray and understand the 
Bible, but are teaching spoken Hebrew, and vice-versa.

No. 18 —  the arts: Here, there's been a great neglect of the
power and use of Jewish music, Jewish dance for the sake of 
Jewish education. Again, to repeat what I have mentioned earlier
—  the arts are important in their own right; they are also 
important to engage people who are not easily engaged by texts, 
etc. Jewish music and dance has been used very effectively for 
the Israel Experience for Jewish holidays, etc.

Finally Museum education is just beginning to take off, and 
places like the Jewish Museum, Beit Hatfutzot in Israel, and 
other museums in the United States are great resources for Jewish 
education.

The real challenge is how to put them together with the 
curriculum of existing educational institutions so that the 
impact of the school is greatly enhanced by museum education, by
the use of informal education and by the use of the arts.

Two final thoughts on this section: one is that we have to take a 
decision about whether we mention specific institutions. This 
relates to Dena's question about giving examples of outstanding 
work in Jewish education. It also relates to the question that 
you asked about ״do we quote actually commissioners?״ I'd like to 
discuss this with you on the telephone —  it is a political hot 
potato and we should consider it together in one of our next
telephone conversations.

The other point is that the whole area of informal education
should not be neglected. And here I'm going to be asking them 
today to send you the paper of Bernie Reisman on informal
education. There are members of the Commission and certainly 
several senior policy advisors who are particularly sensitive to 
the fact that when we speak about education we don't only mean
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schools: we mean informal education —  again, community centers, 
camping, etc. So, I would watch that throughout, both in terms of 
the programmatic options as well as in other areas.

If you do not have the Field Notes, that is a paper presented to
the Commission on Jewish Education by Roberta Goodman and Ron
Reynolds, which was done by the CAJE people in Cleveland on 
December 4th and 5th, 1989 I will see to it that it is sent to 
you as well today. It is the work of a hands-on educator where 
they presented an agenda for action in the areas of adult 
education, early childhood, family education, media and 
technology and the supplementary school. There are some good 
ideas here. The problem is that they are not often supported by 
research and they are examples of advocacy, but they could be 
useful for this section of the work of our report.

2) Again, I'm referring to the draft for the meeting of February 
14th, and I think it might be useful to go back to the actual 
background materials, which is listed under research on page 25. 
However, I don't think there's much difference between the two, 
so I will respond to your question.

Paragraph 1: That's simply a fact. More research has been carried 
out on Jewish education because of the work of this Commission. 
(You might look at page 33 of the background materials for the 
meeting of the 14th where we list the research papers that have 
been commissioned, most of which have already been finished or on 
the way to being finished.) And therefore we're in the difficult 
situation that we're in, because no one has done any real 
research.

For example, we just do not know how much is being spent on 
Jewish education. I do not trust any of the figures. I think they 
may be off by 100%. They say $1 billion is being spent on Jewish 
education; I think it's probably closer to $2 billion. How can 
you talk about reform and what reform is going to cost if you 
don't know what's being spent right now? There has been almost no 
work done on evaluation, what works and what doesn't work. There 
are no standardized achievement tests; there has been no 
evaluation of a great institution like Camp Ramah; we don't know 
whether the day school really has an impact. The reseach that's 
been carried out on supplementary school education, which 
generally tends to be quite depressing, has serious 
methodological problems.

Therefore, in the next paragraph, every time somebody comes up 
with an idea, it's judged by virtue of how the audience happens 
to feel at that moment. When you ask people, on the basis of what 
an idea is being suggested —  they seldom can answer effectively. 
The other examples in that paragraph: We do not know what parents 
want for their children; we do not know what rabbis want for 
their schools; we do not know what children really feel about 
Jewish education. Our general intuitions and experience tell us 
they don't really like very much of it. But what don't they like? 
Why don't they like it? And therefore, what steps would have to
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be taken to improve it. We don't know what the background of 
teachers are; we don't even know what teachers' salaries are.

In this sense, we're way behind general education. General 
education has a history of investing in research, from economic 
research to the work that's been carried on in the universities
over the years as to learning theory; a lot of energy devoted to 
curricular research, to evaluation —  that is what works and what 
doesn't work. We need to build a serious research activity in 
Jewish education. And one of the outcomes of the Commission will 
be that. As you see in the materials for February 14 th, the 
recommendation suggests, on page 2 6 in the background materials, 
that we establish a research capability in North America. And I 
think that Hirschhorn (the Blaustein Foundation) will want to 
undertake this program.

All of the Commissioners felt that research was an important area 
for investment.

Paragraph 3: There's a great deal of work being done in general
education about how to do teacher education, how to do the 
training of educators both on-the-job, pre-service and in- 
service. A great deal can be learned here for Jewish education.

The next paragraph, paragraph 4, I think speaks for itself. This 
is an example that I've used in the previous questions that you
asked. I just want to indicate that here a good deal of research 
indicates that that's exactly what's happening —  that a school 
might be interested in the teaching of the Hebrew of the Bible 
but it's teaching spoken Hebrew and vice-versa.

The next paragraph about informal education and summer camping: 
several of the Commissioners have asked —  how do you know that 
Camp Ramah works? There certainly is no research that has been
undertaken to prove that. Also, the next point about the idea of 
putting together formal and informal education by connecting a 
camp, a JCC and a supplementary school or a day school, is 
something that ought to be tried and researched as well.

As far as Israel, the last paragraph on page 17: Only the work of 
Annette really exists. We don't have any longitudinal studies 
that indicate the impact of an Israel experience. We do have 
research on what programs work, and there Annette's stuff can be 
made available if it's useful.

The real question though that you ask is —  why don't we have 
this stuff? We don't have it because there are only 15 professors 
of Jewish education in all of North America, and they can't 
undertake the training, let alone the research. The Commission
therefore has made the recommendation that a research facility be 
established. And I believe that that is what Hirshhorn/the 
Blaustein Foundation wants to do. This could be one of the very 
important outcomes of the Commission because the lead community 
must not be undertaken without gathering all research that leads 
to development of the ideas, and it certainly cannot be
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The real question though that you ask is -- why don't we have 
this stuff? We don't have it because there are only 15 professors 
of Jewish education in all of North America, and they can't 
undertake the training, let alone the research. The Commission 
therefore has made the recommendation that a research facility be 
established. And I believe that that is what Hirshhorn/the 
Blaustein Foundation wants to do. This could be one of the very 
important outcomes of the Commission because the lead community 
must not be undertaken without gathering all research that leads 
to development of the ideas, and it certainly cannot be 
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undertaken without evaluating the impact as it's being carried 
out.

I think I indicated this before: there has been no research
undertaken because nobody invested any money, nobody gathered the 
people. On the other hand, there are many researchers in 
education and the social sciences who are Jewish in universities 
throughout North America who would love to help and they are an 
important resource for undertaking this activity as we begin to 
develop more faculty and professors of Jewish education who could 
do this on a full-time basis.

Question 3: the lead community concept. I think that this idea of 
a lead community is probably a new one, even for general 
education, but that ought to be checked. There have been plenty 
of examples of models, that is model schools, model camps, etc. 
But, the idea of undertaking either a whole community or a large 
part of a community and try out what is the state-of-the-art, 
together with innovative ideas and to monitor this and to have an 
IJE or a mechanism that would be responsible for managing this —  
this I do not think has taken place in general education.

We will have to develop the criteria for a lead community. Such
issues as community interest, a lay community that wants to
undertake it, the fact that there is potential for success. 
A variety of different communities will have to be considered. 
We'll have to have different sizes so that we wouldn't be able to
say that you chose Cleveland because Cleveland has only 80,000 
Jews, but that if you tried to do this in Philadelphia it would
be impossible. On the other hand, you can't choose only
Philadelphia and then Greensboro, NC would say: well that can
take place in a large community. So there would have to be 3-5 
lead communities. The question of whether there was a university 
facility around to attract students who might teach in the
supplementary school and work in the community centers at the
same time; the question of are there educators in the community 
who are talented and want to cooperate; is there interest in the 
community; etc. We really haven't done the work here and if this 
is important, we'll just have to take a stab at it, that is if 
what I've given you is not enough.

Question 4: recruitment and training. Well, as far as training is 
concerned, there are the Seminary, Hebrew Union College, Yeshiva 
University, Brandeis University, the teacher-training colleges —  
all mentioned in Aryeh Davidson's resarch report, which if you do 
not have, Ginny Levi should send it to you. Ginny Levi is the 
Program Officer of the Mandel Associated Foundations. She can be 
reached at (216) 391-8300 and she of course knows of your work
and will want to be helpful.

There is the beginning of a program in Jewish education at 
several general universities: York University in Toronto, George 
Washington University and a new program which has just been
supported (but has not been started as yet) at Stanford
University by the Wexner Foundation. The Wexner Foundation has
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taken leadership here and now wants to go into a recruitment 
program as well. The potential for undertaking training is at the 
existing denominational institutions, as well as the training
colleges —  all this is in Aryeh Davidson's report. And the 
possibility of turning to institutions such as Harvard, Stanford, 
Chicago, etc. That last point though about these institutions, 
these general universities, is very sensitive because the 
denominational institutions are worried about protecting their 
own role.

I think though that universities can be alluded to, while the 
heavy emphasis should be on the existing institutions being 
invested in in terms of faculty, grants for fellowships for their 
students, investment in their curriculum, the use of Israel as a 
resource. Elite programs have to be developed, like the Jerusalem 
Fellows and the Senior Educators at the Hebrew University in 
Jerusalem. They have to be developed for North America. But here 
we have an example of where recruitment for senior personnel and 
investment in them (the Jerusalem Fellows and Senior Educators) 
have worked. And there's no reason why this could not work in 
North America. Also, the use of Israel and its institutions of 
higher Jewish learning and cooperative efforts between North 
American institutions and Israeli institutions is an important 
area to be considered. The idea of building consortia between 
existing institutions, or the notion of different institutions 
specializing —  one in the teaching of Bible, one in the teaching 
of history, one in building educational administrators, another 
in early childhood —  these are all examples that are suggested 
in the background materials on page 12 to 14 —  that is the
background materials for the February 14th meeting.

Question 5: I don't know what else I should add here,
particularly if you look at the two versions —  the background 
materials as well as the draft that you are working from.

As to timetable: I think we should wait with this. Let me take a 
stab though and indicate the following:

When Denver is considered as a possible community action site, 
that is lead community, a team from the mechanism would go to 
meet and study and see whether Denver was really appropriate. 
They would begin to meet with the lay people and the 
professionals. They would discover that their first impressions 
are correct and so they would continue. They would begin to 
develop a local mechanism with the community in Denver which 
would undertake the assignment. They would do a study of Denver 
and discover that there are 500 educators in Denver; to undertake 
the assignment we need, because of glaring ommisions, another 25 
educators (e.g., there are no teacher-trainers, we need some 
additional early childhood educators). They then would begin to 
gather examples of best practice and begin a planning process to 
decide how do we improve the various educational institutions in 
the community. The example that we give of a supplementary school 
on page 24 and 25 of the draft materials, or on pages 23 and 24 
of the background materials, is the way that we would probably
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work in all of the other institutions (day schools, JCCs, day 
schools) . But it is the local mechanism that would have to be 
established, together with the national mechanism that would have 
to plan each of these steps. If we use this together with the 
assumptions that are involved in building a community action
site (pages 18-19, February 14th), I think that we get a picture. 
But if there is more specificity required, we'll just have to do 
that, either on the telephone or in person.

As to timetables: I think we will have to see how much of what 
you need we can give you without commiting ourselves to things 
that we won't be able to live up to.

Question number 6: I think we can mention a sum of $10 million a 
year as seed money for five years —  that is $50 million. This 
money would be used to leverage the money that would be expended 
in the local communities and to begin to involved other affluent 
individuals and foundations. I would talk to Henry Zucker, whom 
you know, who also is at (216) 391-8300 and discuss this with
him. If you'd like me to prepare him for this beforehand, please 
fax me and I will do this.

Question 7: We are taking a definite decision now. The mechanism 
for implementation is described in terms of what we believe on 
page 27 to page 32. It is going to be a new, free-standing 
organization. It is important that we not rub this in because at 
the last Commission meeting a decision was taken on this matter 
and the existing organizations like JESNA are very nervous about 
this. It will have its own board; it will cooperate with all the 
existing players, JESNA, CJF, JWB, the denominations, the 
institutions of higher Jewish learning. And I think you're idea 
of calling it something like the Institute for Jewish Education 
is a good idea. The guestions of its functions, staff, etc. are 
described in those pages that I just mentioned and as to its 
location —  I don't know, it probably would be in New York City.

Question 8: I think that we are now ready to stand with the
description in the February 14th background materials —  that is 
on pages 27 to 32. The mechanism will have a small staff, I 
imagine 5-7 people; it will farm out a great deal of its work to 
people at existing institutions, Jewish institutions or general 
institutions —  that is some of the research function; it will 
have a lot of part-time people working with it; it will use a lot
of advisory people. I am enclosing the following organizational 
chart which I think will also be helpful in describing the way it
works. Remember that as specific as we can get, we're going to
learn how to do this as we actually do it. Steven Hoffman of
Cleveland who is the head of the federation there has undertaken 
the assignment of being the interim director on a part-time basis
—  I think part-time for him means full-time. We've begun 
discussions as to how to begin it. They're beginning to recruit a 
board. We hope that by the 12th of June they will be able to 
announce a board and first members of the staff.
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I know that this is probably a mess but I want to get it off 
immediately. Let's try and have a phone conversation next week to
clarify any matters here, because I think it's important that we
stay on top of your questions.

Annette and I are working on the chapter you sent us, and we'll
be sending you our thoughts on this in the next day or so.

With best regards to Dena, Laura and for that matter —  all the 
Finns —

Sincerely,

Seymour Fox
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April 6 1 1990

Mr. Seymour Fox
Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel

FAX # 972-699-951

Dear Seymour,

Here is a follow up of my letter of February 21 in which 
I asked some questions about your draft program, "A 
Decade for Renewal." These are additional questions 
which occurred to us in reading the drart. If you could 
answer these as you did the questions in my last letter, 
it would be very helpful.

1. You list 12 programmatic areas. We can simply ' c 
list them just as you have done, or we can elabo- *>3§ - 

rate on them by writing a sentence or two on each p*co^ 
subject. If it is possible for you to write us 
some thoughts about the current state of affairs 
in connection with each of these areas, it might ° 0 !a
be helpful in making the list more meaningful, 

v. Thus you might indicate some activities that have v־c
t . been promising or successful in these areas, or / / / f a j '

indicate some of the problems, aspirations, etc. ׳׳
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ץ - י  it mignt oe helpful for you to dictate some
v . ־ thoughts that flow out of the points made in this
' /  section, explaining why we have not been able to

V ' obtain this information (information which may be
available in other fields of education), how we 
might-go about obtaining it, how valuable it would 
be, etc.

3, The Lead Community concept - which you described
as a "community action site" - needs amplifica- 
tion.

First of all, it would be helpful if you would 
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tion in which models have been established. Also,
I think we have to spell out at this point how the 
lead community would be identified ־ perhaps even 
indicating which are prime candidates. We must 
figure a way to be more specific, or the report 
will end up being too vague.

4. You mention on page 22 ״recruitment and training.״ 
These, too, are generalities. la there any way 
that we can actually Bay who precisely is going to 
do what?

5. The section at the bottom of page 23-page 25 alBo
seems very general and vague. If I lived in Miami 
or Denver or Los Angeles, and I was a community 
leader, it wouldn't be clear to me who would do 
what first, second, third, etc. We will have to 
write a much more specific timetable and procedure 
in our draft. Any help you can give us will be 
very instructive. You might also consider giving 
us a timetable for all the necessary steps to be 
taken. \

6. Page 26 refers to funding. We need to make some 
guesses here as to how much money all of this is
going to cost the Jewish community - perhaps at
different stages of the plan. The actual dollar 
figures we mention may prove to be the most news- 
worthy aspect of the program, and so we have to
consider them most carefully. To avoid mentioning 
figures because it is difficult to do so will lose 
an opportunity for us.

7. I don,t think we can afford to mention, on page 
28, that the mechanism for implementation "may be 
a new organization or part of an existing organi-
zation." We really have to decide what we're 
recommending, which I assume is a new organiza־ 
tion. I think we should call this ״The Institute j 
for Jewish Education,״ and spell out its func- 
tions, staff, location, etc.

8. The same is true about describing the work of the 
follow-up entity, and making it clear which of the 
options listed on page 30 will be followed.

I'm sure there'll be other questions that we'll ask as 
time goes on, but these are the ones that occurred to us 
now. Any top-of-the-head responses to the above will
undoubtedly be helpful.

Regards .

a X -
Eavld Finn׳
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28, that the mechanism tor implementation "may :be 
a new organization or part of an existing organi
zation." We really have to decide what we're 
recommending, which I assume is a new org~niza
tion. I think we sh0uld call this "The Institute 
tor Jewish Education, 11 and spell out its func- 1 ~ I ~~u.e, 

8. 

tions, staff, location, etc, - Y (J v\.'l c_.4) 

The same is true about describing the work or tne lf · )' ,...v 
rollow-up entity, and making it clear which of the 
options listed on page 30 will he followed. 

I'm sure there'll be other questions that we'll ask as 
time goes on, but these are the ones that occurred to us 
now. Any top-of-the-head responses to the above will 
undoubtedly be helpful, 

m~s,_ 
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!7ax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

David Finn & Deena Merriam DATE: April 9, 1990

FROM: Annette Hochstein NO. PAGES: 1

FAX NUMBER:

Dear David and Deena,

Our responses to your questions and materials will be somewhat 
delayed by the Pessach holiday. We plan to fax them to you by 
this coming Friday.

We plan to come to New York to meet with you from Friday, April 
the 27th to Thursday, May 3rd.

Best wishes and regards,

Nativ Policy and Plannin3 Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 
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April 6, 1990

Mr. Seymour Fox
Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel

FAX # 972-699-951

Dear Seymour,

Here is a follow up of my letter of February 21 in which 
I asked some questions about your draft program, "A 
Decade for Renewal." These are additional questions 
which occurred to us in reading the drart. If you could 
answer these as you did the questions in my last letter, 
it would be very helpful.

1. You list 12 programmatic areas. We can simply 
list them just as you have done, or we can elabo- 
rate on them by writing a sentence or two on each 
subject. If it is possible for you to write us 
some thoughts about the current state of affairs 
in connection with each of these areas, it might 
be helpful in making the list more meaningful.
Thus you might indicate some activities that have 
been promising or successful in these areas, or 
indicate some of the problems, aspirations, etc.

2. you mentioned the paucity of research on Jewish 'A 
education and the need for more data (page 17). ן 
Each Sentence ir\ this flpntion seenc »rovoaativo.
±z mignt oe nelpful for you to dictate some
thoughts that flow out of the points made in this 
section, explaining why we have not been able to 
obtain this information (information which may be 
available in other fields of education), how we 
might-go about obtaining it, how valuable it would \ 
be, etc. י

3. The Lead community concept - which you described 
as a "community action site" - needs amplifica- 
tion.

First of all, it would be helpful if you would 
elaborate on other 4 +־י ־< v>o o £  »duoa-
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tion in which models have been established. Also, 
1 think we have to spell out at this point how the 
lead community would be identified - perhaps even 
indicating which are prime candidates. We must 
figure a way to be more specific, or the report 
will end up being too vague.

4. You mention on page 22 ,,recruitment and training.״ 
These, too, are generalities. Is there any way 
that we can actually say who precisely is going to 
do what?

5. The section at the bottom of page 23-page 25 alB0 
seems very general and vague. If I lived in Miami 
or Denver or Los Angeles, and 1 was a community 
leader, it wouldn't be clear to me who would do 
what first, second, third, etc. We will have to 
write a much more specific timetable and procedure 
in our draft. Any help you can give us will be 
very instructive. You might also consider giving 
us a timetable for all the necessary steps to be 
taken.

6. Page 26 refers to funding. We need to make some 
guesses here as to how much money all of this is 
going to cost the Jewish community - perhaps at 
different stages of the plan. The actual dollar 
figures we mention may prove to be the most news- 
worthy aspect of the program, and so we have to 
consider them most carefully. To avoid mentioning 
figures because it is difficult to do so will lose 
an opportunity for us.

7. I don't think we can afford to mention, on page 
28, that the mechanism for implementation ״may be 
a new organization or part of an existing organi- 
zation." We really have to decide what we're 
recommending, which I assume is a new organize- 
tion. I think we should call this ״,The Institute 
for Jewish Education," and spell out its func- 
tions, staff, location, etc.

8. The same is true about describing the work of the 
follow-up entity, and making it clear which of the 
options listed on page 30 will be followed.

I,m sure there'll be other questions that we'll ask as 
time goes on, but these are the ones that occurred to us 
now. Any top־of-the-head responses to the above will
undoubtedly be helpful.

Regards, 

etivld Finn׳
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CHAPTER Is CREATION OF THE COMMISSION

The Crucial Importance of Education in Contemporary .Jewish Life 

Thera is a deep and wide-spread concern in the Jewish community 

today that the commitment to basic Jewish values, ideals and 

behavior may be diminishing at an alarming rate. There is consid-

erable evidence that a high percentage of Jews have come to feel
d o  1/ \ 0t ~  c u L l y & m

that the traditions of Judaism ar* 4?«F*£avant to their search for 

personal fulfillment and commonality? This has grave implications 

not only for the richness of Jewish life but for the very continu* 

ity of the Jewish people. Throughout history Jews have faced 

dangers from without with courage and steadfastness; now a new 

kind of commitment is required to secure the foundations of its 

baaiB--׳instljtu1:ions.

The Jews in North America live in an open society which presents 

an unprecedented range of opportunities and choices. This ex- 

traordinary environment confronts us with what is proving to be an 

historic dilemma; while we cherish our freedom as individuals to 

explore new horizons, we recognize that this very freedom poses a 

dramatic challenge to the survival of the Jewish way of life.

There is an urgent need to find better ways to ensure that Jews 

maintain and strengthen the beliefs that are central to Judaism.
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In our uniquely free society, where there are so many ntaawtngful 

philosophies and ideologies competing for attention, and where the 

pursuit of Judaism increasingly involves a conscious choice, the 

burden of preparation for such a decision resides with education. 

Jewish education must be compelling, emotionally, intellectually 

and spiritually, so that young people will say to themselves: "I 

have decided to remain engaged, to continue to investigate and

grapple with these ideas S ' G u ^ 0 \ r° CHeefi=£_ cua-

I i f c .  ''

Jewish education must be vastly improved if it is to achieve this 

objective and for Judaism to retain its vigor in the face of all 

the possibilities that exist for Jews today. It must become an 

experience that inspires Jews to learn, feel and act in a way that 

reflects a deep understanding of Jewish values. Such a change 

will be difficult to bring about because of the poor state of 

education in general in the U.S. Well known reports have docu• 

mented the serious lack of teaching talent as well as other prob- 

lems facing the educational system. A severe lack of funds, 

resources, status, and vision is causing the system to strain and 

crack, Jewish education is even more impoverished than s*e«*

Isa? education in regard to these basic requirements.

In North America today, Jewish education is often limited to the 

Hebrew, with a smattering of Jewish history and holi-

_  C o J U  a \ y s ^ k  o a a A
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tral mission of Jewish . j  fl ~ r  ( y
b U t c f ca. t W  S t a M  &  J y ^ ' 4
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days throwrt-in. What should be the central mission of Jewish

education -־ the teaching of Jewish values and ideals, the meaning 

of prayer, relationship with God and community -- is sadly lack• 

ing. It is imperative that at this moment in history Jewish 

education be®®*®■ a transformative rather than merely an informa- 

tive experience. Without this change in the educational experi- 

ence, it will become increasingly difficult to pass on to future 

generations a strong identity with and commitment to Judaism,

The core of Jewish education must be character education, not
owl y
ntf1«*3ry the teaching of Hebrew and history. Its goal must be no 

less than shaping the inner lives of people. We must begin to 

view education as a way to transmit the essence of what Jewish 

life is all about so that future generations of Jews will be 

impelled to search for meaning through their own rich traditions 

and Institutions. Judaism must present itself as a living entity 

and give the Jews of today the resources to find answers to the 

fundamental questions of life as readily as it did for their 

ancestors through the centuries. Otherwise it could eventually be 

overtaken in the minds of young people by other systems of thought 

which they feel are more relevant-to the modern world,

^  Ii'Vv'VyO gQA/llxĴ -Q 
This dangerous state of affairs is the result of the comparatively

low priority which the Jewish community has given to Jewish educa-
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tion. Before World War II, a good part of tha leadership of the 

American Jewish community concentrated its attention on the prob* 

lems of anti-Semitism here and abroad, and gave comparatively 

little thought to the needs of Jewish education, Federation.^

_J/of Jewish Philanthropies devoted it«elf to providing community 

support in the fields of health, social services and the American•■ 

ization of new immigrants. In the post-War period, the highest 

priority for community leaders was the lifesaving work of Jewish 

relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction. Nation-building in 

Israel and defense against attacks from neighboring Arab states 

became the primary focus of support from the Jewish community in 

later years. Today, there is great concern about the welfare of 

Russian Jews.

In the face of such life-and-death issues, the needs of education 

seem to be less urgent, less insistent, more diffused; a problem 

that can be dealt with at some point in the future when more 

pressing problems have been solved. But this is an illusion. We 

may indeed continue to live with emergencies, but we can no longer 

postpone addressing the problem of Jewish education lest we face 

an irreversible decline in the vitality of the Jewish people,

C L x j ■ ^
The-nost obvious symptom of the inadequacy of Jewish education is 

the precipitous rise in intermarriage and the consequent turning
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away from Jewish traditions in the search for fulfillment and
q o M L f O ^ O  A  / t w w t a *

meaning in life, According to a recent Loulu Baggio 8-feudy [DATE], q 9v/iaaj1- 

th■ number of Intermarriages has sharply increased in the past 

couple of decades, growing from 16% of those Jews between the ages 

of 40 and 59, to 28% of those under the age of 40. Today, nearly 

one out of every three married Jews under tha age of 40 is married 

to a non-Jew. And increasingly, these intermarriages are not only 

being accepted, but applauded, Intermarriages, stated a recent 

New York Magazine article, '1is something even the very best fami■ 

lies do." Intermarried celebrities such as Henry and Nancy Kiss- 

inger, Calvin and Kelly Klein, Caroline Kennedy and Edwin Schlosa-

IA/
berg, show that intermarriages have become acceptable among.the Q

/  \  \  /  \  / דך־~ ^  ̂ xaaâ .
wealthy, the politically'powerful, and the elite. And Jews who

intermarry are significantly less likely to provide their children

with a Jewish education.

Another symptom of the problem is the fact that so many Jewish
0  W M ? auoJ<L C& JL c U U & / j u X 1 a j ^ i S c ik a & c כ.

children today do not have any Jewish schooling. A recent study

found that over half (58%) of Jewish school age children in the

United States were not enrolled in any type of Jewish schooling.

Inevitably these children will grow up with a relatively weak

identification with and understanding of Judaism, and have diffi*

culty passing on to their children an appreciation of the beauty

and richness of Jewish life. A study of children of intermar*
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risges shows that only 24% of children In dual faith households 

identify themselves as Jews,

This weakening commitment to Jewish life, which can already be

seen in the lives of the current generation of young adult Jews,
M'AM
will^become even more apparent among their children and grandchil- 

dren, This painful prospect, which community leaders can foresee 

in their own families as well as In the community at large, has 

brought to a head concern about the quality and mission of Jewish 

education.

In the past the Jewish community had certain bonds which gave it
Y3laaa-aJLlOo o j âX  \ 

remarkable inner strength. Jews grew up in,Jewish neighborhoods

with a strong Jewish ambiance. They were constantly surrounded by

the symbols and customs of Jewish life. Education was then\only
\. Nv *״AyCfccr CM\aJcc0CK

one of the trtajny wa^iKin which Jews came in contact with their

cultural and spiritual heritage. <3a a^-jJ׳־ ̂ a aJx m ^IL o w:ural־and spiritual heritage. t ^
O u d J  3 ־־ 

Vct^6 ̂ VcVVVA0il cÛ׳  udl ■ &  O U M ^ M ^ X a ,  -

Today these neighborhoods and the way of life they represented 

have all but disappeared from the modern world, and new institu* 

tions must be developed to take their place. It was to meet this 

challenge that the idea of creating The Commission on Jewish 

Education was born. The purpose of the Commission would be to 

analyze the shortcomings of the current education system, to
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dovftlop a concrete plan of action with specific goals, and to 

eotablish a mechaniem to oversee the enactment of that plan.

The underlying assumption of the Commission was that the North 

American Jewish community had the will and capacity to mobilize 

itself behind education as it had in the past for the building of 

the State of Israel, the rescue of Jews in distress, and the fight 

against discrimination. This would require that all the! elements 

of North American Jewry join forces, pool their energies/, and 

launch an unprecedented undertaking to raise the standards and 

quality of Jewish education.

How the Commission was Formed

The idea to form a Commission to tackle the problems of Jewish 

education was first conceived in November, 1986. The precipitat- 

ing factor was widespread concern among Jewish leaders over the 

serious shortage of qualified teaching personnel, Morton Mandel, 

who has played a very active role in the Jewish community during 

his long career as a Jewish philanthropist, was the driving force

behind the Commission's creation. Mr. Mandel has devoted his life
/■” ' \ \ \ 

to Jewish causes^ having held many senior positions in the Ameri-

can Jewish community. He has been President of the Jewish Communi-
/ /  /  / \ \ \  \/ / f j  /  / \ \ \  \

ty Federation of Cleveland, and President\of both the Jewish

7  7  /  /  \  \  \  \Welfare Board (JWB) and the Council of Jewish Federations (CJF).
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He has been a long time advocate of Jewish education and has been 

responsible for making education a top priority for the Jewish 

Agency. In calling for the creation of a Commission, Mandel 

decided to commit his personal energies and the financial re•

sources of the Mandel Associated Foundations [is this the correct

name?] to bring about a major change in Jewish education.

_ I

In making this move, Mandel was mindful that commissions )had

played a significant role in the field of education generally over
1&jC5£5'\A־

the years. In the early years of this century, the Flexner Goa־ 

mission was responsible for establishing an entirely new approach 

to medical education in the U.S. [GIVE DATE AND NAME OF REPORT]

More recently there have been a series of commissions and major 

reports, most notably A Nation At Risk, published by the National 

Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) Report Card on School 

Reform (1983); and An Imceriled Generation (1988), b©€h published
j_ov.tSA3_

by The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.

Moreover, the Jewish world was not unfamiliar with the activities 

of commissions; they had been established by a number of founda- 

tions as an effective method of examining different areas of 

contemporary life and developing blueprints for achieving specific 

goals. In recent years, there had been some movement to develop 

local commissions to study problems in Jewish education, and today

11 [ARE THERE 6 OR 11, WE ARE NOT CLEAR] communities have organ-
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ized local commissions on Jewish education/Jewish continuity, all 

coordinated by the Council of Jewish Federations. -The most far 

reaching of these has been the Commission in Cleveland.

( s > c A )
However, there has never been(a national Commission singularly

devoted to the subject of Jewish education in North America as a 

whole, and it was clear from the outset that in order to do its 

job well it would have to incorporate several unique features.

As a first step it was determined that the private and communal 

sectors would need to establish a working partnership to create 

the broadest possible base for the Commission. Mandel also de• 

clared at the early planning stages that the entity must be 

"representative of the Jewish community defined differently than 

it has been defined in recent years," He wanted the orthodox 

sector to sit together with the conservative, the reform, and the 

reconstructionist. A prerequisite for the success of the Commis-

sion was that it respect and benefit from the power of the various

religious persuasions. Across-the-board changes could only happen 

through a process that reflected and respected the diversity of 

North American Jewry.

=£, (AV
>(Aul AÂ i ■?SZTlXeJy

Commission through his family .■.

The Composition of the Commission

^^\AAA/X0JCL0\Ay) U (Xo O  pc*JUA<>jacvvU 
Although Mandel decided to fund the
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foundation^ ha sought the involvement of other major Jewish foun* 

dation! as participants in the process. He approached Lester 

Crown, Charles Bronfman, Leslie Wexner, Eli Evans, and Mona Acker-
f o j j u o

man, [LET-'-S MAKE 3URE WE MENTION ALL FOUNDATIONS] all of whom head A  f i a j A  

large foundations of their own with set agendas for providing the 

kind of support that would make a difference to Jewish life. They 

agreed that a Commission in which they could work together with 

other segments of the community to revitalize Jewish education 

would be the key to achieving success in a significant common 

endeavor,

[ a h

piccu
In addition;, Mandel invited the Council of Jewish Federations 

(CJF), the umbrella organization of all Jewish federations in 1 r a־   

North America,(JNB and JESNA to join him in forming the Commis- 

sion.

The joining together of the public and private sector would be 

fundamental to the success of the commission. Private foundations 

could provide the initial funding to get new programs started, but 

implementation would ultimately be the responsibility of the 

federations, together with the religious denominations, the insti- 

tutions of higher Jewish learning, the schools, the community 

centers, the bureaus of Jewish education, and above all, the 

educators on the front lines.
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The next step was to draw up a list of rabbiseducators, schol- 

ars, and outstanding lay people who would also be invited to Join 

the Commission, To carry out this task and to plan the step by 

step activities of the Commission a group of senior policy advi* 

sors was established.. Seymour Fox, former Dean of the School of 

Education at Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and Annette Hochstein 

[give title] were appointed as directors of research and planning 

for the policy group. Other members included leading experts in 

different fields. When it was fully constituted the senior policy 

group consisted of the following individuals:

Victor Thomas 
Israel Scheffer 
Henry Zucker 
David S. Ariel 
Seymour Fox 
Annette Hochstein 
Stephen H, Hoffman 
Arthur J. Naparstek 
Arthur Rothman 
Carmi Schwartz 
Herman D. Stein 
Jonathan Woocher

[ADD TITLES OF ADVISORS AND EXPLAIN ADDITIONAL ROLES Bt\SUCH 
INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED SCHOLARS AS VICTOR THOMAS AND 
ISRAEL SCHEFFER]

fh
The advisers sought to ensure an equitable representation on the 

Commission of the different geographical regions, age groups, and 

roles in the Jewish Community,
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From a list of several hundred individuals, forty-seven Jewish 

leaders and thinkers were invited to join tha commission, which 

was to be chaired by Morton Mandel. Each of the individuals was 

called by Mandel and personally invited to Join tha commission, 

and all but one accepted, It was a remarkable group, with broader 

representation than had ever been gathered together to address a 

major problem in Jewish life, The readiness with which these 

individuals responded to the invitation was In itself clear evi- 

dence that the time had come to give education the highest priori* 

ty in planning the future of the Jewish community. Never before 

had there been a single group in which heads of foundations could 

meet with community leaders, directors of communal organizations, 

heads of institutions of higher learning, rabbis, educators and 

scholars, and work together towards a common goal,

Following is a full list of the Commissioners.

In the category of family foundation were; [CHECK THIS LIST. IT 

SEEMS TO INCLUDE INDIVIDUALS AS WELL AS ORGANIZATIONS]

Morton L. Mandel ־ Chairman of the Mandel Associated Founda- 
tions

Mona Riklis Ackerman ■ President of the Riklis Family 
Foundation

David Arnow ■ President of the New Israel Fund 

Charles R, Bronfman * Chairman of the CRB Foundation
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Maurice S. Corson • President of the Wexner Foundation

Lester Crown ־ President of Henry Crown and Company

Eli N. Evans • President of the Charles H. Revson Foundation

Joseph S. Gruss ־ Established the Fund for Jewish education 
is association with UJA/Federation of Jewish Philanthropies

David Hirschhorn - Vice President of the American Jewish 
Committee

Ludwig Jesselson ־ President of UJA/Federation of Jewish 
Philanthropies of New York Joint Campaign

Florence Melton ־ Founder of R.G. Barry Corporation

Charles Ratner * Vice President of the Jewish Community 
Federation of Cleveland

In the category of community leaders and heads of major community 

organizations were;

Ronald Appleby ■ ־ Chairman of the law firm Robins, Appleby & 
Taub, active in the Toronto Jewish Congress, the Jewish 
National Fund, Council of Jewish Federations, and the United 
Jewish Appeal

Mandell L. Berman • President of Smokier Corporation, real 
estate developer, President of the Council of Jewish Federa- 
tions and past president of the Detroit Federation

John C. Colman ■ Private investor and business consultant, 
active in a wide variety of Jewish and general institutions

Stuart E. Eizenstat - Attorney, teachers at the Kennedy 
School of Government at Harvard University, active in many 
civic and Jewish organizations, speaks and writBs widely on 
public policy

Irwin S. Field, President of Liberty Vegetable Oil, Vice 
Chairman of the Jewish Federation of Los Angeles
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Robert I. Hiller ־ Consultant to non-profit organizations 
and President of the Zanvyl Krieger Fund, chief professional 
officer of the Council of Jewish Federations

Henry Koschitaky ־ President of Iko Industries Ltd., Chair- 
man of the Board of Jewish Education in Toronto

Mark Lainer * Attorney and real estate developer, active in 
the Jewish Federation of Los Angeles, Vice President of 
JESNA

Robert E. Loup ־ Real estate developer, life president of 
the Allied Jewish Federation of Denver, National Chairman of 
CLAL

Matthew J. Marylals ־ Managing Director of Oppenhaimer and 
Company, Inc., a New York investment banking firm, President 
of Yeshivah of Flatbush, Chairman of the Fund for Jewish 
Education and Vice President of UJA/Federation of Jewish 
Philanthropies of New York

Donald R, Mintz - Founder and Director of McGlinchey, Staf- 
ford, Mintz, Cellini and Land, Professor at Tulane Universi- 
ty Law School, past President of the New Orleans Federation 
and current President of JWB

Lester Pollack - General Partner of Lazard Frerer and Chief 
Executive Officer of Center Partners, Vice President of the 
JWB and of UJA/Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New 
York

Esther Leah Ritz - President of JWLB and Vice President of 
the Council of Jewish Federations, Vice Chairman of Wurz- 
weiler School of Social Work at Yeshiva University

Harriet L. Rosenthal * Vice President of JWB1, delegate of 
the .National Council of Jewish Women to the Conference of 
Presidents

Barnett Yanowitz ־ Principle in the firm of Kahn, Kleinman, 
Yanowitz and Arnson, President of JESNA, past Vice President 
of the Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland and Chairman 
of the National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council

Daniel S. Shapiro - Partner in Schults, Roth & Zabel, has 
served as President of the Federation of Jewish Philanthro- 
pies of New York and is Vice President of the Council of 
Jewish Federations
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Margaret W. Tishman ־ President of the UJA/Federation of 
Jewish Philanthropies of New York

In the category of heads of institutions of higher Jewish learning 

were;

Alfred Gottschalk ־ President of Hebrew Union College-Jewish 
Institute of Religion, has written extensively on ethics, 
education and Jewish intellectual history

Arthur Green - President of the Reconstructionist Rabbinical 
College and the author of many books and articles, including 
!Tormented Master: A life of Rabbi Nahman of Bratslav

Norman Lamm - President of Yeshlva University, founder of 
Tradition magazine and the author of many books, including 
Faith and Doubt

Ismar Schorsch ■ Chancellor and Professor of Jewish History 
at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, has served as 
President of the Leo Baack Institute and has published In 
the area of European Jewish history

In the category of Rabbis were;

Rabbi Joshua Elkin • Headmaster of the Solomon Schechter Day 
School in Boston, has taught in the Jewish Education program 
at the Hornstein Program In Jewish Communal Service at 
Brandeis University and has Just completed a year as a 
Jerusalem Fellow

Rabbi Irving Greenberg ■ President and co>founder of CLAL: 
the National Jewish Center for Learning and Leadership, 
founded and chaired the Department of Judaic Studies at City 
College and has taught and written widely on Jewish thought 
and religion

Rabbi Haskel Lookstein - Principal of Ramaz School, teach* 
ers at Yeshiva University and has served in leadership roles 
with the National Rabbinic Cabinet

Rabbi Harold M, Schulweis - Rabbi of Valley Beth Shalom 
Congregation of Encino, California, contributing editor to
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CHAPTER I: CREATION OP THE COMMISSION

The Crucial Importance of Education in Contemporary .Ja.tflah.Life 

Thera is a deep and wide-spread concern in the Jewish community 

today that the commitment to basic Jewish values, ideals and 

behavior may be diminishing at an alarming rate. There is consid- 

erable evidence that a high percentage of Jews have come to feel 

that the traditions of Judaism are irrelevant to their search for 

personal fulfillment and commonality. This has grave implications 

not only for the richness of Jewish life but for the very continu* 

ity of the Jewish people. Throughout history Jews have faced 

dangers from without with courage and steadfastness; now a new 

kind of commitment is required to secure the foundations of its 

basic institutions.

The Jews in North America live in an open society which presents 

an unprecedented range of opportunities and choices. This ex- 

traordinary environment confronts us with what is proving to be an 

historic dilemma; while we cherish our freedom as individuals to 

explore new horizons, we recognize that this very freedom poses a 

dramatic challenge to the survival of the Jewish way of life.

There is an urgent need to find better ways to ensure that Jews 

maintain and strengthen the beliefs that are central to Judaism.
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In our uniquely free society, whet© there are so many meaningful 

philosophies and Ideologies competing for attention, and where the 

pursuit of Judaism increasingly involves a conscious choice, the 

burden of preparation for such a decision resides with education. 

Jewish education must be compelling, emotionally, intellectually 

and spiritually, so that young people will say to themselves: "I 

have decided to remain engaged, to continue to investigate and 

grapple with these ideas."

Jewish education must be vastly improved if it is to achieve this 

objective and for Judaism to retain its vigor in the face of all

the possibilities that exist for Jews today. It must become an

experience that inspires Jews to learn, feel and act in a way that 

reflects a deep understanding of Jewish values. Such a change 

will be difficult to bring about because of the poor state of 

education in general in the U.S. Well known reports have docu• 

mented the serious lack of teaching talent as well as other prob-

lems facing the educational system. A severe lack of funds,

resources, status, and vision is causing the system to strain and 

crack. Yet Jewish education is even more Impoverished than secu- 

lar education in regard to these basic requirements.

In North America today, Jewish education is often limited to the 

teaching of Hebrew, with a smattering of Jewish history and holi-
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days thrown in, What should be the central mission of Jewish 

education -־ the teaching of Jewish values and ideals, the meaning 

of prayer, relationship with God and community -- is sadly lack• 

ing, It is imperative that at this moment in history Jewish 

education become a transformative rather than merely an informa- 

tive experience. Without this change in the educational experi- 

ence, it will become increasingly difficult to pass on to future 

generations a strong identity with and commitment to Judaism,

The core of Jewish education must be character education, not 

merely the teaching of Hebrew and history. Its goal must be no 

less than shaping the inner lives of people. We must begin to 

view education as a way to transmit the essence of what Jewish 

life is all about so that future generations of Jews will be 

impelled to search for meaning through their own rich traditions 

and institutions. Judaism must present itself as a living entity 

and give the Jews of today the resources to find answers to the 

fundamental questions of life as readily as it did for their 

ancestors through the centuries. Otherwise it could eventually be 

overtaken in the minds of young people by other systems of thought 

which they feel are more relevant to the modern world.

This dangerous state of affairs is the result of the comparatively 

low priority which the Jewish community has given to Jewish educa-
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tion. Before World War II, a good part of the leadership of the 

American Jewish community concentrated its attention on the prob• 

lems of anti-Semitism here and abroad, and gave comparatively 

littla thought to the needs of Jewish education, The Federation 

of Jewish Philanthropies devoted itself to providing community 

support in the fields of health, social services and the American•■ 

ization of new immigrants. In the post-War period, the highest 

priority for community leaders was the lifesaving work of Jewish 

relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction. Nation-building in 

Israel and defense against attacks from neighboring Arab states 

became the primary focus of support from the Jewish community in 

later years. Today, there is great concern about the welfare of 

Russian Jews.

In the face of such life-and-death issues, the needs of education 

seem to be less urgent, less insistent, more diffused; a problem 

that can be dealt with at some point in the future when more 

pressing problems have been solved, But this 18 an illusion. We 

may indeed continue to live with emergencies, but we can no longer 

postpone addressing the problem of Jewish education lest we face 

an Irreversible decline in the vitality of the Jewish people.

The most obvious symptom of the inadequacy of Jewish education is 

the precipitous rise in intermarriage and the consequent turning
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away from Jewish traditions in the search for fulfillment and

meaning in life, According to a recent Louis Harris study [DATE],

th• number of intermarriages has sharply increased in the past 

couple of decades, growing from 16% of those Jews between the ages 

of 40 and 59, to 28% of those under the age of 40. Today, nearly

one out of every three married Jews under the age of 40 is married

to a non-Jew. And increasingly, these intermarriages are not only 

being accepted, but applauded, Intermarriages, stated a recent 

New York Magazine article, "is something even the very best fami- 

lies do." Intermarried celebrities such as Henry and Nancy Kiss• 

inger, Calvin and Kelly Klein, Caroline Kennedy and Edwin Schloss- 

berg, show that intermarriages have become acceptable among the 

wealthy, the politically powerful, and the elite. And Jews who 

intermarry are significantly less likely to provide their children 

with a Jewish education.

Another symptom of the problem is the fact that so many Jewish 

children today do not have any Jewish schooling. A recent study 

found that over half (58%) of Jewish school age children in the 

United States were not enrolled in any type of Jewish schooling. 

Inevitably these children will grow up with a relatively weak 

identification with and understanding of Judaism, and have diffl- 

culty passing on to their children an appreciation of the beauty 

and richness of Jewish life. A study of children of intermar*
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riages shows that only 24% of children in dual faith households 

identify themselves as Jews.

This weakening commitment to Jewish life, which can already be 

seen in the lives of the current generation of young adult Jews, 

will become even more apparent among their children and grandchil- 

dren. This painful prospect, which community leaders can foresee 

in their own families as well as in the community at large, has 

brought to a head concern about the quality and mission of Jewish 

education.

In the past the Jewish community had certain bonds which gave it 

remarkable inner strength. Jews grew up in Jewish neighborhoods 

with a strong Jewish ambiance. They were constantly surrounded by 

the symbols and customs of Jewish life. Education was then only 

one of the many ways in which Jews came in contact with their 

cultural and spiritual heritage.

Today these neighborhoods and the way of life they represented 

have all but disappeared from the modern world, and new institu- 

tions must be developed to take their place. It was to meet this 

challenge that the idea of creating The Commission on Jewish 

Education was born. The purpose of the Commission would be to 

analyze the shortcomings of the current education system, to
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develop a concrete plan of action with specific goals, and to 

aetablish a mechanism to oversee the enactment of that plan.

The underlying assumption of the Commission was that the North 

American Jewish community had the will and capacity to mobilize 

itself behind education as it had in the past for the building of 

the State of Israel, the rescue of Jews in distress, and the fight 

against discrimination. This would require that all the elements 

of North American Jewry join forces, pool their energies, and 

launch an unprecedented undertaking to raise the standards and 

quality of Jewish education.

How the Commission was Formed

The idea to form a Commission to tackle the problems of Jewish 

education was first conceived in November, 1986. The precipitat- 

ing factor was widespread concern among Jewish leaders over the 

serious shortage of qualified teaching personnel. Morton Handel, 

who has played a very active role in the Jewish community during 

his long career as a Jewish philanthropist, was the driving force 

behind the Commission's creation. Mr. Mandel has devoted his life 

to Jewish causes, having held many senior positions in the Ameri- 

can Jewish community. He has been President of the Jewish Communi- 

ty Federation of Cleveland, and President of both the Jewish 

Welfare Board (JWB) and the Council of Jewish Federations (CJF).
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He has been a long time advocate of Jewish education and has been 

responsible for making education 8 top priority for the Jewish 

Agency. In calling for the creation of a Commission, Mandel 

decided to commit his personal energies and the financial re* 

sources of the Mandel Associated Foundations [is this the correct 

name?] to bring about a major change in Jewish education.

In making this move, Mandel was mindful that commissions had 

played a significant role in the field of education generally over 

the years. In the early years of this century, the Flexner Com- 

mission was responsible for establishing an entirely new approach 

to medical education in the U.S. [GIVE DATE AND NAME OF REPORT] 

More recently there have been a series of commissions and major 

reports, most notably A Nation At Risk, published by the National 

Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) Report Card on School 

Reform (1983); and An Imperiled Generation (1988), both published 

by The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. 

Moreover, the Jewish world was not unfamiliar with the activities 

of commissions; they had been established by a number of founda- 

tions as an effective method of examining different areas 0£ 

contemporary life and developing blueprints for achieving specific 

goals. In recent years, there had been some movement to develop 

local commissions to study problems in Jewish education, and today 

11 [ARE THERE 6 OR 11, WE ARE NOT CLEAR] communities have organ*
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ized local commissions on Jewish education/Jewish continuity, all 

coordinated by the Council of Jewish Federations. The most far 

reaching of these has been the Commission in Cleveland.

However, there has never been a national Commission singularly 

devoted to the subject of Jewish education in North America as a 

whole, and it was clear from the outset that in order to do its 

job well it would have to incorporate several unique features.

As a first step it was determined that the private and communal 

sectors would need to establish a working partnership to create 

the broadest possible base for the Commission. Mandel also de- 

clared at the early planning stages that the entity must be 

"representative of the Jewish community defined differently than 

it has been defined in recent years," He wanted the orthodox 

sector to sit together with the conservative, the reform, and the 

reconstructionist. A prerequisite for the success of the Coramis־ 

sion was that it respect and benefit from the power of the various 

religious'persuasions. Across-the-board changes could only happen 

through a process that reflected and respected the diversity of 

North American Jewry.

The Composition of the Commission

Although Mandel decided to fund the Commission through his family
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foundation, he sought the involvement of other major Jewish foun* 

dations as participants in the process. He approached Lester 

Crown, Charles Bronfman, Leslie Wexner, Eli Evans, and Mona Acker- 

man, [LET'S MAKE SURE WE MENTION ALL FOUNDATIONS] all of whom head 

large foundations of their own with set agendas for providing the 

kind of support that would make a difference to Jewish life. They 

agreed that a Commission in which they could work together with 

other segments of the community to revitalize Jewish education 

would be the key to achieving success in a significant common 

endeavor.

In addition, Mandel Invited the Council of Jewish Federations 

(CJF), the umbrella organization of all Jewish federations in 

North America, JNB and JESNA to join him in forming the Commis- 

sion.

The joining together of the public and private sector would be 

fundamental to the success of the commission. Private foundations 

could provide the initial funding to get new programs started, but 

implementation would ultimately be the responsibility of the 

federations, together with the religious denominations, the insti- 

tutions of higher Jewish learning, the schools, the community 

centers, the bureaus of Jewish education, and above all, the 

educators on the front lines.
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The next step was to draw up a list of rabbis, educators, schol- 

ars, and outstanding lay people who would also be invited to Join 

the Commission, To carry out this task and to plan the step by 

step activities of the Commission a group of senior policy advi* 

sors was established. Seymour Fox, former Dean of the School of 

Education at Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and Annette Hochstein 

[give title] were appointed as directors of research and planning 

for the policy group. Other members included leading experts in 

different fields. When it was fully constituted the senior policy 

group consisted of the following individuals:

Victor Thomas 
Israel Scheffer 
Henry Zucker 
David S, Ariel 
Seymour Fox 
Annette Hochstein 
Stephen H, Hoffman 
Arthur J. Naparstek 
Arthur Rothman 
Carmi Schwartz 
Herman D. Stein 
Jonathan Woocher

[ADD TITLES OF ADVISORS AND EXPLAIN ADDITIONAL ROLES BY SUCH 
INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED SCHOLARS AS VICTOR THOMAS AND 
ISRAEL SCHEFFER]

The advisers sought to ensure an equitable representation on the 

Commission of the different geographical regions, age groups, and 

roles in the Jewish Community,
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[give title] were appointed as directors of research and planning 

for the policy group. Other members included leading experts in 
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Victor Thomas 
Israel Scheffer 
Henry Zucker 
David S. Ariel 
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Stephen H. Hoffman 
Arthur J. Naparstek 
Arthur Rothman 
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Herman D. Ste.in 
Jonathan Woocher 
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From a list of several hundred individuals, forty-seven Jewish 

leaders and thinkers were invited to Join tha commission, which 

was to be chaired by Morton Mandel. Each of the individuals was 

called by Mandel and personally invited to Join the commission, 

and all but one accepted. It was a remarkable group, with broader 

representation than had ever been gathered together to address a 

major problem in Jewish life, The readiness with which these 

individuals responded to the invitation was in itself clear evi- 

dence that the time had come to give education the highest priori- 

ty in planning the future of the Jewish community. Never before 

had there been a single group in which heads of foundations could 

meet with community leaders, directors of communal organizations, 

heads of Institutions of higher learning, rabbis, educators and 

scholars, and work together towards a common goal,

Following is a full list of the Commissioners.

In the category of family foundation were: [CHECK THIS LIST. IT 

SEEMS TO INCLUDE INDIVIDUALS AS WELL AS ORGANIZATIONS]

Morton L. Mandel ־ Chairman of the Mandel Associated Founda- 
tions

Mona Riklis Ackerman - President of the Riklis Family 
Foundation

David Arnow - President of the New Israel Fund 

Charles R, Bronfman * Chairman of the CRB Foundation
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Maurice S. Corson ■ President of the Wexner Foundation

Lester Crown ־ President of Henry Crown and Company

Eli N. Evans • President of the Charles H. Revson Foundation

Joseph S. Gruss ■ Established the Fund for Jewish education 
is association with UJA/Federation of Jewish Philanthropies

David Hirschhorn ־ Vice President of the American Jewish 
Committee

Ludwig Jesselson ־ President of UJA/Federation of Jewish 
Philanthropies of New York Joint Campaign

Florence Melton ־ Founder of R.G. Barry Corporation

Charles Ratner * Vice President of the Jewish Community 
Federation of Cleveland

In the category of community leaders and heads of major community 

organizations were;

Ronald Appleby -- Chairman of the law firm Robins, Appleby & 
Taub, active in the Toronto Jewish Congress, the Jewish 
National Fund, Council of Jewish Federations, and the United 
Jewish Appeal

Mandell L. Berman * President of Smokier Corporation, real 
estate developer, President of the Council of Jewish Federa* 
tions and past president of the Detroit Federation

John C. Colman ■ Private investor and business consultant, 
active in a wide variety of Jewish and general institutions

Stuart E, Elzenstat ■ Attorney, teachers at the Kennedy 
School of Government at Harvard University, active in many 
civic and Jewish organizations, speaks and writes widely on 
public policy

Irwin S. Field, President of Liberty Vegetable Oil, Vice 
Chairman of the Jewish Federation of Los Angeles
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Robert I. Hiller - Consultant to non-profit organizations 
and President of the Zanvyl Krieger Fund, chief professional 
officer of tho Council of Jewish Federations

Henry Kosehitzky ־ President of Iko Industries Ltd., Chair- 
man of the Board of Jewish Education in Toronto

Mark Lainer * Attorney and real estate developer, active in 
the Jewish Federation of Los Angeles, Vice President of 
JESNA

Robert E. Loup ־ Real estate developer, life president of 
the Allied Jewish Federation of Denver, National Chairman of 
CLAL

Matthew J. Marylals ־ Managing Director of Oppenheimer and 
Company, Inc., a New York investment banking firm, President 
of Yeshivah of Flatbush, Chairman of the Fund for Jewish 
Education and Vice President of UJA/Federation of Jewish 
Philanthropies of New York

Donald R, Mintz ■ Founder and Director of McGlinchey, Staf- 
ford, Mintz, Cellini and Land, Professor at Tulane Universi- 
ty Law School, past President of the New Orleans Federation 
and current President of JWB

Lester Pollack - General Partner of Lazard Frerer and Chief 
Executive Officer of Center Partners, Vice President of the 
JWB and of UJA/Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New 
York

Esther Leah Ritz - President of JWLB and Vice President of 
the Council of Jewish Federations, Vice Chairman of Wurz- 
weiler School of Social Work at Yeshiva University

Harriet L. Rosenthal - Vice President of JWB1, delegate of 
the .National Council of Jewish Women to the Conference of 
Presidents

Barnett Yanowitz ־ Principle in the firm of Kahn, Kleinman, 
Yanowitz and Arnson, President of JESNA, past Vice President 
of the Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland and Chairman 
of the National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council

Daniel S. Shapiro - Partner in Schults, Roth & Zabel, has 
served as President of the Federation of Jewish Philanthro- 
pies of New York and is Vice President of the Council of 
Jewish Federations
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Margaret W. Tishman ־ President of the UJA/Federation of 
Jewish Philanthropies of New York

In the category of heads of institutions of higher Jewish learning 

were;

Alfred Gottschalk ־ President of Hebrew Union College-Jewish 
Institute of Religion, has written extensively on ethics, 
education and Jewish intellectual history

Arthur Green ־ President of the Reconstructionist Rabbinical 
College and the author of many books and articles, including 
Tormented Master: A life of Rabbi Nahman of Bratslav

Norman Lamm ־ President of Yeshiva University, founder of 
Tradition magazine and the author of many books, including 
Faith and Doubt

Ismar Schorsch ■ Chancellor and Professor of Jewish History 
at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, has served as 
President of the Leo Baack Institute and has published in 
the area of European Jewish history

In the category of Rabbis were;

Rabbi Joshua Elkin • Headmaster of the Solomon Schechter Day 
School in Boston, has taught in the Jewish Education program 
at the Hornstein Program In Jewish Communal Service at 
Brandeis University and has Just completed a year as a 
Jerusalem Fellow

Rabbi Irving Greenberg - President and co-founder of CLAL: 
the National Jewish Center for Learning and Leadership, 
founded and chaired the Department of Judaic Studies at City 
College and has taught and written widely on Jewish thought 
and religion

Rabbi Haskel Lookstein • Principal of Ramaz School, teach* 
ers at Yeshiva University and has served in leadership roles 
with the National Rabbinic Cabinet

Rabbi Harold M. Schulweis - Rabbi of Valley Beth Shalom 
Congregation of Encino, California, contributing editor to
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Reconstructionist, Sh'ma. and Moment maga2ines

Rabbi Isaiah Zeldin ־ Founder and Rabbi of the Stephen S. 
Wise Temple in Los Angeles, founding dean of the Loe Angeles 
branch of Hebrew Union College, past president of the Paclf- 
ic Association of Reform Rabbis and American Zionist Council

In the category of educators and scholars were:

Jack Bieler ־ Coordinator of Judaic Studies and Supervisor 
of Instruction at the Hebrew Academy of Greater Washington,
l l t t S  fc tf-lvtsQ  tlJ* O l i a l  x. 1110.11 u f  u l i C  T a l w u d  D e p a r t m e n t  R a a4B Z>Ay

School land as a Jerusalem Fellow

David Dubin * Executive Director of the Jewish Community 
Center on the Palisades and author of several articles In 
The Journal of Jewish Couununal Service on Jewish education 
within Jewish community centers

Carol K. Ingall ־ Executive Director of the Bureau of Jewish 
Education of Rhode Island, curriculum consultant to the 
Jewish Theological Seminary and representative of the Coun■ 
cil for Jewish Education to the Conference on Jewish Coramu- 
nal Service

Sara S. Lee ■ Director of the Rhea Hirsch School of Educa- 
tion at Hebrew Union College of Los Angeles and Vice Chair- 
man of the Association of Institutions of Higher Learning in 
Jewish Education

Seymour Martin Lipset • Senior Fellow in political science 
and sociology at the Hoover Institution at Stanford Univer- 
sity, co-editor of Public Opinion and author of many books, 
including Political Man and The Politics of Unreason

Isadora Twersky ־ Nathan LIttauer Professor of Hebrew Liter- 
ature and Philosophy at Harvard University, Director of the 
Center for Jewish Studies at Harvard University

Each commissioner was interviewed individually by the staff to 

help build the agenda of the first Commission meeting. Six agenda 

items emerged as problematic areas that needed to be addressed:
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0 Training and motivating Jewish educators

0 Identifying the potential recipients of Jewish education

0 Determining optimum setting for education

o Improving methods of education

0 Increasing financial support of education

o Focusing on the community! leadership and structures

It was determined that the main goals of the Commission were 

four*fold:

1. to establish Jewish education as the principal tool to 
instill an appreciation of Jewish values and to ensure 
Jewish continuity;

2. to present an overview of the critical shortages and needs
in Jewish education;

3. to develop a concrete plan of action;

4. to create a mechanism to oversee the enactment of the plan,

In order for Jewish education to become predominant force for the

strengthening and continuation of the Jewish people, the means 

must be found to attract and maintain a teaching staff of the 

highest quality and to inspire community leaders to give the 

highest priority to the cause of Jewish education. Every aspect 

of Jewish education needs to be Improved. All ages, from early 

childhood through adulthood must be considered. Both formal and 

informal settings must be included.
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An Auspicious Beginning

During the Commission’s first meeting, in August 1968, Mandel 

welcomed its members, saying;

"The formation of this Commission represents a partnership 
between the Mandel Associated Foundations, the Jewish 
Education Service of North American (JESNA) and the Jewish 
Welfare Board (JWB) in cooperation with the Council 0£ 
Jewish Federations (CJF)....Our goal is to bring about a 
significant change in how the Jewish communal enterprise 
conducts itself in the field of Jewish education and, conse- 
quently, to help reverse the negative trend of diminishing 
Jewish involvement and commitment."

Rabbi Haskel Lookstein, expressed the enthusiasm felt by the 

commissicrie-rs-:

"Just the possibility of working together with so many fine 
minds and so many committed people of varied religious 
outlooks is extremely inspiring. We all have many common 
goals, and to think that we can sit down and work on them 
together, despite our philosophic differences, is something 
which ought to be quite obvious but which, unfortunately, in 
our Jewish world, is not,״

All of the commissioners shared Mandel׳s commitment to Jewish 

education and his determination to make a concrete impact on 

Jewish life. They agreed that the Commission could not be merely 

"a lot of talk". ״We will not finish this Commission," stated

I 'lt t l l lA c l “ ן .  w l  l l l v u L  a  p l'O £ p « ra m  w o  f  • K  *•

As bleak as the overall picture of Jewish education appeared to
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be, the commissioners felt there were grounds for optimism about 

the ultimate success of this project. Several pilot projects had 

been developed in recent years which had shown promising results, 

These could serve as models for the kind of massive effort which 

would be necessary if the nature of Jewish life as a whole was to 

be affected, Moreover, as one of the commissioners {IDENTIFY WHO) 

pointed out, the concerns about Jewish survival comes at a time of 

unprecedented success in Jewish scholarship, There are today in 

Israel and North America more Jewish books and other Jewish publi- 

cations being issued than there were in Europe during the height 

of the so-called "Golden Age of Polish Jewry". Ironically, howev- 

er, this flourishing of Jewish thought is not reaching large 

numbers of Jews,

The commissioners suggested 26 ideas from which the most critical 

were to be selected for concentrated explorations. These would 

not include a discussion of goals for Jewish education, since many 

of the commissioners held differing, sometimes even contradictory, 

conceptions of Jewish education. They would focus on the quality 

of education regardless of what the particular goals of any one 

denomination or of unaffiliated Jews might be.

The commissioners felt inspired by the prospect of so diverse and 

powerful a group arriving at a consensus about the kinds 0£ inter-
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vention that should be undertaken. They agreed that the Commission 

provided the Ideal means for Jews to Join together to develop a 

plan of action. As Matthew Maryles, Vice President of the UJA and 

a Commission member, noted:

"The problem of Jewish education is too large for any one 
group. Only through a partnership can we hope to legitimize 
the pluralism within and between Jewish communities. The 
partnership has to occur between the religious and the non- 
religious institutions and organizations that make up the 
national Jewish community."

A formal methodology for the Commission was established. It would 

meet six times over a two year period. Before and after each 

meeting, every Commissioner would be interviewed to help develop 

agendas for future discussions. A formal work plan would be 

circulated prior to each meeting of Lhe Commission. Some o£ the 

deliberations of the Commission would take place in small task 

forces or work groups; others would be In plenary sessions. These 

would develop recommendations on next steps which would also be 

circulated to commissioners for comments.

The senior policy advisors would prepare background material to 

facilitate and provide a context for the discussions. In these 

materials two central and interrelated issues would be dominant -- 

personnel and community structures.

All the discussions would take into consideration what were called
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programmatic options and enabling options. Programmatic options 

had to do with the programmatic means of reaching different cate- 

gories of the population. Enabling options had to do with the 

different means of bringing about action and effective change.

The Commission discussions began with a high level of enthusiasm 

which increased as time went on. Commenting on this at one of the 

meetings Morton Mandel stated:

"I continue to be Impressed by the attendance of our commis- 
sioners coming from all parts of the continent to be with 
us. All of us understand that everybody around this table 
is, in one way or another, an accomplished chairperson in 
his or her own right. The lesson that keeps being stated by 
your attendance over and over again 19 that you think that 
what we are doing is important, that it's worth your time, 
The hope is, that together we can do something that will 
make all of us feel that our time investment is worthwhile, 
that we'll contribute to improving the Jewish tradition. 
That's why we're all here."
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4500 Euclid Avenue 

Cleveland, Ohio 44103 

(216) 391-8300

PREMIER INDUSTRIAL FOUNDATION

March 19, 1990

Mr. David Finn 
Ruder*Finn Inc.
301 East Fifty-Seventh St. 
New York, NY 10022

Dear David:

This reply to your fax of February 26 is late because I have been away on 
vacation. I believe the content of my reply was indicated to you by 
Seymour in ray absence.

We are very pleased to respond positively to your letter. I believe that 
together we have a winning combination and we all anticipate a great 
report.

I must admit that the ultimate cost of the report is running beyond our 
initial expectations, and we are committed now to keeping the cost under 
control as much as feasible. We are glad to see the cap of $40,000 for 
your work as described, and we appreciate that this involves a good deal 
of your personal time on a volunteer basis. We are glad also to have your 
estimates for the out-of-pocket expenses and your estimates with respect

l a  p X c i i u j f  \s £  c-Imics

I am sending a copy of my letter to Seymour and Annette and also to Mort.

to printing and binding.

to the report.

It,s good to be working with you.

cc: Morton L. Mandel
Seymour Fox 
Annette Hochstein
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NATIV-POLICY AND PLANNING CONSULTANT 
JERUSALEM - ISRAEL 

TEL/FAX: 972-2-699-951

TO: PROF.S. FOX

FROM: A. HOCHSTEIN

DATE: March 16, 1990 PAGES:

Dear Seymour,

This is installment two towards your meeting with David Finn and 
his team. I also include a re-do of the part sent yesterday.

1. PRINCIPLES AND REPORT FORMAT

I consulted briefly with Mike on this - presented him with the 
alternatives considered (self-standing report plus research 
appendix; executive summary report or inspirational report plus 
our document + research appendix; etc.). I presented our 
perception of the issues involved as well as some of our lack of 
clarity concerning what the Finn report will be. I also shared 
the outline. Because it seems to me eminently relevant, here is 
his view:

1. Our (you and me) job is to decide completely and finally on 
the content of the report and to write it our way (״and if your 
document lacks something, then write that something up and 
complete it...").

2. The job of the writer (D.F.) is to take that document and 
couch it in terms that are rhetorically effective. Any problem he 
has with the content goes back to us for formulation.

3. Mike warned - in his uniquely theoretical, charming and 
unequivocal way - against allowing either considerations of 
target audience or considerations of appropriate rhetoric to 
PRECEDE or impact in any way on the first and complete 
formulation of the content. Otherwise says he (with pro- and 
anti-aristotelian arguments) rhetorics move from being a tool for 
communication to dictating content.

4. This view essentially invalidated substantive discussion of 
the outline or of the format with him since, in his view, these 
must result from the application of D.F.'s trade to our complete 
content story.
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WHAT DO WE LEARN FROM THIS VIEW? WHAT DO WE MAKE OF IT?

1. OUR DOCUMENT ־ WHICH WE VIEWED AS TELLING OUR STORY - MUST BE 
THE FRAMEWORK, THE BASIS FOR THE CONTENT. THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE 
DONE THIS IS WHAT WE BELIEVE IN.

2. WE MAY DECIDE TO ADD PIECES, TO AMEND OTHERS - BUT WE SHOULD 
BE GUIDED BY OUR OWN BELIEF IN THE CONTENT-VALUE OF THESE, AND BY 
OUR ABILITY TO PRODUCE VALID MATERIALS.

3. WE MAY DECIDE THAT THE FINN TEAM SHOULD DO ONLY ONE PART OF 
THE REPORT (E.G. THE INTRODUCTION; THE COMMISSION; THE COMMUNITY; 
THE PLAN) OR THAT THEY DO ONLY A SUMMARY - AND THAT OUR DOCUMENT 
IS THE SUBSTANTIVE ONE. WE MAY ALSO DECIDE THAT THEY WRITE THE 
WHOLE THING. WHAT WE SHOULD NOT DO IS ALLOW THE BASIC CONTENT 
TO BE CHANGED.

IN OTHER WORDS, WE SHOULD LOOK AT THE PROPOSED OUTLINE IN LIGHT 
OF WHAT WE HAVE ALREADY DONE, AND LET THAT AND ANY ADDITIONAL 
FEASIBLE WORK THAT WE CAN DO DICTATE THE CONTENT. WE WILL THEN 
BE ABLE TO DECIDE WHETHER WE WANT ONE OR TWO DOCUMENTS.

IN PRACTICE FOR TODAY THIS IS WHAT I RECOMMEND:

1. YOUR MESSAGE IS: "FRIENDS, THIS IS THE CONTENT. PLEASE RE-
WRITE IT MORE EFFECTIVELY"

2. THE OUTLINE:

I.Introduction

This whole first chapter is something we have NOT done. It 
reads as a good idea if it can be done. Otherwise it should 
be simply skipped.

A. What is an educated Jew —  basic philosophical statement

The notion of beginning with a philosophical statement that 
might be both consensual and profound is really very lovely: 
if feasible it could set the tone for a seriously inspiring 
report (quite different from our more vulgar use of the term 
"inspirational") . When David presented the idea to us you 
responded that Twersky might be able to do it. Before 
deciding whether this is feasible, whether you should write 
this, or whether it should be done at all, I recommend that 
you let David explain to you exactly what he had in mind. I 
am no longer clear on this, yet I recall that at the time the 
request seemed a feasible one - even given the need for 
consensus. Indeed it seemed then that the statement would be 
made of the stuff that motivates Twersky to attend the 
meetings, rather than requiring a specific definition of 
Jewish education. This demands clarification with David.
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B. A perspective on current environment in Jewish education 
in US and why reached crisis stage

Feasible assignment: could be a summary of our materials,
Zucker materials, interview with you and data. All of which 
they should have. The challenge is summarizing and 
synthesizing.

II. Purpose and history of the Commission

Very feasible —  they have all the materials.

You may want to tell them to distinguish between the 
principles and innovations involved in the existence of the 
Commission itself (what we have come to call "the moral of 
the story״) and the factual and historical elements 
(meetings, members, funding etc...) which may live happier as 
an appendix to the report.

** we have written this in every but the last background 
materials, and you have spoken to this in the Finn office 
when we met there (recorded).

III. History of Jewish education

This is probably the most problematic chapter - it requires 
recognizing that neither the state of the field nor best 
practices have in fact been dealt with. We have Acky's paper, my 
data and some elements from Riesman as background. What's wrong 
(III.B) will be difficult to state. Between some Gallup (I will 
write a memo to Finn, summarizing what can be quoted, following 
the meeting I had with Mike and with the Gallup people) and 
general data that appears in background documents.

C. can be dealt with in a limited way.
D. is all yours, as is E.
F. should be decided by Hank and left to him.

Recommendation: this chapter should not be as prominent as
the outline implies. We have stayed away from this for 
excellent reasons and we may be doing validity a disservices
if we produced a picture with which we are uncomfortable. The
research papers are not solid enough and the data does not 
exist. Best practice should be dealt with in a most cautious 
way with the utmost care to our credibility.

IV. Recommendations of the Commission

This is where we ought to be most cautious: WE DO HAVE A
PLAN. WE THINK WE WROTE IT. SOMEHOW OTHERS TELL US THAT THIS 
PLAN IS ABSTRACT. I think that in fact they tell us that we 
would be more convincing if we could describe the outcome of 
the plan. I don't know if that is feasible. We may want to 
try. But in the meanwhile our plan - each element of
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community, personnel, lead communities and the IJE explained 
by you today as well as possible - is the core of the 
message. The heart of the matter. I think that 
communicating this is the main issue at stake. Chapter IV - 
A through E, is the story that needs effective telling. If 
that can't be done, then you and I need to go back to work 
for a while. But I believe that it can be done.

V. Glimpses of the future.

Do we want this chapter and can we do it (particularly ״B) ? 
We have not done it, except for the methodological work a few 
meetings back, where we state why lead communities + 
diffusion of innovation are the method. You and I may want 
to try this before moving on.

* * * * * * *

I do hope that this is useful, and trust that you will have a 
fruitful meeting. What is written may read too critical. On the 
whole though I find the outline very helpful and a clear 
indication that they are on the right track.

Would you please create opportunities for written and spoken 
communication with the team following your meeting. I think it 
will be beneficial to the work.

* * * * * * *

Well, that is it for work. I am sending the materiasl through
twice so that lines that may be missed the first one may be
readable on the second version.

Yesterday was a historical day here, so they say —  though 
nothing to be particularly proud of. Young Aryeh Derry brought 
down the government via Ovadia Yossef. Shas resolved their 
problem by staying out of the building at voting time - and 
leaving one of their ministers to vote aye - so as to stay in the 
government. All day the most confused and confusing bickering and 
negotiating took place. At voting time there was no one who could 
say what the result would be! What will be now is anyone's 
guess. Rabin is going around threatening his labor mates and 
working for a re-creation of the coalition government. Sharon is 
campaigning relentlessly. So in fact is everybody. My children 
claim the whole thing is good because the government fell for the
right reason. Which is something that never happened in the
past. I fear that the outcome will be either further confusion or 
an election that will grant the extreme right much more power. 
With Shas to balance this. Sure you want to come back?

Have a very safe trip.
Regards to Sue.

P. S. Seen the disgusting article in Newsweek?
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RUDER FINN ״

Dear Seymour,

Enclosed is a brief outline of the reoort. We can go through it in a more 
detailed manner at our meeting next Friday. We've begun organizing the 
material for the first chapter, and we hope to have a draft In about two 
weeks.

Look forward to seeing you next week.
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION 

REPORT OUTLINE

I. Introduction
A. What is an educated Jew •• basic philosophical statement
B. A perspective on current environment in Jewish education

In U.S. and why reached crisis stage

II. Purpose and History of the Commission
A. How and why it was founded
B. Unique features of Commission
C. Who the commissioners and advisors are
D. What the coals of the Commission are
E. How it is funded
F. When and where it met
O, Commitment to create ongoing program

III. History of Jewish education
A. Some background on Jewish education in the U.$.
B. Analysis of what's wrong with Jewish education in U.S. today
C. Research findings indicating state of crisis
D. Relationship between education and continuity
E. Examples or some successful programs -  i.e. Mexico, Pasadena,

Melton Center
F. Local commissions -  i.e. Cleveland

IV. Recommendations of the Commission 
A  Conclusions & plan (26 items)
B. Personnel, funding, etc.
C. Creation of Institute for the Advancement of Jewish

Education (final name to be determined)
D. Description of "lead communities" concept, how they will

be chosen and how they will function
E. Why plan will work

V. Glimpses of the Future
A  How lead communities will affect whole Jewish community
B. What Jewish education as a whole can be in future *
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TO: PROF.S. FOX 

FROM: A HOCHSTEIN ״

DATES March 16, 1990 PAGES:

Dear Seymour,

This is installment two towards your meeting with David Finn and 
his team. I also include a re~do of the part sent yesterday.

1. PRINCIPLES AND REPORT FORMAT

I consulted briefly with Mike on this - presented him with the 
alternatives considered (self-standing report plus research 
appendix; executive summary report or inspirational report plus 
our document + research appendix; etc.). I presented our 
perception of the issues involved as well as some of our lack of 
clarity concerning what the Finn report will be. I also shared 
the outline. Because it seems to me eminently relevant, here is 
his view:

1. Our (you and me) job is to decide completely and finally on 
the content of the report and to write it our way ("and if your 
document lacks something, then write that something up and 
complete it...״).

2. The job of the writer (D.F.) is to take that document and 
couch it in terms that are rhetorically effective. Any problem he 
has with the content goes back to us for formulation.

3. Mike warned - in his uniquely theoretical, charming and 
unequivocal way - against allowing either considerations of 
target audience or considerations of appropriate rhetoric to 
PRECEDE or impact in any way on the first and complete 
formulation of the content. Otherwise says he (with pro- and 
anti-aristotelian arguments) rhetorics move from being a tool for 
communication to dictating content.

4. This view essentially invalidated substantive discussion of 
the outline or of the format with him since, in his view, these 
must result from the application of D.F.#s trade to our complete 
content story.
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PRECEDl!: or impact in any way on the first and complete 
formulation of the content, Otherwise says he (with pro- and 
anti-~ristotelian arguments) rhetorics move from being a tool for 
comn,.unieation to dictating content. 

4. This view essentially invalidated substantive discussion of 
the outline or of the format with him since, in his view, those 
must resul~ from the application or o.F.'s trade to our ccmplete 
content story. 

l 
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7  WHAT DO WE LEARN FROM THIS VIEW? WHAT DO WE MAKE OF IT?

1. OUR DOCUMENT - WHICH WE VIEWED AS TELLING OUR STORY - MUST BE 
THE FRAMEWORK, THE BASIS FOR THE CONTENT. THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE 
DONE THIS IS WHAT WE BELIEVE IN.

2. WE MAY DECIDE TO ADD PIECES, TO AMEND OTHERS - BUT WE SHOULD 
BE GUIDED BY OUR OWN BELIEF IN THE CONTENT-VALUE OF THESE, AND BY 
OUR ABILITY TO PRODUCE VALID MATERIALS.

3. WE MAY DECIDE THAT THE FINN TEAM SHOULD DO ONLY ONE PART OF
THE REPORT (E.G. THE INTRODUCTION; THE COMMISSION; THE COMMUNITY; 
THE PLAN) OR THAT THEY DO ONLY A SUMMARY - AND THAT OUR DOCUMENT 
IS THE SUBSTANTIVE ONE. WE MAY ALSO DECIDE THAT THEY WRITE THE 
WHOLE THING. WHAT WE SHOULD NOT DO IS ALLOW THE BASIC CONTENT 
TO BE CHANGED.

IN OTHER WORDS, WE SHOULD LOOK AT THE PROPOSED OUTLINE IN LIGHT 
OF WHAT WE HAVE ALREADY DONE, AND LET THAT AND ANY ADDITIONAL 
FEASIBLE WORK THAT WE CAN DO DICTATE THE CONTENT. WE WILL THEN 
BE ABLE TO DECIDE WHETHER WE WANT ONE OR TWO DOCUMENTS.

IN PRACTICE FOR TODAY THIS IS WHAT I RECOMMEND:

1. YOUR MESSAGE IS: יי FRIENDS, THIS IS THE CONTENT. PLEASE RE*
WRITE IT MORE EFFECTIVELY"

2. THE OUTLINE:

I.Introduction

This whole first chapter is something we have NOT done. It 
reads as a good idea if it can be done. Otherwise it should 
be simply skipped.

A. What is an educated Jew —  basic philosophical statement

The notion of beginning with a philosophical statement that 
might be both consensual and profound is really very lovely: 
if feasible it could set the tone for a seriously inspiring 
report (quite different from our more vulgar use of the term 
,1inspirational"). When David presented the idea to us you 
responded that Twersky might be able to do it. Before 
deciding whether this is feasible, whether you should write 
this, or whether it should be done at all, I recommend that 
you let David explain to you exactly what he had in mind. I 
am no longer clear on this, yit I recall that at the time the 
reguest seemed a feasible one - even given the need for 
consensus. Indeed it seemed then that the statement would be 
made of the stuff that motivates Twersky to attend the 
meetings, rather than requiring a specific definition of 
Jewish education. This demands clarification with David.

2
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B. A perspective on current environment in Jewish education 
in US and why reached crisis stage

Feasible assignment: could be a summary of our materials/
Zucker materials, interview with you and data. All of which 
they should have. The challenge is summarizing and 
synthesizing.
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II. Purpose and history of the Commission

Very feasible —  they have all the materials.

You may want to tell them to distinguish between the 
principles and innovations involved in the existence of the 
Commission itself (what we have come to call ”the moral of 
the story") and the factual and historical elements 
(meetings, members, funding etc...) which may live happier as 
an appendix to the report.

** we have written this in every but the last background 
materials, and you have spoken to this in the Finn office 
when we met there (recorded).

III. History of Jewish education

This is probably the most problematic chapter - it requires 
recognizing that neither the state of the field nor best 

 practices have in fact been dealt with, we have Acky's paper, my \־י
data and some elements from Riesman as background. What's wrong U < ז v\־' \

wv«/N\j(lII.B) will be difficult to state. Between some Gallup (I will ,7̂ן 
write a memo to Finn, summarizing what can be quoted, following _>׳׳ 

־ j the meeting I had with Mike and with the Gallup people) and
̂׳general data that appears in background documents. ,1 אן -•  '

C. can be dealt with in a limited way,
D. is all yours, as is E.
F. should be decided by Hank and left to him.

Recommendation: this chapter should not be aa prominent as
~ the outline implies. We have stayed away from this for ך- 
/ excellent reasons and we may be doing validity a disservices
I if we produced a picture with which we are uncomfortable. The

research papers are not solid enough and the data does not
y V’ exist. Best practice should be dealt with in a most cautious
’ way with the utmost care to our credibility.
1 ט

IV. Recommendations of the Commission

This is where we ought to be most cautious: WE DO HAVE A 
PLAN. WE THINK WE WROTE IT. SOMEHOW OTHERS TELL US THAT THIS 
PLAN IS ABSTRACT. I think that in fact they tell us that we
would be more convincing if we could describe the outcome of 
the plan. I don't know if that is feasible. We may want to 
try. But in the meanwhile our plan - each element of

L-

,ן

/
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community, personnel, lead communities and the IJE explained 
by you today as well as possible - is the core of the 
message. The heart of the matter. I think that 
communicating this is the main issue at stake. Chapter IV - 
A through E, is the story that needs effective telling. If 
that can't be done, then you and I need to go back to work 
for a while. But I believe that it can be done.

V. Glimpses of the future.

Do we want this chapter and can we do it (particularly ,,B)? 
We have not done it, except for the methodological work a few

 + meetings back, where we state why lead communities ( ן~'
diffusion of innovation are the method. You and I may want 
to try this before moving on.

/ k v־LV
rT^V^ •v . \  ' *  *  *  *  *  *  *

V l  do' hope that this is useful, and trust that you will have a 
fruitful meeting. What is written may read too critical. On the 
whole though I find the outline very helpful and a clear 
indication that they are on the right track.

'Would you please create opportunities for written and spoken 
\ communication with the team following your meeting. I think it 
V will be beneficial to the work.
v.

* * * * * * *

Well, that is it for work, I am sending the materiasl through 
twice so that lines that may be missed the first one may be 
readable on the second version.

Yesterday was a historical day here, so they say —  though 
nothing to be particularly proud of. Young Aryeh Derry brought 
down the government via Ovadia Yossef. Shas resolved their 
problem by staying out of the building at voting time - and 
leaving one of their ministers to vote aye - so as to stay in the 
government. All day the most confused and confusing bickering and 
negotiating took place. At voting time there was no one who could 
say what the result would bal what will be now is anyone's 
guess. Rabin is going around threatening his labor mates and 
working for a re-creation of the coalition government. Sharon is 
campaigning relentlessly. So in fact is everybody. My children 
claim the whole thing is good because the government fell for the
right reason. Which is something that never happened in the 
past. I fear that the outcome will be either further confusion or 
an election that will grant the extreme right much more power. 
With ShaB to balance this. Sure you want to come back?

Have a very safe trip. /
Regards to Sue. I __'

,יי
P.S. Seen the disgusting article in Newsweek? \(
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MEMO TO: David Finn

FROM: Seymour Fox

DATE: March 7, 1990

I am continuing with the questions that I dia not anewa!. before 1 left 
Israel. I am beginning with question No. 11. When we speak about 
encouraging local committees to involve top community leadership, we mean 
some of the following. The fact that the Cleveland Commission on Jewish 
Continuity (a commission that was established and completed its work 
before our North American Commission got started) accomplished what it 
did, which is to build a comprehensive plan that I think is going to make 
a big difference and to get it funded is because the first meeting was 
convened by Mort Mandel and he managed to get outstanding leaders to join 
the Commission and undertake responsibility for the Commission.

I think that this is something that, if replicated throughout North 
America, would make all the difference the world. In other words, if 
Charles Bronfman took leadership in Montreal and Lester Crown in Chicago, 
this would change the status of Jewish education, the way funds were 
allocated for Jewish education, and this in turn would make a big 
difference as far as personnel is concerned. That is, when young people 
recognize that the top leadership cares about Jewish education and is
making this a serious issue, then I think that we will be able to attract
a different kind of person into the field of Jewish education.

Also, the North American Commission demonstrated how well scholars, 
community leaders, educators and rabbis can work together. And this is 
what is needed on the local scene and in as many communities as is 
possible in North America. When we're speaking of the organized Jewish
community now, we're not only speaking about the conventional 
participants, that is outstanding lay leaders and rabbis and educators, 
but also artists, academi-cs and intoll 0 e tual s . They are waiting to be 
invited in and by and large the organized Jewish community has invited 
them in only for fundraising. Obviously, they don't feel comfortable in 
this role, not only because they are not able to make significant 
contributions, but because they are interested much more In the content 
issues. Jewish education offers an ideal platform for them to join and 
they could play an important role in helping to define the content of 
Jewish education dealing with questions of the effectiveness of Jewish
education, etc.

Now the Commission has established relationships with the present thirteen 
or more local commissions on Jewish education. You can see this in the 
paper written by Joel Fox and by Henry L. Zucker, If you do not have 
those papers, then Mark Gurvis or Ginny Levi at the Cleveland office will 
be happy to see that you get them.
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In these commissions such as Los Angeles, top lay leaders are already 
involved and Mort Mandel, for example, is going out to Los Angeles to 
speak to that commission in April as he spoke to the New York Federation 
the other day.

Question No. 12: The four bullets on page 11 may appear in every report
on education in North America. The difference is that we intend to 

respond to the problem of personnel in a comprehensive way. That is, I 
know of no attack where the issue was approached In terms of recruitment, 
training, profession-building and retention at the same time. The various 
reports have often dealt with these problems separately. And one of the 
reasons why this cannot happen in general education is because each of 
these areas belong to a different group or vested interest group in the 
United States. For example, training belongs to the university; 
recruitment belongs to the local boards of education; the salaries of 
profession-building belong either to the teachers or to the boards of 
education.

Here in Jewish education, because of the work of this Commission and 
because of the fact that you are asking the community to take leadership, 
you can mount an attack on the local scene and that's what we will be 
doing in these lead communities where all of these matters would be 
attacked simultaneously. And thus we could learn in practice to what 
extent Is salary and r 1.I11g,e benefito vory important■. Hnw is status given 
to poopl־ . To wVint- syt-f.nt would £reat figures in the training 
institutions make a difference, both in terms of encouraging people to go 
into the field, and also seeing to it that they were properly inspired.
In other words, the comprehensive approach is what we are talking about 
h e r e .

Now I have not responded here to the question of Improving the content of 
education. That I think we picked up someplace else in the earlier 
material I've written to you. If you need more of that I'd be happy to, 
However, it is Important that you understand that what we are up to here 
is a comprehensive approach in attacking the problem of personnel 
involving all of the four elements that I mentioned.

Question No, 13: There is nothing similar to a profession of Jewish
education and that's why we've emphasized it here. There is a profession 
in general education. There is a profession of the rabbinate. There is a 
profession of social workers in Jewish education. There is a profession 
of people working in the federation movement, but not for Jewish

i. i *i I n . . .י * m r-r - «# « * 1 * *׳י  4  «■■■* /'■■» ׳’־♦ ׳ -v-r*1 ▼ר י־  ̂  Q  V T D  C

of dealing with the problem.

One or tne suggesnuuM w« ■ate nup.iv.j.ixg, J «-       — . ׳י•*״‘ * *v..״.״ ״
several times, is that one of the ways needed to build this profession is 
by virtue of creating many jobs that do not exist presently in Jewish 
education such as people who are experts in the media, in the Israel 
experience, in early childhood education, in teacher education and
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curriculum development, and above all the building of the professors of 
education. Thus, we are talking not only of a linear approach to the 
profession which is disastrous. That is, a linear approach to advancement 
which is teacher, assistant principal, principal where many people are not 
appropriate to move up that way but, if there were an expert in the 
teaching of the Bible, that person could be a teacher who, instead of 
being forced to move up into an administrative role could be a person who 
would have an impact on a school or many schools by virtue of being an 
expert in the teaching of Bible history, Hebrew, Jewish values, » u .

Question No. 14: I am beginning by following the bullet points on page
12. The material which indicates that there are no more than 15 or 
something like that professors of Jewish education today and that you 
c a n ’t undertake the assignment with that number of people,

We expect to attack this problem in a very practical and organized 
manner. For example, we would like to serve as shadchan between the 
foundations and the institutions of higher Jewish learning. For example,
could we get the Riklis Foundation to invest in Yeshiva University for a 
program in early childhood education, Could we locate the proper people 
who might serve as faculty for Yeshiva University in this program. Thus,
for example, a Jerusalem Fellow like Cindy Levine who comes from Seattle, 
Washington, was trained at the Jerusalem Fellows for the past three years, 
could come back to Yeshiva University and serve as a member of the faculty 
of its early childhood education specialty which would be financed by the 
Riklis Foundation.

Similar examples could take place at the seminary, Hebrew Union College, 
Brandeis, etc. There are almost no specialists in the various fields that 
are needed to build these faculties. For example, specialists in early 
childhood education and informal education, etc. But we would identify 
people in general education who might be willing to make a contribution 
a — ~ .t- 1 mo has■!■!! and later by taking leaves of absence and
finally some of them by finding that this is the way cney wouiu ״
spend their lives. For example, we are currently negotiating with the 
head of the Department of Education at the University of Wisconsin, 
Professor Daniel Pekarsky, to take a three-year leave of absence to go 
into Cleveland and serve as kind of intellectual leader of Cleveland as a

lead community.

The idea here again is to use the vast brain power of Jewish intellectuals
and academics for Jewish education. They, as we all know, are the leaders 
in the social sciences, education and the humanities and it is these
fields that are necessary to help build the training institutions. Also, 
the thought would be to take outstanding practitioners and move them up
into the training institutions, the combination of scholars of Judaica
that currently exist in these training institutions, Jewish academics who 
are working at the Stanfords, Harvards, etc. And practitioners would be 
the way that we would attack the problem of developing the faculty for 
Jewish education programs and creating the specialized tracks.
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As far as improving the qua ■ו ז  f.y. nf trainiag. opportunities by creating 
partnerships between training institutions in North America and Israel, 
for example in a lead community, the Hebrew University and the Jewish 
Theological Seminary might take the responsibility for the lead community 
in Detroit. Tel Aviv University and Yeshiva University might take the 
responsibility for the lead community in Cincinnati. These are just very 
gross examples, but they indicate the kind of partnerships that could take

place,

Since $o much talent exists in Israel today for Jewish education in the 
diaspora, both as a way to launch the activity in the United States and 
since Israel, to the minds of many American Jews and particularly members 
of the Commission, is important for Jewish education, this is the way that 
we could build partnerships, research networks in consortia. By the way, 
the consortia in the United States for research could involve a secular 
university like Stanford, the University of Judaism, Hebrew Union College 
on the west coast, and the Hebrew University. All those possibilities 
exist and they are quite realistic.

If you look at the next point, the training programs exist. There is one 
in Cleveland but none in the Florida area which represents the third 
largest concentration of Jews in North America. So there has got to be a 
reconsideration of the geographic distribution and the needs that this 
brings to bear. It could either mean creating such institutions or 
building branches of the seminary, etc.

As far as developing and supporting training, it's interesting that the 
Wexner Foundation is giving money for elites and we were under the 
impression that there was enough money available for people that wanted to 
go into the field of Jewish education. But we learned that students who 
want to go into the field are often left with enormous debts when they 
finish their education of $30-50,000 in a profession that doesn't pay too 
much. Therefore a large amount of money has got to be invested in 
Fellowships for people who want to train, to go into the field. That is, 
for tuition and for living expenses while they are students.

The last point: Stanford University just received a grant from the Wexner
Foundation to build a speciality in Jewish education. I know they've 
approached Harvard. York University has a program. George Washington 
University has a program.

On page 13, as far as inservice training programs are concerned. Several 
of the commissioners like Twersky think that inservice education is really 
the way to go. That is, that there are many more teachers in the field 
right now who should be upgraded than there are people who would ever get 
into training programs. As far as inservice training programs are 
concerned, the use of the summers to build seminars such as those that 
exist in general education, Yale University has a wonderful seminar for 
the teachers of literature and Stanford has one for the teachers of 
mathematics. Supposing we had programs at general universities where they
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have great Judaica programs such as Harvard running a program for the 
teaching of Jewish thought and NYU running one on the teaching of Jewish 
history, and the Jewish Theological Seminary running one on the teaching 
of Jewish values, and Hebrew Union College running one on the teaching of 
the Holocaust, These are all example of the way the summer could be used 
for large numbers of teachers coming to study, Other vacation periods 
could be used as well and, of course, Israel has hundreds of teachers that 
are now coming, This should be changed into thousands of teachers, The 
same holds true for the administrators, the principals of schools and 
above all the informal educators who work at the Jewish Community Centers.

As far as the recruitment plan is concerned, it is my understanding that 
we may even be able to announce that the Wexner Foundation has undertaken 
the entire program. That could be an important announcement of the work 
of the Commission giving appropriate credit to the Wexner Foundation. 
Furthermore, other foundations such as Bronfman will probably be ready to 
announce their programs and show the relationship to the work of the 
Commission so when the Commission announces its report, it might be able 
to say in addition to the work of the Commission, the following 
foundations have undertaken a, b, and c which have emanated from the work 
of the Commission or are related to the work of the Commission.

Question No, 15: The Carnegie report did a very interesting analysis of
teacher salaries as compared to other professions and I think that ought 
to be looked at. I don't remember what pages it was on but it's there.
As a result of their work, they came up with the notion of paying lead

somewhere around $70,000 a year. A lead teacher is not a regular 
teacher. It is a teacher who plays a leadership role by virtue of guiding 
younger teachers, doing curriculum work, participating in the 
administration of the school, etc.

However, the city of Rochester, I think, is already paying $70,000 a year 
this year to teachers and many university professors in the area went into 
teaching, not only because of the salary but they were then able to do
what they wanted to do originally because the salaries were now the kind
that they could live on.

So the question really for the Commission to figure out, or rather the 
successor of the Commission the IJE to figure out, is what are the kinds 
of salaries that will be competitive and who should receive them. I don't 
think every teacher should receive outstanding salaries. We ought to 
build a ladder of salaries built on training and the kind of role that a 
teacher would play. But the important point is that you're going to have 
to dramatically change the salaries, fringe benefits, etc, of teachers.

One of the things we found out, for example, is that less teachers have
been to Israel than community leaders and the reason is essentially 
financial, They dor■' <־_ba.ve the money for the trip and they can't take the 
time off because during the summers when they might go, they use this time 
to make extra money by going to camps, etc. So the question of what are 
the salaries that teachers should receive is wide open but there's no
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doubt that a very significant change will have to characterize the 
salaries of teachers.

I ’m not going to edit this, David, I'm going to send it as it is because 
I don't have that much time in Cleveland. I will be in touch with you 
next week and I will be available to continue the conversation, either on 
the phone or in perFOrt.

Best regards.

·' 
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TO: DAVID FINN DATE: MARCH 6, 1990

FROM: ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN NO.PAGES: 8

FAX NUMBER: 212-715-1662

Dear David, Deena and Frank,

It was good touching base with you yesterday. As promised you will find
a coded list of commission members attached to this letter. The codes are:

1. Family Foundations (often also 2)

2. Community Leaders (often interchanges - as 2 becomes 3 for a while.)

3. Heads of major communual organizations.

4. Heads of institutions of higher Jewish learning.

5. Rabbis.

6. Educators.

7. Scholars.

After the call we thought that it might be helpful if we established some 
sort of ongoing system of communication^whether by sharing written materials, 
having the kind of telephone conversation we had yesterday or both. This will
allow us to have more input where ■helpful and also to feel less isolated from 
the heart of the action.

Best wishes and best regards,
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Committee of Luz International Ltd. He is Vice Chairman of the Jewish_ ' 
Federation of Los Ĵ igeles and a pa3t National Chairman of the United Jewish 
Appeal. He serves many other national and international organizationsk

Max M. Fisher. Fisher Building, 27th Floor, 3011 Grand Boulevard, Detroit, * 
Michigan 48202, (313) 871-8000
Mr. Fisher was Chairman of the Board of Governors of The Jewish Agency for 
Israel, President of the Council of Jewish Federations, and President of the 
United■ Jewish Appeal. He was Chairman of United Brands Company and has been 
involved with many other corporations and civic and Jewish organizations.

Alfred Gottschalk (Rabbi, Ph.D.), Hebrew Union College, 3101 Clifton Avenue, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45220-2488, (513) 221-1875
Rabbi Gottschalk is President of the Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of 
Religion. He has written extensively on ethics, educatior and Jewish ־
intellectual history. •

■v
,V

Arthur Green (Rabbi, Ph:D.), Reconstructionist Rabbinical College, Church Road 
and Greenwood Avenue, Wyncote, Pennsylvania 19095, (215) 576-0800 
Dr. Green is ׳ President of ,.the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College and the 
author of many books and articles including Tormented Master: A Life of Rabbi 
Nahman of Bratslav.

Irving Greenberg (Rabbi. Ph.D.), The National Jewish Center for Learning and 
Leadership, 421 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10001, (212) 714-9500 
Rabbi Greenberg is President and co-founder of CLAL: The National Jewish
Center for Learning and Leadership. He founded and chaired the Department of 
Judaic Studies at City College and has taught and written widely on Jewish 

.. -thoughts and religion. •י .
• •

Josenh S. Gruss. Gruss & Company, 900 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022,
(212) 688-1500
Mr. Gruss is־former head• of' Gruss & Company. He established the Fund for 
Jewish Education in New York in association with UJA/Federation of Jewish 
Philanthropies. He has provided full medical and financial support to Jewish 
educators, grants to 400 Jewish Day Schools ■and Yeshivot and to community 
organizations dedicated to Jewish outreach, and funds for school building 
renovations. ׳ He supports Jewish educators through scholarships for high school 
and-college^students. ״ v.
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Robert I. Hiller. Zanvyl Krieger Fund, 101 W . Mount Royal Avenue, Baltimore, 
Maryland.21201, (301) 727-4828
Mr. Hiiler־ is a consultant to non-profit organizations and President• of the 
Zanvyl Krieger Fund. He has been chief professional officer of the Council of 
Jewish Federations and the Jewish Federations in Pittsburgh and Baltimore.
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David Htrschhom. The Blaustein Building, P. 0. Box 238, Baltimore, Maryland 
21203, (301) 347-7200
Mr. Hirschhom is Vice Chairman of American Trading and Production 
Corporation.- He is a Vice President of the American Jewi3h Committee an,d - 
active in Jewish education in Baltimore.

Carol K. Ingall. Bureau of Jewish Education of Rhode Island, 130 Sessions 
Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02906, (401) 331-0956
Mrs. Ingall is Executive Director of the Bureau of Jewish'Education of Rhode * * 
Island, curriculum consultant,to the Jewish Theological Seminary and 
representative of the Council for Jewish Education to the Conference on Jewish 
Communal. Service. ־"

Ludwig Jesselson. Philipp Brothers, Inc..1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
NY 10020, (212) 575-5900
Mr. Jesselson has served as Chairman of Philipp Brothers, Inc., Chairman of the 
Board of Governors of Bar Ilan University, Treasurer of the Board of Yeshiva 
University-and President of UJA/Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York-:״״ 
Joint Campaign. >«'*'׳
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Henrv Koschitzkv. 1 Yorkdale Road, #404, Toronto, Ontario M6A 3A1,
(416) 781*5545 i:
Mr. Kos.chitzky, a former Rhodes Scholar, is President of .Iko_Industries Ltd.
He has served as Chairman "of the Board of Jewish Education in Toronto.

Mark ’ Lainer. 17527 Magnolia Boulevard, Encino, California 91316, (818) 787-1400 
Mr. Lainer is an attorney and.real estate developer. He is active with the 
Jewish Federation of Los Angeles, Vice President of JESNA, and has been 
involved with many other civic and Jewish organizations.

.Norman Lamm (Rabbi, Ph.D.), Yeshiva University, 500 West 185th Street, New
*York, NY 10033, (212) 960-5280 •'
Dr. Lamm is President of Yeshiva University, founder of Tradition magazine and 
the author of many books־ including Faith and Doubt.. He was a member of the 
President's Commission on the Holocaust and lectures extensively on Judaism, 
law and ethics. ־ .

Sara•S. Lee. Rhea Hirsch School. of Education, Hebrew Union College,
3077 University Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90007-3796, (213) 749-3424 
Mrs. Lee is Director of the Rhea Hirsch School of Education at Hebrew Union 
College, in. Los Angeles and Vice Chairman of the Association of Institutions of 
Higher־ Learning in: Jewish. Education..1; She is a frequent contributor to 
conferences and publications on Jewish education. • י ״•*■’■’־'■“י '
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Seymour Martin Lipget (Ph.D.). Visiting Scholar, The Ru3sall Sage Foundation, 
112 East 64th Street, New York, NY 10021, (212) 750-6000
Professor Lipset is a Senior Fellow in political science and sociology at the 
Hoover Institution at .Stanford University. He.has been co-editor of Public 
Opinion and author of many books including Political Man and The Politics of 
Unreason.

•

Haskel Lookstein (Rabbi, Ph.D.), Ramaz School, 125 East 85th Street, New York,.. 
NY 10028, (212) 427-1000 ., ...
Rabbi Lookstein is Principal of Ramaz School and Rabbi of Congregation Kehilath 
Jeshurun. He teaches at Yeshiva University and has served in leadership roles 
with the National Rabbinic Cabinet, the New York Board of Rabbis, the Coalition 
to Free Soviet Jews and the UJA-Federation of New York.

Robert E. Loup. Loup-Miller Construction Company, 10065 E. Harvard Avenue,
Suite 900, Denver, Colorado 80231, (303) 745-7000
Mr. Loup is a real estate developer. He is life president of the Allied Jewish 
Federation of Denver, National Chairman of CLAL, and past national chairman 
the United Jewish Appeal.

Morton L. Mandel. Premier Industrial Corporation, 4500 Euclid Avenue, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44103, (216) 391-8300
Mr. Mandel is Chairman of the Board of Premier. He has been President of the 
Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland, the Council of Jewish Federations, 
and JWB.

'Matthew J. Marvles. Oppenheimer and Company, .Inc., 1 World Financial Center,
200 Liberty Street, New York, NY 10281, (212) 667-7420
Mr._ Maryles Is a Managing Director of Oppenheimer and Company, Inc., a New Yore 
investment banking firm. He is President of Yeshivah of Flatbush, Chairman of 
the Fund for Jewish Education and Vice President of UJA/Federation of Jewish 
Philanthropies of New York. ־ • .

Florence Melton. 1000 Urlin Avenue, #1505, Columbus,' Ohio, 43212,
(614) 224-5239
Mrs. Melton is the founder of R. G. Barry Corporation where she serves as 
Design Consultant. She has served on’the Board of Huntington National Bank,‘ 
Columbus, and is an inventor who holds a number of patents. Through her 
philanthropic efforts, she has initiated numerous innovative projects in Jewish 
and secular education, Including a research project at Ohio State University 
designed to increase the self-image of junior high school children. She has 
served on many national education boards. •

Donald R. Mlntz. McGlinchey, Stafford, Mintz, Cellini & Lang, 643 Magazine 
Street, New Orleans, Louisianna 70130, (504) 586-1200
Mr. Mintz is Founder and Director of McGlinchey, Stafford, Mintz, Cellini and 
Lang and. a Professor ac Tulane University Law School. He was President of the 
New Orleans Federation and is now President of JWB.

Seymour Hartin Lipset (Ph.D.), Visiti ng Scholar, The Russell Sage Foundation, 
112 East 64th Street, New York, NY 10021, (212) 750-6000 
Professor Lipset is a Senior Fellow in political science and sociology at the 
Hoover Institution at Stanford University. He .has been co-editor of Public 
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Lester Pollack. Lazard Freres & Company, One Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY 
10020, (212) 373-4904
Mr. Pollack is_ a General Partner of Lazard Freres and Chief Executive Officer 
of Centre Partners. He is Vice President of the JWB’and of UJA/Federation of 
Jewish Philanthropies of New York. ,

.. .Charles Ratrner. Forest City Enterprises, Inc., 10800 Brookpark Road, Cleveland 
• Ohio 44130,. (216) 267-1200 •
Mr. Ratner i3 Executive Vice President of Forest City Enterprises, Inc. He is 
Vice President of the Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland, Chairman of the 
Cleveland Commission on Jewish Continuity, and of the Cleveland Jewish Welfare 
Fund campaign. He is active in other civic and Jewish organizations.

Esther Leah RItz. 929 N. Astor Street, #2107-8, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202, 
(414) 291-9220
Mrs. Ritz has been President of JWB and Vice President of the Council of Jewish 
.Federations. She is Vice Chairman of Wurzweiler School of Social Work at 
Yeshiva University and is a Past President of the Jewish Federation in 
Milwaukee. -

Harriet L. Rosenthal. 368 Woodland Place, South Orange, New Jersey, 07079
(201) 762-7242 . ־

Mrs. Rosenthal is a Vice Piesident of JWB. She was a delegate of the National 
Council of Jewish Women to the Conference of Presidents, and serves on the 
Board of The National Conference on Soviet Jewry.

Alvin I. Schiff (Ph.D.), Board of Jewish Education of Greater New York,
426 West 58th Street, New York, NY 10019, (212) 245-8200
Dr. Schiff is Executive Vice President of-the Board of Jewish Education of
Greater New York, Editor of Jewish Education and Professor of Jewish Education 
at Yeshiva University. He is past president of the Council for Jewish 
Education. . . .

ז . •
Lionel H. Schiboer. Q.C., Schipper Enterprises, Inc., 22 St. Clair Avenue, 
East, Suite 1700, Toronto, Ontario M4T 2S3, (416) 961-7011
Mr. Schipper is president of Schipper Enterprises,. Inc.,. a private investment 
firm. He is. director of several. organizations, including Co-Steel, Inc., 
Toronto Sun Publishing Corporation and the Alzheimer Society. He is past
chairman of. the United Jewish Appeal of Metropolitan Toronto.
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- Ismar־ Schorsch (Rabbir Ph.D.) r . Jewish. Theological Seminary, 3080 Broadway,
New York, NY 10027, (212) 678-8072' *־ - ־ ־
Dr.. Schorsch is Chancellor and Professor of Jewish History at the Jewish 
Theological Seminary of America,. He has served as President of the Leo Baeck 
Institute and has published in the area of European Jewish history.
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Harold M. Schulveis (Rabbi, Th.D.), Valley Beth Shalom, 15739 Ventura 
Boulevard, Encino, California 91436, (818) 788-6000
Rabbi Schulweis is Rabbi of Valley Beth Shalom Congregation of Encino. He ■‘,Is a 
contributing editor to Reconstructionist. Sh'ma. and Moment magazines. He tks 
taught at the University of Judaism and Hebrew Union College in Los Angele־s 4 >d 
is on the faculty of the B'nai B'rith Adult Education Commission.; ־•* ־ • > י

Daniel S. Shapiro. Schulte, Roth & Zabel, 900 Third Avenue^ New York, NY 10022,. . 
(212) 758-0404 • /
Mr. Shapiro is a partner in Schulte, Roth and Zabel. He has served as 
President of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York and is Vice 
President of the Council of Jewish'Federations. :■!

■Margaret W. Tishman. 1095 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10028, (212) 980-1000 
Mrs. Tishman is President of the UJA/Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New 
York. She has served in leadership roles with the Jewish Community Relations 
Council of New York, the Jewish Theological Seminary, and Yeshiva University.

Isadore Twerskv (Rabbi, Ph.D.), Harvard University, Center for Jewish Studies,
6 Divinity Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, (617) 495-4326 
Professor. Twersky is Nathan Littauer Professor of Hebrew Literature and ־ //
Philosophy and Director of the Center for Jewish Studies at Harvard 
University. He has written numerous scholarly books and studies in Jewish' 
philosophy and law; • ' •

Bennett Yanowitz. Bond Court Building, 1300 East 9th Street, Cleveland, Ohio
־ ' . 696-3311 (216) ,44114
Mr. Yanowitz is. a principal in the ׳ firm of Kahn, Kleinman, Yanowitz and Amson. 
He is President of JESNA. He has served as Vice President of the Jewish 
Community Federation of Cleveland and Chairman of the National Jewish Community 
Relations Advisory Council.

Isaiah Zeldin (Rabbi), Stephen S. Wise Temple, 15500 Stephen S. Wise Drive,
Los Angeles, California 90077, (213) 476-8561
Rabbi Zeldin is the Founder and Rabbi of the Stephen S. Wise Temple in Los 
Angeles. He is founding dean of the Los Angeles branch of Hebrew Union 
College,'and. past president of the Pacific Association of Reform Rabbis and the 
American Zionist Council.
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I am enclosing two papers which should help clarify for you the 
environment within local communities in which the Commission on 
Jewish Education in North America is and will be operating.
First is Henry L. Zucker's paper on Community Organization for 
Jewish Education, which looks at leadership, financing, and 
structural issues. Second is Joel Fox's paper on Community 
Planning in Jewish Education. Joel is the planning director of 
the Cleveland Federation. Also, I am enclosing the local 
commission report from Cleveland, which will give you an example 
of what got produced as a planning document within one of the 
stronger North American Jewish communities.

As you will see from Joel's paper, chore are numerous models 
that communities have recently used to engage in more 
intensified planning efforts in Jewish education. Some have 
established local commissions on Jewish education, identity, or 
continuity; others have ongoing Jewish education committees 
within the federation structure that have been reenergised 
around particular initiatives or studies. Following is a. 
breakdown of these categories.

Local commissions--The following communities now have a 
commission on Jewi6h education or continuity: Boston,
Cleveland, Columbus, Detroit, Los Angeles, Syracuse. They are 
all at different stages of development. Boston had its first 
meeting in late January. Cleveland, which started in 1985 is 
now in the process of implementing a four*year, $4.3 million 
program. Syracuse has created a standing Jewish Education 
Committee which is implementing its commission's 
recommendations. As a result of the work of the Commission on 
Jewish Education in North America, a number of communities have

interest in becoming community action sites and in  
starting this Wind oc mctiUMiyw,
planning process, including: MetroWest Naw Jersey, New York,
San Francisco, and Toronto.
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Communities with other approaches--A number of other communities have 
ongoing Jewish education committees which have recently undertaken 
significant planning studies, including: Buffalo, Dallas, Miami,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Richmond, and West Palm Beach.

There have always been some communities which looked at Jewish education
issues from time to tima. Howovor, th6 ComroJfision arose at a time when
several local community efforts ware coinciding, and its work has 
intensified the interest and activity in this area.

1 hope this will be helpful in clarifying the activity at the local 
level. Please let me know if there is other information I can provide.

cc: Seymour Fox
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ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN

26 February, 1990

Mr. David Finn 
Ruder Finn Inc.
301 East Fifty-Seventh St.
New York, NY 10022
USA

Dear David,

I thought this background data - more detailed than what you 
have - may be useful. Please note that we will need to 
double-check on any figures you decide to use. Also, the 
document is not fully up to date. Where data is available 
from individual research papers of the Commission, that data 
is more accurate.

Best regards,

Annette Hochstein

Enc.

10, Yehoshafat St., Jerusalem 93152 Tel. 02 ושפט ׳ .93152 ירושלים ,10 יה ־662296 ;699951 טל ' m
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1 Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants • ם עצי ב־יו תי ת נ ותכנון למדיניו  
Jerusalem, Israel ירושלים
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Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951

Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

TO: David Finn DATE: 25 February, 1990

FROM: Seymour Fox NO. PAGES: 1

FAX NUMBER: 212-593 6397

Dear David,

This fax refers to yours of February 2 0 regarding expenses in 
connection with the report. We think your letter is 
excellent, and guite on target. We have only one suggestion: 
The last paragraph on page 2 should be deleted and replaced 
with the following:

11The above involves all possible expenses, except for 
publicizing the final report. My suggestion is that we don't
consider that guestion until much later when we will have a
much better idea of the news value of the Report and will be
able to explore various options".

If you agree with the suggested change, your letter should be 
sent directly to Henry L. Zucker on Monday, if possible.

Warm regards,

Seymour Fox
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Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 95 1 
Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

TO: 

FROM: 

David Finn 

Seymour Fox 

DATE: 25 February, 1990 

NO. PAGES: 1 

FAX NUMBER: 212-593 6397 

Dear Dav id, 

This fax refers to yours of February 20 regarding expenses in 
connection with the report. We thi nk your letter is 
excellent, and quite on target . We have only one suggestion: 
The last paragraph on page 2 should be deleted a nd replaced 
with the following : 

"The above involves all possible expenses, except for 
publicizing the final report. My suggestion is that we don't 
consider t hat question until much l ater wh en we will have a 
much better idea of the news value of the Report and will be 
able to explore various options" . 

If you agree with the suggested change , your letter should be 
sent directly to Henry L. Zucker on Monday, if possible . 

Warm regards , 

Seymour Fox 
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Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951
Fax: 972-2-699 951 . FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

TO: Da v i d  F i n n  DATE: 25  F e b r u a r y ,  1 9 9 0

FROM: Annette  Hochste in NO. PAGES: ן

F NUMBER: 212-593 6397 ׳

Dear David,

The attached document is a first instalment of replies to 
your fax of February 21, with questions concerning the
report. We have followed your advice, and Seymour (who is 
away for a few days), set out to dictate replies to questions 
1 - 6 .  We plugged in some data for questions 7 - 9 ,  did a 
combined job for question 10 and had the whole thing 
transcribed.

We hope the result is useful to you. Please let us know as 
we will continue to work on the remaining questions. We have 
the feeling that it might be useful for you to look again at 
the five documents entitled "Background Materials" prepared 
for each Commission meeting, as well as at the commissioned 
papers.

Very best regards,

Annette Hochstein
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25 February, 1990
THE COMMISSION REPORT:

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS OF 21/2/90

I think that to formulate the question as whether Jewish 
education is in crisis or whether we've accomplished a lot is 
to miss the point. There is a crisis for the following 
reasons:

a. Jews have never had it as good as they have it now - 
Mort made that point. They live in an open society. They 
can decide to leave Judaism without very much of a problem. 
Therefore Judaism has never faced the challenge that it does 
today and has perhaps never faced it in its entire history: 
Jews in North America live in a completely open society where 
they can decide not to be Jews and where the education that 
you offer, whether it be in schools, summer camps, Israel 
experience or even in the family, has got to compete with all 
the "isms" in the world and all other attractive 
philosophies, ideologies, etc. So Jewish education has to be 
compelling or make a compelling case intellectually, 
emotionally and spiritually so that people will say: "I have 
decided to remain engaged, to continue to investigate, to 
continue to grapple with these ideas," etc. That is a tough 
assignment, even when you have great teachers, even when you 
have great educational institutions.

So, the first point is that the open society and the ability 
for Jews to thrive in North America, have created problems 
for Jewish education that would exist, even if Jewish 
education were a great system.

b. The field of education itself is in crisis because 
talented people could go into the business world, into law, 
etc. and get good salaries and face challenging assignments. 
This meant that many people decided not to go into education. 
You may have seen the articles in the New York Times the 
other day, telling us that even medicine as a profession is 
facing problems of good personnel because of the many 
competitive options. So the field of education generally, 
not just Jewish education, has been in a crisis for years in 
not being able to attract good people. You have the normal 
problems of salary, status, prestige, other working 
conditions. When you add to this the question of whether you 
make an impact, and when you do not give teachers the feeling 
that they can affect their own fate (what the field calls 
"empowerment"), you eliminate the idealistic candidates who 
would go into the field even if they would not get the 
salaries that someone on Wall St makes.

So the field of education generally, not Jewish education, 
has been taken over by size, bureaucracy, a lack of 
direction, a lack of great vision, etc. The field of 
education has been in that crisis situation for many years 
now. In the days of John Dewey and progressive education you 
had a vision and it managed to attract some unusual people.
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When there was an economic depression the New York public 
school system got many people as teachers because they 
couldn't get other kinds of jobs and so you had a certain 
quality of people in the field of education. But in the 
United States, (I don't know if it's true in Canada), for 
years now,- at least since the 40's,- education has not been 
able to attract the kind of people that would be necessary to 
undertake the assignments that education has set for itself, 
whether it be education for citizenship, education for 
democracy or education for excellence.

c. When it comes to Jewish education, the situation is 
much, much worse and there are not enough times I can say the 
word ״much". The reason for this is that with few 
exceptions, the field is seen as something akin to the 
teaching of a second language, a foreign language, the 
teaching of facts about the past of Jews, to children who are 
coerced into going to school or who are bored or tired. Now 
I'm going to make some exceptions to this in a moment, but 
this is what applies to the overwhelming number of children. 
Just look at your own children and you realise what they 
viewed Jewish education as. They did not view it as being as 
important as their public school - and they didn't 
necessarily look to their public school with great 
excitement. So, who should go into a field like this? In 
addition, a potential candidate for the profession would view 
the field as offering only part-time positions, poor 
salaries, no status, no ladder of advancement, etc.

d. Now for a different view, juxtapose the above with the 
view of Jewish education as character education, as 
transforming the inner lives of people, as being a way to 
save the Jewish people, as being a way to make it possible 
for people to find meaning in their lives. If Jewish 
education is described that way, then you have the 
possibility of attracting people to Jewish education - just 
as the first group of students were attracted to Freud and 
psychoanalysis thought they were going to save the world 
because people were going to find out and discover the 
destructive forces in themselves. Once they did that people 
would become good people and ultimately they could end war, 
etc.

e. The key point is that in addition to all the realities 
that exist in general education, Jewish education faces 
additional difficulties. If the situation is so black, why 
am I so encouraged? For the same reason that you're ready to 
write this report, for the same reason that you believed in 
the World Academy of Ethics. You have this enormous 
opportunity and I don't have to explain that to you, David, 
you know the way the vision of Finkelstein affected you.
Now, the vision is not clear. It is clear to those people 
who have gone into the field and who have made a difference, 
but not to others.
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I find this issue - is there a crisis vs. are there people 
that have accomplished something - a useless argument. Good 
things have been accomplished: You know some and I can give
you additional examples. When people saw the vision, they 
created things like Camp Ramah, they created things like the 
Melton Centre, like the Jerusalem Fellows. There are even 
outstanding supplementary schools, there are wonderful day 
schools, there are wonderful early childhood programs, there 
are community centres where things have been done. There are 
great Israel experience programs. In each one of those 
cases, I,m willing to wager that it is because someone had a 
vision that could rise above the realities of the field. Now 
you can't build a field on heroes. So, on the one hand we 
have to project a vision. Without the vision you won't even 
get the heroes. If we have the vision and we create the 
conditions, then we can begin to talk about what this 
profession needs.

f. So, I think that the point of view that should be 
expressed here is that Judaism has an enormous contribution 
to make to Jews and to the world (that is the Twersky 
statement). People who want to join that team, who want to 
make it possible for the Jewish people to rise to its full 
stature, should go into the field of education. However, 
that vision cannot be supported without minimal conditions. 
What are minimal conditions? First of all, they are salary 
and fringe benefits and profession - all the things that 
general education wants. Yes, bread and butter is an 
important issue, and it doesn't exist in Jewish education.
But in addition to it, we have got to do the things that 
general education has been talking about as well. That is, 
empowering teachers, using the best of education together 
with the vision of Jewish education.

QUESTION 2

Much of the above is related to question No. 2. Let me add 
that all of the problems of general education exist in Jewish 
education as well. However, there is one difference.
America may think it can get away with mediocrity. If Jewish 
education is mediocre it's terrible because of being a 
minority culture in a very attractive majority culture. As I 
said earlier, it is very easy to decide not to be a Jew. In 
order for it to have a chance, Jewish education has got to be 
first rate. Also, because it is voluntary, Jewish education 
has got to keep its people interested or they won't 
participate.

QUESTION 3

I don't know enough at this point about the crisis in other 
groups. Catholic education and mainstream Protestant 
education are having similar or even more difficult problems.
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I don't think that's an important issue unless I'm missing 
something. Jews want to survive meaningfully and it doesn't 
make any difference whether the Catholics are surviving 
meaningfully or not. We want to and it's not going too well, 
therefore we have to intervene and make a difference. I can 
get the information about the other groups for you if it is 
important.

I don't think that synagogue membership has been growing. If 
anything, it is flat or decreasing.

QUESTION 4

The Commission certainly is unique for several reasons.
First of all, there has never been a Commission on Jewish 
education which brought together the various elements that 
are in this Commission. Scholars (Twersky, Lipset), rabbis 
of the Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, Reconstructionist 
movements, the leaders of the institutions of higher Jewish 
learning that are Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, educators 
(sitting there as full equals and participating, as you saw, 
with no feeling of inferiority), together with the top lay 
leadership of the organised Jewish community of North 
America. The top lay leadership has never devoted one moment 
of its time to Jewish education. Even if you look at those 
lay people who cared about Jewish education, like Sam Melton 
and Phil Loun. First of all, they were not in the league of 
Mandel, Bronfman or Max Fisher. These people never joined 
anything devoted to Jewish education. Mandel Berman is an 
exception. Secondly, the Federation movement, did not devote 
too much time or resources to Jewish education.

Quite interestingly, the denominations that have by and large 
owned Jewish education have no leading role in this 
Commission. We have to constantly make up for the fact that 
we have sort of forgotten them.

There used to be a time, in fact it is still so today, but I 
wouldn't say it quite that strongly, when there was a 
distinction between the top lay leadership, which dealt with 
Israel, anti-semitism, absorption of refugees, Mount Sinai 
Hospital etc., and those people who cared about Jewish 
education. This is the first time that that distinction has 
collapsed officially and publicly. There never were the 
Mandels, the Crowns, the Bronfmans dealing with Jewish 
education. In addition, there never was a Commission that 
was as well planned and as well thought out. This is not a 
self-serving comment. I think our staff work has been good, 
but that is not the point. The point is that there was a 
feeling that there had to be staff work. Most of the work 
that has been done on commissions on Jewish education in the 
past involved shooting from the hip. I don't know if that
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makes any difference for the report, but I think that you and 
I should understand that. Thirdly, there has been more 
research and more data gathering for the work of this 
Commission than there has ever been done in Jewish education.

One could say that the top leadership is now concerned about 
a meaningful Jewish future with the same sense of concern and 
urgency that they've felt about establishing the State of 
Israel, or dealing with Russian refugees. I want to be 
clear: This is not universal yet. What has happened is that
you have the very top elite leadership that has joined this. 
You don't have all of them, you have many of them. You have 
the most important ones, or at least a good selection of 
them. You don't have leadership of this kind yet throughout 
the communities. The assumption is that when the Mandels and 
the Bronfmans come in then other top leadership will come in 
as well. Whether that is so or not, is secondary. The fact 
of the matter is that they are here.

Secondly, this Commission is not going to issue a report as 
we told you (issuing a report itself is important because 
there hasn't been a report issued in years that has had 
anything to say) but it is going to act on its report. We 
talked about this in your office. Money, lead-communities, a 
mechanism. That is what makes this Commission and its 
report, unigue.

Here, the Flexner example is important because what Flexner 
did is write a report, come up with an idea for an 
experimental medical school, (John Hopkins), he had money, 
leveraged this money, and got other medical schools to 
follow. We could easily say that there is a similar 
assumption here. The assumption is: Top foundations, top
leadership, raising the issue of Jewish education for public 
debate in the Jewish community, coming up with a model, or 
lead-communities and then stimulating the public debate and 
then talking about replication. In other words, it is a 
process about which no-one knows exactly where it is going to 
lead. But it is the establishment of the process. In a sense 
I think that this may be analogous to what The New Deal was 
in America.־־ The New Deal forced America with all its 
institutions, etc. to consider what poverty, unemployment, 
and other such matters meant and what should be done about 
it.

The whole Jewish community is being galvanized here to deal 
with this problem. One more word about community - normally 
when they talk about "community״ they meant either the lay 
community, or the educators, or the scholars or the Rabbis. 
Never before has the concept "community" included all those 
elements in a setting where they have to agree. There is a 
real argument going on between Twersky and Bronfman and the
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two of them have to come up with a combined line. That has 
never happened before: a. They've never sat together; b.
They've never communicated; c. They haven't been forced to 
agree.

How unique is this Commission? I don't really know. I know 
it is unique in the Jewish world. It might even be unique in 
the general world. Another word about this uniqueness in 
the Jewish world: The combination of private and communal
forces is unique. Mandel didn't have his foundation go off 
and do what it pleased. He brought in CJF, JWB and JESNA, 
the communal organisations which are responsible for the day 
- today (see Question 7) and all the denominations related to 
Jewish education. So, that partnership is important too.

QUESTION 5

I don't know how unique the report is as compared to what 
Carnegie does. If we need to get that information we will. 
There have never been reports like this, David. Let me 
illustrate. You mentioned the Melton Centre. Melton was at 
the Jewish Theological Seminary, a partisan organisation 
speaking at most for conservative Judaism, which came out 
with a declaration or approach to what to do about education. 
But never before has there been this kind of a broad 
coalition to make a statement about Jewish education. There 
have been previous reports but they were done by 
organisations that dealt with Jewish education but had no 
status. You couldn't get a Mandel to be President of the 
umbrella organisation of Jewish education, (JESNA or as it 
used to be called "The American Association for Jewish 
Education"). You could never get a top leader in the 
Conservative movement to be head of the United Synagogue let 
alone head of the United Synagogue Commission on Jewish 
Education.

To deal with Question 5 directly. The answer is yes, this 
Commission wants to create a revolution in Jewish education. 
However, I don't think you can say it. If you say it, we are 
going to be laughed at or at least smiled at because the 
situation is so depressing now. So that even though you say 
that you have Mandel and even if you say you have $500 
million there would still be a large part of the community 
that would say, even large sums of money are not the answer. 
Remember the vision has not been projected, we don't have the 
people, we don't have the money, so you can't say that you're 
going to revolutionize. That sounds like pie in the sky.

However, I think you can say some of the following things and 
then your unique rhetoric might get us towards the notion of 
revolution without saying those words. First of all we're
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talking about a change in the system as a whole. The idea of 
lead communities is to approach the problems systematically. 
So, if we're talking about personnel for example, remember we 
talked about dealing with recruitment, training, profession 
building and retention all at once. There have been 
communities that have tried raising salaries, but there 
hasn't been a comprehensive attack. The point of 
comprehensiveness is an important factor here (see 
"Background Papers" for the meetings of December '88 and June 
'89). Next: what processes, what forces have to be
unleashed so that the revolution can take place? Here the 
notion of enabling options are the reason why a revolution 
can take place (see same papers).

In other words, my answer to your question is yes, the 
purpose of this is a revolution. I think that what you 
really want is for the reader to reach the conclusion that 
this is revolutionary. I don't think I'd say it. I would 
say that I'm going to create a revolution by virtue of 
indicating what I'm going to do. I am going to project out 
what would happen if the Jewish community decided this was a 
top priority. What would happen if we got the right kind of 
personnel and if these two which are related or 
interdependent were working in tandem with each other. I 
would talk about initial success in these areas and begin to 
spell out what that could mean without using the words 
revolution.

I'll try again to explain what would happen if "community" 
succeeded and if "personnel" succeeded.

Let me start with community. Let us talk about Mort Mandel 
first as a prototype and then I want to talk about middle 
level leadership and parents as to what would happen if we 
succeeded with them.

In the case of Mort Mandel, he has decided that a major 
thrust of his foundation is to be Jewish education, the thing 
that he spends most of his waking communal hours on is Jewish 
education. In the same way that Jews were spending their 
time getting the right congressman elected who is going to 
defend Israel and get to the President of the United States 
to make sure that sanctions were put on Russia and all of the 
lobbying that Jews have done so effectively. The waking 
energy and dreams of Mr. Mandel are devoted to how he is 
going to save his grandchildren which he is now struggling 
to make a practical, tangible thing. One of the reasons why 
it's so hard to work in the field of education is that it 
sounds boring because it's not tangible. It sounds like 
motherhood. Mandel is trying to figure out what steps have 
to be taken in order for it not to be motherhood, in order 
for it to be like getting your Governor or Congressman to 
vote for Israel, or do the right thing.
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Translated into practical terms for Jewish life that means, 
how are you going to get the local federation to give the 
money to Jewish education and not to other things, as 
important as they might be. Somebody told me that the top 
status job in Jewish life in New York City is being Chairman 
of the Board of Mount Sinai Hospital. Well, Mandel has 
decided that that is not what he wants. He wants to be 
Chairman of Jewish Education. If that happens nationally and 
in local communities and the top leadership wants that, 
you're going to get interest, money and energy devoted to 
that. David, let us not forget that the two of us share a
commitment to the power of ideas and people. If guys like
this who have transformed American industry - and let's not 
forget what these guys have done there, you know that better 
than I - devote their brain-power and their energy to this 
problem, then we think miracles can occur. That's in terms 
of the top leadership.

In terms of the middle-level leadership it means that the 
guys who sit on allocation boards of federations, sit on 
allocation boards of synagogues, will see to it that the
money goes to Jewish education and they will choose school
principals with the same concerns they chose a Rabbi.
They'll also know what to look for. They won't choose a guy 
who is flashy, they will choose someone who's going to affect 
your children and grandchildren. That's the middle level 
leadership.

On the lower level leadership it means that parents are going 
to insist that schools are exciting. They won't be willing 
to accept the position that the school can be a boring place. 
They will begin to put pressure, they will hold the educator 
accountable. When that takes place, when that is the 
environment in the community then we will have succeeded. We 
are light-years away from that today, but we have to remember 
that in 1948 when Ben Gurion suggested to Henry Montor that 
they should raise $10 million in America for the UJA, Henry 
Montor thought that was a crazy idea. Well, the UJA can now 
announce a $400 million campaign for Russian Jews because 
there's an emergency. We have to think of it in those terms. 
I keep returning to the money issue, yet I don't think that 
it's the key issue. The key issue is, do the top leadership 
see education as the way to save the Jewish world. If they 
see it as such, it means that people like your children will 
say, my god, that's a profession where I can make a 
difference, and the whole world sees me as being someone who 
is going to change what they think is important, namely the 
future of Judaism. That's what it means to get top lay 
leadership in and that's what it means for them to change the 
climate.
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Personnel:

Our assumption is that with the vision made explicit, several 
thousand idealistic, enormously talented people would rather 
do this than become very rich (remember all you need is 
several thousand.) Sometimes they are the children of people 
who have already become rich and don't see this as a 
challenge, or they are people who are not rich but want to 
derive meaning out of their lives. We think that if Jewish 
education is imbued with a vision it will attract a certain 
kind of person, unless we drive them out. We will do that if 
lay leaders mistreat them, if they can't change the system, 
if their creativity doesn't have a place to express itself 
and we will drive them out if experimentation is not 
encouraged.

These people, when they come in, they will come in with the 
same kind of excitement that accompanied Kennedy's campaign 
in the United States. They were going to save America, these 
people are going to save the Jews. I have met enough of 
those people. I am not suggesting something that I have not 
experienced. First of all, I'm one of them. I've decided to 
do this, I don't want to do anything else and I would do it 
all over again and I think that my son David and your son 
Peter are being cheated by virtue of not having had the 
opportunity to do what I'm doing.

Let me give you some very specific examples. There's a good 
deal of evidence that principals make the difference. If a 
principal is an educational leader, a school is a very 
different institution than if he's an administrator. If you 
want examples I can show you the Coleman report which saw 
schools as having very little impact. There were a small 
number of schools where all the conditions were the same as 
those schools that failed. What made these schools 
successful was a principal who was an educational leader.

Imagine a thousand principals in America who are educational 
leaders inspired by a vision of education as character 
education or education as effecting the lives of children and 
families. These being people who are well trained, who form 
a fellowship, speak a common language, are committed to 
similar goals - imagine them even across denominational 
lines. Imagine what makes it possible for Orthodox, 
Conservative and Reform educators to both cooperate and 
compete: On the one hand different visions of what Judaism
should be, but on the other a common vision of the high level 
at which education has to be. Imagine them building Jewish 
schools where children are treated with great sensitivity, 
where a parent knows that when he sends a child to a Jewish 
school he's going to be treated the way he wants his child to 
be treated. That his child will be seen as someone who is 
not a statistic, but someone who the school has to help rise
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to his fullest potential and that's what a Jewish school is. 
It's not just a place where you learn Talmud, or learn to 
pray, as important as these things are, it's not just a place 
where you find your expression as a Jew, but it's a place 
that because Judaism insists that people be treated well, 
your child is treated well. That's what a Jewish school is 
like.

In other words, the oxygen in this institution is different. 
Just like the oxygen at Harrow and Eton is different. In 
terms of building the future elite leadership of England it 
was the beginning of the Old Boys club, Jewish schools are 
places where people are treated with great concern and that's 
the kind of therapeutic environment you want your child to be 
in. A thousand principals like that is the personnel we're 
talking about. We are talking about teachers in classrooms 
who are not going to waste time with paper work, who will 
have secretaries and computers that will do that. They will 
be given an opportunity to deal with children and with their 
parents.

Let me say a word about parents: Imagine if a teacher's
assignment was to not only work with the child but to have 
the time, skill and motivation to work with a family and just 
as I worked with the Finn family, or Shelly Dorf worked with 
the Finn family, imagine if the teacher at New Rochelle had 
an assignment to work with the families of his pupies. So 
the teacher is a different kind of person. I can go on and 
give you an example of what the camp counsellor is like etc. 
but I think that's enough for now.

QUESTION 6

I will be covering question 6 obliquely but I'll do it 
anyway.

First of all, to get rid of some misconceptions. It isn't 
only the Gallup poll. Except for the ultra-orthodox, and I 
should have mentioned that earlier, the situation is not 
good. Neither the moderate or centrist Orthodox, nor the 
Conservative or Reform have anything to be content or be able 
to rest on their laurels about. We can't say that in the 
report because we'll offend all of them, but we ought to know 
that amongst ourselves.

Secondly, for every child in school at this moment, there is 
one who is not in school. All educators, Orthodox, 
Conservative and Reform admit that we don't have the family 
supporting us and everybody knows how important the family 
is. So the situation ain't good.
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QUESTION 7

CJF —  is the Council of Jewish Federations, the umbrella 
organization of Federations of Jewish philanthropies in the 
United States and Canada.

JWB —  the Association of Jewish Community Centres and YM- 
YMHAs, is the leadership body of the North American network 
of JCCs and Ys. JWB serves the needs of individual Jewish 
community centres and it helps to build, strengthen and 
sustain the collective centre movement through a broad range 
of direct and indirect services, institutes, consultations 
and Jewish experiences and by identifying and projecting 
movement-wide directions, issues and priorities.

JESNA —  the Jewish Educational Services of North America, is 
the organized Jewish community's planning, service and 
coordinating agency for Jewish education. It works directly 
with local federations and the agencies and institutions they 
create and support to deliver educational services.

(JWB and JESNA: these are quotes from the Commission's
Design Document.)

The following definitions appear in the American Jewish Year 
Book, 1987:

ca.fr
C o u n c i l  o f  J e w is h  F e d e r a t i o n s ,  In c . 

(1932). 730 Broadway, NYC 10003. (212)- 
475-5000. Pres. Sheahana S. Cardin; Exec. 
V.-Prcs. r.nc״■■ g-'immn Provides na- 
tional and regional services to 200 as- 
sociatcd federations embracing 800 com- 
munities in the U.S. and Canada, aiding in 
fund raising, community organization, 

- health and welfare planning, personnel re• 
cruitment, and public relations. Directory 
o f Jewish Federations, Welfare Funds and 

— Community Councils; Directory o f Jewish 
Health and Welfare Agencies (triennial); 
Jewish Communal Services: Programs and 
Finances (1977); Yearbook o f Jewish Social 
Services; annual report.

J e w is h  E d u c a t io n  S e r v ic e  op  N o r t h  
A m e r ic a , In c . (JE SN A ) (1981). 730 
Broadway, NYC 10003. (212)529-2000. 
Pres. Mark Schlussel; Exec. V.-Pres. Jona- 
than Woocher. Coordinates, promotes,' 
and services Jewish education in feder- 
ated communities of North America.' Co- 
ordinating center for Jewish education

bureaus; offers curricular advisement and 
Maintains־ a National Educational Re- 
source Center; runs regional pedagogic 
conferences; conducts evaluative surveys 
on Jewish education; engages in statistical 
and other educational research; provides 
community consultations; sponsors the 
National Board of License; administers 
Fellowships in Jewish Educational Leader- 
ship training program (FUEL); provides 
placement of upper-level bureau and com- 
munal school personnel and educators,־ 
Pedagogic Reporter; TRENDS; Informa- 
lion Research Bulletins; Jewish Education 
Directory; annual report; NISE Newsletter.!
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QUESTION 8

The issue of the affiliated/unaffiliated is a relative one 
and is subject to much discussion among social scientists, 
community leaders and others. Formal definitions 
would include among the affiliated people who are formally 
members of one or the other institution, organization, or 
movement of the organized Jewish community (synagogue, 
community centre, school, etc.). However, some people 
participate in the community without being formally members 
(e.g. donate to UJA). Moreover, it has been argued that a 
whole range of possibilities for participation in Jewish 
life, that is not formal, accounts for the greater or lesser 
affiliation of many North American Jews (e.g. reading Jewish 
press, visits to Israel, reading books and articles on Jewish 
topics, having Jewish friends, etc.). The notion of the 
1,less affiliated" has replaced that of the "unaffiliated" in 
some of the more recent literature on the topic, implying the 
need to view this matter along some scale, rather than in 
absolute terms.

Studies indicate that most US Jews belong to a synagogue (our 
Gallup poll indicates 57% do). About 1 million US Jews 
belong to Jewish community centres. The implications of 
these numbers are far from uneguivocal as you well know and 
do not tell us much about active participation, depth or 
scope of involvement.

b. We gave you a document called יי Appendix: Background 
Data", where you will find some answers to your questions 
about number of day schools, camps, etc. (pages 1 -6.) We 
will forward to you a more detailed document immediately. 
However, please note that Prof. B. Riesman's paper on 
Informal Jewish Education undertaken for the Commission will 
be ready and available in a few days. We expect that it will 
analyse the informal scene in more detail. We will send the 
document as soon as available.

QUESTION 9

This question is addressed in a paper entitled "Federation- 
led Community Planning for Jewish Education, Identity and 
Continuity", by Joel Fox. I am asking Mark Gurvis to forward 
a copy to you in case I did not give you one. Here is a 
quote from that document:

"Many Federations have already engaged in Federation-led 
community planning for Jewish identity and continuity. 
Commissions, committees and task forces are already well 
advanced in Baltimore, Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, Denver, 
Detroit, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, Richmond and 
Washington. Others are at earlier stages of organization.1'
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We can add Boston and Philadelphia to this list, however a 
year after the above was drafted we may also want to delete 
some of the names: Work appears to be very uneven in the
different communities and we will ask Henry Zucker and Mark 
Gurvis to comment further on this question.

QUESTION 10

I'm going to respond to this question by telling you what the 
money would go for. I don't think the report should 
concentrate on the problem of tuition, although it will 
probably have to be mentioned because it's true. Anybody who 
wants to send their kids to Jewish day schools has got to pay 
approximately $10,000 per kid. If you've got a couple of 
kids and you want to send them to a summer camp as well, 
you're talking about $10 - $15,000 per child. People have to 
be rather affluent to be able to handle that kind of a 
burden. I don't think that should be the thrust of our 
argument. I think we ought to deal with what it would take 
to undertake the kind of experimentation and research that is 
necessary to produce the kind of education we have just 
described.

By the way, the first effort in educational research in 
Jewish education in North America began with Melton. I don't 
know if you want to say it that way, David, but the truth is 
it began in 1959. What do you think the results would be in 
cancer research if it began in 1959 and with the kind of 
money Jewish education has? So, somehow we've got to convey 
to them that if you want to build the educational 
institutions that have the kind of environment I described 
earlier or if you want to have character education or 
teaching young people how to be able to touch their insides 
so they can pray, if you want those kind of institutions, 
then this is going to take a massive investment of money.

One point that might be made subtly is that Jewish education 
is education. Not just education that is Jewish. These are 
problems that have to be solved for Jewish education in order 
for it to be a meaningful Jewish education and they haven't 
been solved in general education either. So, the money we 
are talking about has got to go for the vision to be 
translated into practice. There is very little money devoted 
to that in general education. The Jews should be willing to 
spend that money because they care about their future. We 
need money for the training institutions to be developed, 
money for professorships, fellowships, students to be able to 
attend. We need money for elite training programs like the 
Jerusalem Fellows, programs for mid-career advancement,
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programs for in-service and professional growth. We need 
money for people to leave general education and be tooled to 
go into Jewish education. We need money for model programs 
in Jewish education, money for the communities. We don't 
begin to know what it's going to cost.

*  * *  *

We will strive to add to this information, and any other data 
you may need, during the week.
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OATE:

Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants • <ותכנון למד>נ>ות 0נתיב->ועצ  
Jerusalem, Israel ם > של ו ר  >

Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951
Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

TO: David Finn DATE: 25 February, 1990

FROM: Seymour Fox NO. PAGES: 1

FAX NUMBER: 212-593 6397

Dear David,

This fax refers to yours of February 20 regarding expenses in 
connection with the report. We think your letter is 
excellent, and quite on target. We have only one suggestion: 
The last paragraph on page 2 should be deleted and replaced 
with the following:

"The above involves all possible expenses, except for 
publicizing the final report. My suggestion is that we don't
consider that question until much later when we will have a
much better idea of the news value of the Report and will be
able to explore various options .

If you agree with the suggested change, your letter should be 
sent directly to Henry L. Zucker on Monday, if possible.

Warm regards,

Seymour Fox

Nativ PoUcy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 
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February 21, 1990

Mr. Seymour Fox
Ms. Annette Hochstein
Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants
Jerusalem, Israel

FAX # 972-699-951

Dear Seymour and Annette:

As we discussed, here are some additional questions which 
we'd like you to answer for the report, I presume you will 
want to set aside a few hours and dictate replies which would 
be fine. But if you could also get them transcribed for us 
that would even be better. It would probably be cheaper for 
you to do this than for us, and I'm conscious of the budget 
problem. However we'll do whatever you think best.

1. We'd like to be able to characterize the current state of 
Jewish education the way you see it. Remember there was some 
discussion at the meeting of the advisory group as to whether 
to say we've accomplished a lot but more has to be done, or 
that there are a lot of good structures in place which now 
have to be utilized. This doesn't sound like a crisis situa- 
tion. My impression is that we should say there is a crisis, 
and it's been here for some time. What can you say that will 
help put this in perspective? Is it a peculiarly American 
Jewish crisis, or is it worldwide? What has happened in 
America to make it a crisis here? Is it an across the board 
crisis or are there pockets of effective education in the
J e w i s h חוווזדוזזחרן   ,I ״ e  n o o ו)י/וז»זי  h  t k i  «* v K « . 1  <=.
situation as you can,

(
2. How does this crisis relate to the crisis in education in 
America generally? That crisis has been front page news for 
some time - decline of public schools, illiteracy, lack of 
knowledge of history, science, etc. It would be helpful if 
you could take a stab at relating the crisis in Jewish educa- 
tion to this over-all situation.

3. Is there anything you think should be said about education
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RUDER·FINN 

February 21, 1990 

Mr. Seymour Fo)( 
Ms. Annette Hochstein 
Nativ Policy and Planning congultanta 
Jerusalem, Israal 

FAX# 97i-699•9Sl 

Dear Seymour an~ Annette: 

1:1212 P02 

As we discussed, here are scme additional questions which 
we'd like you to answer for the report. I presume you will 
want to set aside a few hours and dictate replies which would 
be fine. But it you could also get tnem transoribed for us 
that would even be better. It would probably be cheaper for 
you to do this than for us, and I'm conscious of the budget 
problem. However we'll do whatever you think best. 

1. We'd like to be able to characterize the current state ot 
Jewish education the way you aee it. Remember there was some 
discussion at the meeting ot the advisory group as to whether 
to say we've accomplished a lot but more has to be done, or 
that there are a lot of good structures in place which now 
have to be utilized. Thi s doesn't sound like a crisis situa
tion. My impression is that we should say there is a crisis, 
and it's been here tor some time, What can you say that will 
help put this in perspective? Is it a peculiarly American 
Jewish crisis, or is it worldwide? What has happened in 
Ameri,ca to malee it a crisis here? Is it an across the board 
crisis or are there pockets of effective education in the 
..Tewi Rh r.nmmnni ~v" r:h ,. UC! sac, ''"'"" ~Olll!'apoa ~ ~ .... OM. ~h..t. uh.ol. ... 

si~ua~10n as you can. 
{ 

2. How does this crisis relate to the crisis in education in 
America generally? That crisis has been front page news for 
some time - decline ot public schools, illiteracy, lack ot 
knowledge ot history, science, etc. It would be helpful if 
you could take a stAb at relating the crisis in Jewish educa
tion to this over-all situation. 

3. Is there anything you think should be said about education 
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3. Is there anything you think should be 6aid about education 
in other religions? Have they also been undergoing a crisis, 
and if so are they having the same consequences? It's not 
that people aren't being religious —  look at all the evan- 
gelists. And even look at the Jewish movements —  haven't the 
number and size of congregations been increasing? (New Ro- 
chelle's Beth El now has three services on the High Holidays, 
and they're so mobbed you can hardly get into any of־them!)
T W L m  ^ ■ a  m f t j "  n o o d l  a e m f i  £*. wau j  m u  t w  p l a u o  C11C U U ±  d l l

in context.

4 . j iw uu u x y iiiiy u t tn e  im portance or ־cne d ew lsn ־ ieacter-

and~come up^with a solution. Shall we say that never before 
has such a group gathered together? Or are there precedents 
you can think of which we should mention like German refu- 
gees, the State of Israel, the Middle East wars, etc.? How 
does this compare to commissions that have been formed about
nfhor c rtf <»(44 ■+«י׳«יו r*v\ 4 «י י *a- J - “ tu __ _ «יי 
Flexner Report as a precedent, and are there others you think 
we should mention as well? Has this been modeled after other 
commissions or is it unique?

5. There must have been other reports about how bad Jewish 
education has been —  from the Melton Center and its counter- 
parts in other movements. What was different about this one? 
Is it that the Commission was set up with the aim of bringing 
about a revolution in Jewish education —  not just by diagno- 
sis but by a completely new plan to transform education over 
the next several decades? Shall we say that there has been no 
single force in the field which has been dedicated to bring- 
ing about this transformation although everybody knew it was 
urgently needed, and it was the aim of the Commission to 
design this force and bring it into being?

6. in the introduction to the report (p.6) it says that the 
commitment to basic Jewi8h values is diminishing? There ought 
to be a ringing declaration about that, like Louis Finkel- 
stein's Fortune article. After all, there's no way of citing 
evidence that it is so (except intermarriage, which should be 
mentioned of course, with the Gallup material in hand, but I 
don't think you want to base your case on that alone, partic- 
ularly since attendance at religious services may be on the 
rise). So if you can elaborate on that (in the language of 
the prophets) that would be great.

7. Can you give us a word or two about CJF and JWB and JESNA 
so we can explain what they are? Also were these organize־ 
tions created some years ago to deal with this problem, and 
if b o  why haven't they succeeded?

8. On p. 7 you mention the chief local institutions (and on
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commitment to ~aaic Jewish values ia diminishing? There ought 
to be a ringing declaration about that, like Louis Finkel• 
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mentioned of course, with the Gallup material in hand, but I 
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7. can you give us a word or two a~out CJF and JWB and JESNA 
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tions create~ some years ago to denl with this problem, and 
if so why haven't they succeeded? 

e. On p. 7 you mention the chier local institutions (and on 
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the previous page you mentioned unaffiliated Jews), can you 
spell out these elements specifically? Who and how many are 
the unaffiliated? How many congregations are there in each of 
the four movements, how many members? Give us any figures 
you can on day schools, camps, community federation■, commu- 
nity centers, supplementary schools, educational training 
institutions, educators. I know some of that is in the big 
pile of material Annette left us and there's no need to 
repeat any of that. But whatever you can easily put together 
about the above would be helpful. Remember this report should 
make sense to the Jewish layman as well as the general media, 
and the more facts we give the more impressive it will be.

9. On p. 8 you mention that at least a half dozen federations 
are involved in comprehensive studies of education, I We seen 
various figures as to how many such efforts are underway. 
Could you name those which should be mentioned, even write a 
sentence or two about them?

10. On the question of funding, is there anything you can say
specifically about the gap between actual costs and tuition 
charges? Such figures have been provided by many schools to 
explain the need for additional funding sources, and it could 
be helpful here, although of course it must vary from school 
to school. It sounds as if you mean that the present funding 
comes from tuition and from temple funds, but that these are 
not enough to bring about real change. So does this mean new 
fund raising efforts by temples, by schools? if you mean by 
federations, you better explain how the federation system 
works. This whole subject seems vague. More money is needed 
for everything these days —  for the environment, for the 
homeless, for urban infrastructures, for education, for 
health, for scientific research, for the arts, etc., etc• 
People glaze over when you just say “more money,״ because 
that's what we read in that growing segment of our everyday 
mail which asks for money for projects, institutions, and 
needs which must be served if the world is to be saved. So 
try to be specific about the channels through monies will be 
provided —  and later in the report you will explain what 
will be done with it. ־־

11. On p. 10 you spell out recommendations. I scratch my head
when I think of figuring out how to write this in a more 
compelling way. "Encouraging local committees or commissions 
to seek aggressively to include top community leadership..." 
—  it's so general and vague. If the Report stopped at this 
point, all we would be doing is "encouraging" some people to 
do a better job —  big dealI The Report will not stop here, 
but this is the first thing you are writing about so it ought
to be powerful. Can we say that there are x number of Federa-
tions in the country, Y number of communities with one or 
more synagogues, explain who ״top community leadership" is
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(members of boards of directors of organizations? Philanthro- 
piste? Outstanding citizens who happen to be Jewish —  writ- 
•re, artists, scholars, government officials, etc.?) Is it 
true that all you want to do is "encourage,״ or are you, the 
Commission, going to set up a Center for Innovation in Jewish 
Education that will work with them, develop guides on how 
they can do all these things, assist them so it will happen? 
If that is so, should the Center be the *״■irat p a r t  of t h «
VOSenttkndafcian?

12. On personnel, pp.11-14, the figures or 30,000 and 5,000 
arc helpful, but we need some more inrormatlon if you can 
give it to us. The four bullets on p. 11 appear in practical- 
ly every report on the problems of education on America that 
I have read, so what else is new? You need more; why? Are the 
classes too big? Is there a constant request for more teach- 
ers —  if so from whom to whom? Do graduates from teacher's 
training programs (and you are going to give us specifics on 
which ones exist) get grabbed up by schools as soon as they 
graduate? If there is such a demand why don't salaries go up 
according to the dynamics of a free marketplace? Undoubtedly 
there is a phenomenon here that needs to be described ... 
education has become a routine affair, it's dull for the 
teachers as well as the students, classes tend to be large, 
curriculum tends to be boring, new teachers are brought in 
just to cover the bases rather than inspire students... I'm 
just guessing, but whatever you can tell us along these 
will be helpful.

lines_

13. The need to create a profession —  again it's a common- 
place complaint in general education these days. Perhaps it's 
worse in Jewish education, or just as bad, but you may be 
able to elaborate on that.

14. All the bullets on pp. 12 and 13 are good as outline
headings, but it would be great if you could give us some 
details on all or at least some of them. How to increase 
faculty (what do the faculties look like today and what more 
do they need?); specialists in various fields —  do such 
exist, can you tell us anything about them, give examples; 
research networks and consortia —  how will these work, can 1 (
you explain, etc., etc.? ̂־-̂׳

15. On p. 14 you talk about standards for salaries and bene- 
fits, career development, etc. —  anything you can tell us to 
make this more specific or give examples, or compare to other 
fields, will be helpful.

That's about all I can do at the moment. Answering these 
questions, and the one's we discussed at our last meeting

4
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end of the report I see that you have put the Facilitating 
Mechanism last —  which seemB logical in one Bense since your 
idea was to define the problem and then say what you,re going 
to do about it. But all your earlier sections have recommen- 
dations attached to them, and the recommendations seem bland 
in their present form since all you,re doing is "encouraging" 
people to do better. Perhaps the Report ought to start with ן־ 
the background, explain the creation of the Commission, and 
then have an extended section on the problems ״  without I
recommendations in each category. Then the next section of J/■
the report will have recommendations, and begin with the 
creation of the Center because it has become clear that a new 
force has to be created to change the whole pattern of Jewish 
education in America, and then explain how the Center is 
going to work with various groups to solve different prob- 
lems. I'm not sure that's right, but it's one way to go.

Think about this and let us have your ideas. And also with — 
that in mind, take a look at section 7 on the Mechanism, and 
see if you can tell us more about it, how it will relate to 
the Commission, what kind of staff it will have, who will be 
its board of directors, what its budget will be, etc. (Men- \ 
tion the first director, and give his background). If we did I 
begin the recommendations sections with this, then all the 
"Tasks and Functions" mentioned here would not simply be a 
repetition of what has already been written, but would in 
effect be the outline of what is to follow —  a section on 
Setting UO Lead Communities, heloincr coTMMinlM An e*»r!nT*o

Of the projects we discussed in our office the most impor- — > 
tant, I think, is the Twersky statement. I hope you can get \ 
that soon because it could help set the tone for the whole 
Report.

Finally, I must say, the more I get into this project the 
more nervous I become. I wish we had a year or two instead of 
a few months. I'm not nervous because I'm afraid we can't do 
it, but it sure would help if I were Seymour Fox and David 
Finn rolled into one, instead of just David Finn with his 
colleagues at Ruder Finn. We're not Jewish educators; you 
are. And writing eloquently what you want to say substantive- 
ly is going to be quite a trickl

All the best.
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Jerusalem, Israel שלים ירו

   ►
Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951

Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

TO: Mark Gurvis DATE: 1 February, 1990

FROM: Annette Hochstein NO. PAGES:

FAX NUMBER: 216-361 9962

Dear Mark,

Re: Meeting with Finn

Thursday is fine for meeting with Finn. The time 
scheduled is 3:30p.pm - but this may still change. I 
will of course inform you.

David Finn is trying to change an important prior 
engagement he has for the 14 th. Sofar there is no 
change. We will let you know otherwise as soon as we 
know.

Take Care,

1 Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 
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Dear Mark, 

Re: Meeting with Fi nn 

Thursday is fine for meeting with Finn. The time 
scheduled is 3: 30p.pm - but this may still change. I 
will of course inform you. 

David Finn is trying to change an important prior 
engagement he has for the 14th. Sof ar there is no 
change. We will let you know otherwise as soon as we 
know. 

Take Care, 
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COMMISSION 
ON JEWISI1 EDUCATION' 

IN NOmiAM EKICA

4500 Euc lid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 4410 ו 

216/)91-8*00

January 30, 1990

Mr. David Finn
Ruder Finn (t Rotman, Inc.
301 East Fifty-Seventh St.
New York, NY 10022

Dear Mr, Finn;

Many thanks for your letter of January 25th outlining your 
suggested approach to the preparation of the final report of 
the Commission on Jewish Education in North America.

We are happy that you are available to undertake this 
responsibility and we accept your proposed budget as outlined.

▼   j  a j  1.1 X .  i. _  a  -1 י ד ׳ ו £ - . *    a-   1. ...• i . u

Seymour Fox and Annette Hochstein and that you will participate 
in the meeting of the Commission1s senior policy advisors on
p r י 1   • j  k< י ■ ו ד י1 י י ‘ 1   י

which will be held on February 14 at the New York UJA/Federation 
office. 130 East 59th Street.

T Took forward wfth ol&asure to working with vou.

Henry L. Zuc^r 
Director

Commissioners

Morron 1.. Mnndcl 
Ch.nrm.in
Mona Rikli!• Ackerman 
Koiiald Applchy 
IW id  A rn iw  
Mandcll L. Ik-rmim 
Jack RicLr
Chiirles R. Bronfman
JuliiiC.Colmiin
Maurice S. Cordon 
Lesier Crown 
David Duhin 
Siuart 1£. Li:enstat 
Joiiluii! Elkin 
I'.li l-.viins 

׳ ו  S. i-n־l J  
1- .v M . Fislu'r 
Alfred G o u k  liiilk 
Arthur G rivn  
Irvin!; ( jroonlxTH 
Joseph S. Gn.Ks 
R olvrr !. Hiller 
David Hirsehhorn 
Carol k’ . Infill 
Ludwig j esse 1=011 
Henry Koschicky 
Mark Lai nor 
Norman Lamm 
Sara S, L it
Seymour Martin Lipsct 
Haskd !,ookstcm 
Roller t L. Loup 
Matthew J. Maryles 
Florence Mclion

Lester Pollack 
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January 30, 1990 

Mr . David Finn 
Ruder Finn & Rotman, Inc. 
301 East Fifty~Seventh St. 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear Mr. Finn; 

C< f\ LVt lSSK< )N 
()N JE\lVlSJ ff EK)lT<.:i\Tl()r--:: 

i N NORTl-J{ .AI\ lEHJ[CA 

4500 Eul lid A\'t'l)IJl' 

Ckvd.,nd, l )hio 4410 i 
2 J(i/ ,91-1:1 lOL) 

Many thanks for your letter of Janua~y 25th outlining your 
suggested approach to the preparation of the final report of 
the Commission on Jewish Education in North America. 

We are happy that you are available to undertake this 
responsibility and we accept your proposed budget as outlined. 

... ---.S------~ -'--- ---·-- ----- __ J,1 '-- ,r __ ----- -- ___ ._ --~ .... '-

Seymour Fox and Annette Hochstein and that you will participate 
in the meeting of the Commission's senior policy advisors on 
r .. • , • J ... • ... t A • • • , c," I , , • 

which will be held on Februarv 14 at the New York UJA/Federation 
office. 130 East 59th Street. 

T lnnk forwAr.d with oleasure to wor.kinv with vou. 

Henry 
Director 

r 
·~ 

Convened by Mandel Awx::iaccd Foundations, JWR 1md JESNA in collaboration with CJF 
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RUDER• FINN

January 30, 1990

Ms. Annette Hochstein
Nativ policy and Planning consultants
Jerusalem, Israel

FAX #972-2-699-951

Dear Annette:

I can meet with you on Monday, February 5 at 10:30 A.M. or 
at 2:30 P.M. Frank Walton and Dena Merriam are also free.
Let me know which time is best for you and we11׳ put it on 
our calendars. I'm sure it will be helpful to have such a 
planning session.

,,Regards,

- D&V'id Finn׳

RUDER־ FINN, INC., 301 EAST H i m  SEVENTH ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 TEL. (212) 59J6400  FAX (212) M1-6J97 PHONE MAIL (212) WJ-64M ׳

CHICAGO. LOS ANOFLES, NEW ORLEANS, NF.W YORK, TORONTO, WASHINGTON, 11C AND INTERNATIONAL OKHCfcS AND BUREAUS

- - · - • • ., . •• ..,.,.__"""'° 11~1~.:. .1..1..1.11J.lll l!::L N0:2127151662 
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January 30, 1990 

Ms. Annette Hochstein 
Nativ Policy and Planning consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 

FAX #972-2-699-951 

oaar Annette: 
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I can meet with you on Monday, February 5 at 10:30 A,M. or 
at 2:30 P.M. Frank Walton and Dena Merriam are a lso free. 
Let me know which time is best !or you and we 'll put it on 
our calendars, I'm sure it will be helpful to have such a 
planning session. 

RL0ER· FINN. INC .. )lit EAST ~l~TY SEVENTH ST. -.:i,:w YORK, NY IOOll TEL (llZ) 5\1},M('(I FAX ,m, m ,6197 PHONE M.4.)L (212) ~Yl M~~ 

CHIC1\GO. LOS AN~~LES. :-.:E\X'ORLl:.A~S. NE\);' Y\.lR._ TORnNnl W:\$HINCi'T01", I)(: A~I) INHI\N~"'•~-..:AL C.ll'Hl:t.S AN!'l ftUR£AL,S 



Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants • ת נתיב-יועצים ותכנון למדיניו  
Jerusalem, Israel ירושלים
     ►
Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951
Fax:972-2-699 951 FACSIM ILE TRANSMISSION

FAX SENT
DATE: ״jj

XO: David Finn D A TE־ ^  J anuarY* 1990

FROM: Annette Hochstein NO. PAGES: 1

FAX N UM BER: 212-715 1507

Dear David,

I will be arriving in New York early Monday morning, February 5th and 
wonder whether it might not be useful for me to meet with you and/or 
with your team in order to prepare the meetings scheduled for the 
following week. In particular, I thought it might be useful to go 
over the complete set of background papers and research documents 
available. (I've asked Virginia Levi, the Commission's secretary in 
Cleveland, to forward copies of the research papers currently 
available.)

We might also begin to discuss some of the additional items mentioned 
in page two of your letter to Henry Zucker.

If you think such a meeting might be useful, and is possible, I should 
be available any time after 10:00am, February 5, provided El A1 keeps 
its good on-time record for Monday morning landings.

Sincerely,

¥Annette Hochstein

Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 

• , , )~n, n, , ),~~~ o,~v, ,-~,n) 
o, ~v,,, 

Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951 
Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION FAXSENT 

DAD: -·J-(1✓, J 1 
TO: David Finn DATE: 28 January, 1990 

FROM: Annette Hochstein NO. PAGES: 1 

FAX NUMBER: 212-715 1507 

Dear David, 

I will be arriving in New York early Monday morning, February 5th and 
wonder whether it might not be useful for me to meet with you and/or 
with your team in order to p r epar e the meetings scheduled for the 
following week . In particul a r , I t hought it might be useful to go 
over the complete set of background papers and research documents 
available. (I've asked Virginia Levi, the Commission ' s secretary in 
Cleveland, to forward copies of the research papers currently 
available.) 

We might also begin to discuss some of the additional items mentioned 
in page two of your l etter to Henry Zucker. 

If you think such a meeting might be useful, and is possibl e, I should 
be available any time after 10:00am, February 5, provided El Al keeps 
its good on-time record for Monday morning landings. 

Sincerely, 

Annette Hochstein 
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January 25, 1990

Mr. Henry L. Zucker 
Director
The Commission on Jewish Education in North America 
Mandel Associated Foundations 
1750 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Dear Mr. Zucker,

Following our conversations with Seymour Fox and Annette 
Hochstein, we are writing this letter to outline the 
approach we would Uka t־,n t.aka in prpparing th© final 
report for the Commission tentatively entitled, "A 
Decade of Renewal,”

To begin with, I want to assure you as I have assured 
Seymour and Annette, that I will assume personal respon- 
sibility for producing the report. This is a project 
which I have known about for some time, and I feel 
totally committed to its goals. Moreover, I fully 
believe that producing the right kind of document at 
this time can make a significant contribution to the 
success of the entire effort, and you can be sure that 
we will utilize all our resources to achieve the best 
possible result. I have a top notch team of writers and 
designers working closely with me to accomplish this 

rpose.___________________________

) \ . first step will be to gather all relevant materials
which: will provide the basis for the report. These 

JH׳ _ should include all the background research that has been
done as well as information on the proceedings of the 
Various meetings of the Commission. We expect to 
receive all of these materials during meetings which we 

IpaaaJoo IWI have already scheduled with Seymour and Annette in New
Y ~ for tha we6- i ^ L i 6brua^  12T~ ' U ^ isl

We are thinking generally of a report that will be in 
neighborhood of 100 pages, will be written in a 7 י5**
style that will be appropriate for both the educational 

jTjt5^and lay communities, will be well-designed, highly
readable and, hopefully, illustrated with charts and 

' Jpossibly photographs. We have several models in mind,

■ר (

H U L O T I M U .  J N f l .  M l C A U T  !1II'TV  • י י      —
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Mr. Henry L. Zucker 
Director 

January 25, 1990 

The Commission on Jewish Education in North America 
Mandel Associated Foundation~ 
1750 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 

Dear Mr. Zucker, 
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Following our conversations with Seymour Fox and Annetta 
Hochstein, we are writing this letter to outline the 
ag~roach we woul~ l1kA tn t~kA 1n prPp~rincr thQ final 
report for the Commission tentatively entitled, 11A 
Decade ot Renewal." 

To begin with, I want to assure you as I have assured 
Seyniour and Annette, that I will assume personal respon
sibility for producing t h e report . This is a project 
which I have known about tor some time, and I feel 
totally commi tted t o its goals . Moreover, I fully 
believe that producing the right k ind of document at 
this time can make a signiticant contribution to the 
success of the enti re eftort, a nd you can be sure that 
we will utilize all our resources to achieve the best 
possible result . I have a top not ch team of writers and 

. ~!igners working closely with me to accomplish this 

~.u ~-POSe. 
)~ '~ -f~Our tirst step will be to gather all relevant materi als 

¥~•- whictrwill provide the basis for the report. These 
~ > should include all the background research that has been 

~one as well as information on the proceedings of the 
arious meeting~ of the Commission. We expect to 

receive all of these materials during meetings which we 
have alreAdy scheduled with Seymour and Annette in New 

~~- '.io~ for the week or February 12. ~ ~-~ . ~ /'f-t. 7... ~ 
~ We are thinking generally of a report that will be in ~ 

~-~ vtv-:or- the neighborhood ct 100 pages, will be written in a '? 
~:A~~style that will be appropriate for both the educational 
~~::JG.rand lay communities, will be well-designed, highly -~_5- readGble and, hopefully, illustrated with charts and ~--~,;:;;:;•~ev~ ;ind, 
~""j ~• :,.C 

IIUIJt:fl•rJWJ. l!JC~. Jill llA:31' llfl~ ,' !tl'V-'J ...., •• ,.,_ ,<A•• •• "" • · -
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including foundation reports, studies which we have 
produced at Ruder*Finn and publications like Daedalus 

* publication of the American Academy of Arts & 
Letters which is designed by Ruder*Finn).

inc

M  1 ״  ן י )J I S

P O i Let

We are assuming that our assignment will not be to do 
A- any additional research, but rather to write the report 

based entirely on existing information to be supplied to 
u b . Some of the points wa will want to cover in our

are:
k u s . some or m e ן 

rJr>Jr bruary meetings

Clarify the most important audiences for the report 
so that it can be written for the people who you 
want to inform and influence.

Review all available materials and be sure that the 
thrust of the report is clearly spelled out to our 
collective satisfaction.

Work out an outline of the subjects to be covered 
in the report.

Decide on the layout and format, use of photo- 
graphs, graphics, etc., with consideration of cost 
constraints, esthetics and the effectiveness of 
presenting the basic message.

Make a decision about the writing style - making 
sure that it is appropriate for both journalistic 
and academic purposes.

6. Consider options for printing the report.

7. ~Decide about quantity for distribution and methods .

we estimate that it will take approximately three months 
to prepare a draft of the report. This draft will 
include both the text and suggested layout. These can 
be reviewed by you, Seymour and Annette, and any other 
appropriate readers, who will then have an opportunity 
to suggest editorial and design changes or additions.
We will then plan to prepare final mechanicals, 
including all graphics, in about 30 days from the date 
of the final approved draft. Decisions about the actual
printing - which might be done in the U.S. or Israel - 
can be made at that time.

) 1̂ S s J U w
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including toundation reports, studies which we have 
A, 11 CJfn"'\ IA)~pr0dueed at Ruder•Finn and publications like Daedalus 
~~ A,9u.,o\ (th• publication ot the American Academy of Arts & 
~- Letters which is dasigned by Ruder•Finn), 

We are assuming that our assignment will not be to do 
_ .~ _.+-any additional research, but rather to write the report 
~ hased entirely on existing intorm.ation to ~e supplied to 

,r. ~ ~:: Some of the points we will want to cover in our 
~::-~bruary meetings are: 

4:' l'H:l_;e, .. V,,..f~'--.. l. Clari~y the most important audiences for the report 
> Pt.. • fJ.•~· so tha.t it ce.n be written for the people who you 
~ ,.;,,,ti'# want to inform an~ influence. 

~~ 
-::::= 2. 

3. 

4 . 

Review all available materials and be sure that the 
thrust ot the report is clearly spelled out to our 
collective satisfaction. 

Work out an outline of the subjaets to be covered 
in the. report. 

Decide on the layout and format, use of photo
gr8phs, graphics, etc., with consideration of cost 
constraints, esthetics and the effectiveness of 
prasenting the basi c message. 

5. Mak• a decision about the writing style - making 
suxe that it is appropriate tor both journalistic 
an~ academic purpoees. 

I 6. consider options for printing the report. 

\ - 11. " - J. 7. - Decide about quantity tor distribution and meth<?ds , ,../J . 

'I~'- ~b~o'}w,1!\+iF-A>1-\f1..l.-~-TtJ:... ~ ---~~-
.-~~ we estimate that it will take approxi~ately threlmont~ 
.,_ ~.;, to prepare a dratt ot the report. This draft will 
...- \ ~ "· include both the text and suggested layout. These can 
~ _ . .. AAI be reviewed by you, Seymour and Annette, and any other 
_ -~J..... J,/"11:.· appropriate readers, who will then have an opportunity 
~ . to suggest editorial an~ design ehanges or additions . 
; We will then plan to prepare final mechanicalG, 

including all graphics, in about 30 days from the date 
""'\ ot the final approved draft. Decisions about the actual 

) printing - which might be done in the u.s. or Israel -
can be made at that time. 
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Our proposed budget for the project is:

$15,000 for the writing, and

$15,000 for design and mechanicals (excluding 
typesetting).

This would include all work to be done on rewriting, as 
well as drafts or other illustrative material. It will 
not include expenses incurred on Author's Alterations 
once the galleys are produced (we assume this will not 
be a problem if the text is approved in advance), nor 
will it include printing.

I have already designated the team which will work with 
me on the project and I can assure you that they share
my enthusiasm and commitment.

I am confident that we will produce a report that will 
be consistent with the superb work that the Commission 
ham done to date.

sincerely,

6 X

D^vid Finn

----- JAN-

DF:sjs

JAN-26-'90 FRI 13:09 ID:RUDER0FINN1111111111 TEL N0:2127151662 

our proposed b~dget for the project is: 

$15,000 for the writing, and 

$15,000 for design and mechanicals (excluding 
typesetting). 
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Thia would include all work to be done on rewriting, as 
well aQ drafts or other illustrative material. It will 
not include &Xpanses incurred on Author's Alterations 
once tha galleys are produced (we assume this will not 
be a problem if the text i s approved in advance), nor 
will it include printing. 

I have already designated the team which will work with 
me on the project and I can assure you that they share 
my enthusiasm and commitment. 

I am contident that we will produce a report that will 
~e consistent with the superb work that the Commission 
ha■ done to date . 

erely, . r~· 
Finn 

DF:sjs 



REPLYING TO

Mark Guj$is fft 2̂־
T O :  V i r g i n # F .  Levi  FR O M :  Mar^^ynfvis  D ATE:  2/1/90

N A M E  N A M E  T  ^

D E P A R T M E N T / P L A N T  L O C A T I O N  D E P A R T M E N T / P L A N T  L O C A T I O N  VOUR MEMO OF

SUBJECT:

We will need to determine when David Finn will have prepared the first draft of
his report; when will the senior policy advisors and others give their
reactions to the draft; when will the redraft be ready to mail to the 
Commission; when will the commissioners' comments be ready and Finn prepare the
report for the Commission's approval?

72 752 (8/81)  P R I N T E D  I N U . S . A .

TO: 
NAME 

DA T E: _-.:.J2 /'---'l=-</-"9-"'0 ____ _ 

DEPAR T MENT /PL.ANT LOCATI O N DEPAATMEN T/PL.AN'f LOCATION 
REPLYING TO 
YOUR MEMO OF : ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

We will need to determine when David Finn will have prepared the first draft of 
his report; when will the senior policy advisors and others give their 
reactions to the draft; when will the redraft be ready to mail to the 
Commission; when wil l the commissioners' comments be ready and Finn prepare the 
report for the Commission's approval ? 

72752 (8/81) PRINTED IN U.S.A. 



T 0 : _ ------- Mark -Gurvts------------------------------  FR O M :___Henry L.___________________ DATE:  1 /?9 790
N A M E  N A M E  U'

----------------------------------------------------------------  ------------------------ ---------------------------------  REPLYING TO
D E P A R T M E N T / P L A N T  L O C A T I O N  D E P A R T M E N T / P L A N T YOUR MEMO OF

SUBJECT:

Seymour Fox said that he and Annette will hold one or two preliminary meetings 
with David Finn. He then wants to involve you with them in further meetings 
with Finn.

Right after our February 13, 14, 15 meetings, you, Ginny and I should discuss
how we will work with Finn and also with Seymour and Annette on the preparation 
of the final report. We will also want to be very clear about the calendar for 
each step of the way.
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u

h

__ Henry T
N A M E

D E P A R T M E N T / P L A N T

• 

TO: Mark Gnori s 
NAME 

FROM: Henry 
NAME 

DATE: 1 /?9 /90 

REPLYING TO 
OEPARTMENT /PLANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF : ___ _ 

SUBJECT : 

Seymour Fox said that he and Annette will hold one or two preliminary meetings 
with David Finn. He then wants to involve you with them in further meetings 
with Finn. 

Right after our February 13, 14, 15 meetings, you. Ginny and I should discuss 
how we will work with Finn and also with Seymour and Annette on the prepara tion 
of the final report. We will also want to be very clear about the calendar for 
e ach step of the way. 
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R U D E R *  F I N N

PLEASE DELIVER THE FOLLOWlNfi MATERIALS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

TO, . - f e y _________________  DATEi ljcf?s'lQv
FROM! rX & v ' d  £ )  n o __________ r

NUMBER OF PACES IHCLUOIHfl THIS PAttEi jfc

If YOU DO HOT RECEIVE PROPERLY, PLEASE CALL THE SENDER AT (SIS)

f U ^ i ,  r u  l e U x / ' P ^ 0- ^

2-ACJ&C. ‘"pl'g-fLO tj £ °/ V&'“0

U u r c  O t u ^  C 0 T V 1 n M u < J & ;  ^ 

L o o u J d  lifcf c k c u ^ o  c *" a d & ' H t f v c o .  

“T W K

FAX NUMBER: (212) 715-1662
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DATE: l /ee§l9~ 
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NUMIIA OF PAIES JHCLUQIIII THIS PAH1_'f:........_ __ 

, lF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE PROPERLY, PLIAH CALL THI HNDIR AT (111) ~-6~Qb 

FAX NUMBER: (212) 11&•1162 
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R U D E R *  FI N N

January 23, id90

Mr. Henry L. 2ucker 
Director
The Commission on Jewish Education in North America 
Mandel Associated Foundation!
1750 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44119

Dear Mr. Zucker,

Following our conversations with Seymour Fox end Annette 
Hochstein! we are writing thie letter to outline the 
approach we would like to take in preparing the £inal 
report for the Commission tentatively entitled! ',A 
Decade of Renewal.*1

To begin with, 1 want to assure you as I have secured 
Seymour and Annette, that I will assume pergonal respon- 
sibility for producing the report. This ia a project 
which Z have known about for aome time! and I feel 
totally committed to its goals. Moreover, I fully 
believe that producing the right kind of document at 
this time aan make a significant contribution to the 
succeaa of the entire effort! and you can be eure that 
we will utilise all our resources to achieve the best 
possible result. I have a top notch team of writers and 
designers working closely with me to accomplish this 
purpose.

our first step will be to gather all relevant materials 
which will provide the basis for the report. These 
should include all the background research that has been 
done as well as information on the proceedings of the 
various meetings of the commission. We expect to 
reoeive all of these materials during meetings which we 
have already scheduled with Seymour and Annette in New 
York for the week of February 12.

We are thinking generally of a report that will be in 
the neighborhood of 100 pages, will be written in a 
style that will be appropriate for both the educational 
and lay communities, will be well-designed! highly 
readable and, hopefully, illustrated with charts and 
possibly photographs. We have several models in mind,
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January 2!, 1990 

Mr, Henry L. luck1r 
Di.rector 
Th• Commi■sion on Jewish !duoation in North Am•~1Qa 
Mandel A••ooiated roundation• 
1750 1uclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 

~ear Mr. zuoker, 
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totally comn1t~ld to it• ;0111, Moreover, X tully 
~•liev• that produainq th■ ri;bt kind or document at 
this time aan make a significant contribution to the 
•~caeaa of the entire effort, and you can~• au~• that 
we will utili1e all 0~r raaourc•• to achi•v• t~• ~•&t 
po■ai~l• ra1vlt, I hav• a top notch team ot writers and 
deaiper• workin; c1o•ely with me to aacompliah this 
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including foundation reports, studies which we have 
produced at Ruder*Finn and publications like Daedalus 
{the publication of the American Academy of Arte 6 
Lettera which ie designed by Ruder* Finn).

We are assuming that our assignment will not be to do 
any additional research, but rather to write the report 
based entirely on existing information to be supplied to 
us. some of the points we will want to cover in our 
February meetings are:

1. Clarify the most important audiences for the report
so that it can be written for the people who you 
want to inform and influence.

3. Review all available materials and be sure that the 
thrust of the report is clearly spelled out to our 
collective satisfaction.

3• Work out an outline of the subjects to be covered
in the report.

4. Decide on the layout end format, use of photo- 
graphs, graphics, etc.! with consideration of cost 
constraints, esthetics and the effectiveness of 
presenting the basic message.

5. Make a decision about the writing style - making 
sure that it is appropriate for both journalistic 
and academic purposes.

6. Consider options for printing the report.

7. Decide about quantity for distribution and methods 
of distribution.

We estimate that it will take approximately three months 
to prepare a draft of the report. This draft will 
include both the text and suggested layout. /These can _ 
be reviewed by Seymour and Annette/‘who will then have ' 
an opportunity to suggest editorial and design changes 
or additions. We will then plan to prepare final 
mechanicals/ including all graphics, in about 30 days 
from the date of the final approved draft. Decisions 
about the actual printing - which might be done in the 
U.S. or Israel - can be made at that time.
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Our proposed budget for the project 1st

$16,000 for the writing, and

$15,000 for design and mechanicals (sxaluding 
typesetting).

This would include all work to be dona on rewriting, as 
wall as drafts or other illustrative material. It will 
not include expanses incurred on Author'a Alterations 
once the galleya are produced (we assume this will not 
be a problem if the text is approved in advance), nor 
will it include printing.

I have already designated the team which will work with 
me on the project and I can assure you that they share 
my enthusiasm and commitment!

Z am confident that we will produce a report that will 
be consistent with the superb work that the Commission 
has done to date.

Sincerely,

David Finn

DFisjs
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January 23, 1989

Possible quotes to be included in the final report

About the Commission

Morton L. Mandel, 3rd meeting, June 14, 1989:

"I continue to be impressed by the attendance of our 
commissioners coming from all parts of the continent to be with 
us. All of us understand that everybody around this table is, in 
one way or another, an accomplished chairperson in his or her own 
right. The lesson that keeps being stated by your attendance 
over and over again is that you think that what we are doing is 
important, that it's worth your time. The hope is, I guess, that 
together we can do something that will make all of us feel that 
our time investment was worthwhile, that we'll contribute to 
improving the Jewish tradition. That's why we're all here.11

Same:

"All of the stakeholders, whether they be organizations, 
denominations, or whoever else plays on the North American scene 
- we have to find ways to redefine their roles where they need to 
be redefined. And where their role is clear, we have to make 
sure that support is available - financial support, people 
support - so that we end up with the right design in North 
America of continental bodies doing what they should be doing, in 
full measure, and doing it well. We need to end up with a 
construct that's the right one for North America. We need to 
involve the foundation community more fully; some are already 
involved. On the local level, we need to get all of the players 
working together to the extent that we can - congregations, 
federations, the relevant local organizations. If what we can do 
on the continental scene and on the local scene is to help 
people clarify their goals and objectives and work on things that 
seem to be high priority, and if we can provide more power - the 
power of our energy and the power of greater financing - then 
we'll have the kind of climate that I think all of us want. And 
if we have the right climate, we have the brainpower to produce 
the positive change that we're all so hungry for."

Rabbi Haskel Lookstein, letter of Aug. 8, 1988:

"Just the possibility of working together with so many fine 
minds and so many committed people of varied religious outlooks 
is extremely inspiring. We all have many common goals, and to 
think that we can sit down and work on them together, despite our 
philosophic differences, is something which ought to be quite 
obvious but which, unfortunately, in our Jewish world, is not."

1
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Eli Evans, letter of Aug. 16, 1988:

"I always admire risk-taking in philanthropy and more than that, 
real leadership; they are both rare commodities these days. You 
[MLM] convened a wonderful meeting and I want to congratulate you 
for taking the chance on launching it for an adroit choice of 
members. It was refreshing to watch the professionals and the 
lay leadership listening to each other . . . ."

Same, interview of May 5, 1989:

"The role of the Commission is to set the agenda for Jewish 
philanthropy for the next 1 0 - 2 0  years."

David Arnow, interview of Feb. 2, 1989:

"Wouldn't it be wonderful if things Jewish tasted more 
comfortable; if parents were interested in this whole business; 
if the outcome of the work of the Commission would lead to a 
situation where Jews did not regard "continuity or not" as the 
main guestion, but the content of Judaism were the main concern? 
Today we have to deal with both."

Same:

"Knowledge is not a panacea; Jewishly knowledgeable people have 
left Judaism in the past."

Sara Lee, interview of July 8, 1988:

"We have to address the 'meta issues' of Jewish education. What 
is the Piaget of Jewish education? We must, once and for all, 
tell the truth about what we think could happen with formal 
educaiton, informal education, camping, the Israel experience, 
itc. Only when everyone knows what is likely to happen in each 
of these institutions are we likely to introduce serious change."

Robert Loup, interview of July 18, 1988:

"There is no future for American Jewry without a sustained 
effort to reach the unaffiliated geared at offering young people 
positive reasons to choose to be Jewish in an open society."

Matthew Maryles, interview of July 1, 1988:

"The problem of Jewish education is too large for any one group. 
Only through a partnership can we hope tolegitimaize the 
pluralism within and between Jewish communities. The partnership 
has to occur between the religious and the non-religious 
institutions and organizations that make up the national Jewish 
community."
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Same:

"Jewish values are being undermined by broader societal trends. 
Twenty years ago this would not have been as apparent, 
there is a belief and apprehension among parents that Jewish 
children will choose a competing value system. . . . Jewish
education has to be packaged appropriately to be used by all 
segments of the community. The challenge is to have parents 
perceive Jewish education as a real option. If parents don't 
participate, they have to believe they are cheating their 
children."

Personnel

Recruitment:

Rabbi Haskel Lookstein, interview of Aug. 3, 1988:

"Every time we loose a teacher I shudder, because it is 
impossible to find a good replacement. I don't know how to do 
it. Salaries do make a difference, but I don't know how to 
handle the problem of quality."

Dr. Ismar Schorsch, interview of April 3, 1989:

"There is a danger of planning improvements exclusively through 
existing personnel rather than with new blood. We need to 
attempt direct recruitment for training programs. If the 
Commission could bring about the recruitment of several hundred 
young people into Jewish education over the next five to ten 
years and train them adequately, the Commission will have made a 
significant difference."

Training:

Rabbi Jack Bieler, letter of Oct. 16, 1988:

"The dichotomy made in most rabbinic schools between tr4aining 
for the pulpit Rabbinate and the area of Jewish education might 
need serious study, for this might lie at the seat of many of the 
problems regarding Jewish education within the affiliated 
community. . . . How to assure a constructive partnership rahter
than a continuing adversary relationship is an interesting 
dilemma that the Commission can ill-afford to overlook."
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Profession Building:

Rabbi Haskel Lookstein, letter of Aug. 8, 1988:

"The worst thing is is to have excellent teachers feel that in 
order to get ahead financially they have to become 
adminisstrators. Frequently, the best teachers make poor 
aministrators. But even if they turn out to be good, we have 
lost an excellent teacher in the classroom.יי

Same:

"If we don't do the basic financial work, however, everything 
else is going to be less productive. We simply will not have the 
people to train, to improve, to empower and to elevate.יי

Dr. Alvin Schiff, letter of Aug. 5, 1988:

"Upgrading the workplace carries with it the need to increase 
possibilities for professional advancement and for career 
opportunities as well as more meningful professional experience."

Charles Bronfman, second meeting - Dec. 13, 1988:

 I have yet to hear a symphony orchestra play well without a יי
distinguished conductor. I think that the guality of any 
enterprise is determined by the caliber of the senior actor. 
Therefore, my own personal view is that the principal of the 
school is where the action must be. A good principal works up 
the morale in his organization, as any good manager does. He or 
she will train the teachers and the whole upbuilding of the 
caliber of educator will be determined by the type of person who 
is at the top, not by the person who is filling out the bottom 
part of the pyramid.יי

Community

Leadership:

Rabbi Jack Bieler, letter of Oct. 16, 1988:

11Professional and lay leadership for the Jewish community can be 
expected to come at least in part if not primarily from those 
receiving more intensive Jewish educations. If the teachers at 
the secondary school level are not eguipped to offer the most 
challenging and sophisticated form of Jewish learning, and 
instead, as so often in sthe case, even discourage many of their 
students from taking Judaism and Jewish learning seriously, a 
crucial resource of the North American Jewish community will not 
have been properly serviced.יי
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Robert Loup, interview of Oct. 19, 1988:

"If the leadership of the community is not educated Jewishly, 
they will not be commmitted to Jewish education. I believe that 
one of the reasons that kids do not attend education programs is 
because their parents choose not to offer them this possibility . 
Who will deal with the development of Jewish educaiton if we do 
nothave educated leadership?"

Dr. Alvin Schiff, interview of Nov. 3, 1988:

"You cannot have effective leadership unless people have a sense 
of the cognitive dimensions of Judaism."

Florence Melton, interview of Oct. 20, 1989:

"Federations have a changing of the guard every year or two. 
Different leaders come in who have very little knowledge about 
Jewish education. There must be an ongoing effort to educate the 
new leadership in Jewish educational needs. There must be a 
systematic national effort or a plan for leadership training and 
goal-setting in the entire Jewish educational effort."

Sara Lee, interview of July 8, 1988:

"If you send a gifted educator to a supportive community, then 
great things can happen."

Sara Lee, 3rd meeting, June 14, 1989:

1,Although a lot of people don't know what this Commission is, or 
who's on it, or what it is supposed to do, it has already 
generated a lot of interest. Unless people capitalize upon it, 
through the kinds of national visibility and national ideas, as 
well as implementation at the local level - we will not be able 
to serve as a catalyst for communities being transformed form a 
kind of lethargy about Jewish education to the kinds of 
communities that would be ready to undertake change initiatives. 
So I hope we will maintain both levels, or be certain to maintain 
both levels of activity simultaneously: the big, important,
significant national initiative and the local implementation. So 
that we can really convey to people that Jewish education is an 
extremely important and classy enterprise.
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who's on it, or what it is supposed to do, it has already 
generated a lot of interest. Unless people capitalize upon it, 
through the kinds of national visibility and national ideas, as 
well as implementation at the local level - we will not be able 
to serve as a catalyst for communities being transformed form a 
kind of lethargy about Jewish education to the kinds of 
communities that would be ready to undertake change initiatives. 
So I hope we will maintain both levels, or be certain to maintain 
both levels of activity simultaneously: the big, important, 
significant national initiative and the local implementation. So 
that we can really convey to people that Jewish education is an 
extremely important and classy enterprise. 
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Funding:

"I think foundations that are engaged presently in upgrading the 
guality of Jewish education certainly should allow the American 
Jewish community as a whole to know what it is that they are 
doing. Those foundations that are actively involved should be 
talking about what is is they're doing and how what they're doing 
can, perhaps, be beneficial. I think these things are important 
to profess."

Florence Melton, 3rd meeting, June 14, 1989:

Morton L. Mandel, 3rd meeting, June 14, 1989:

1,There was a hope expressed to me personally by a number of the 
foundations involved that maybe we would develop a blueprint for 
the next 10 years, 20 years possibly - a kind of a roadmap, so 
that each foundation could or could not do whatever it felt like 
doing. That's sort of the genesis of this. What will proceed 
beyond that cooperatively, individually, we don't know. But if 
we add to the richness of the data and information and idea bank 
that's available for foundations to pick up, that'sa what we 
would want. Part of my own personal interest was that our family 
was looking for such a roadmap and guidance, to know how we, 
personally, could invest our money the most thoughtfully. And 
when I talked to people, some of whom are in this room, that 
desire was shared."

Options

Israel:

Charles Bronfman, interview of July 4, 1988:

"I am concerned about Jews waking up in the morning and feeling 
happy about the fact that they are Jewish. Israel is a great 
resource for that."

Robert Loup, interview of July 18, 1988:

Informal education and the Israel experience are the best tools 
to offer a worthwhile, fun and exciting first Je4wish educational 
experience to young people. Such an experience can be the basis 
on which to build subsequent involvement.

Camping:

Rabbi Haskel Lookstein, letter of Aug. 8, 1988:

"If there is a Foundation which wants to make a very significant 
contribution to Jewish education, the training of leaders, the
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development of a love for klal Yisrael and the land and people of 
Israel and to do it all in a Hebrew setting and in a camp which 
runs according to halakha but which is hospitable to people who 
are not full observant, [Camp Massad] ought to be resurrected."

Informal education:

Rabbi Irving Greenberg, interview of July 5, 1988:

"Informal educational institutions can, in a short period, have a 
major influence on people's Jewish future. This is being 
demonstrated and has been demonstrated for forty years. Yet 
these institutions have not been multiplied. Our society is 
increasingly open to informal education beyond childhood. These 
kinds of programs should be multiplied because adults will 
respond to them."

Family education:

Dr. Alvin Schiff, letter of Aug. 5, 1988:

The need to develop family support systems for pupils is 
absolutely essential if Jewish education is to become more 
effective. This means a knowledgeable adult base for our Jewish 
child education."

Supplementary school:

Peggy Tishman, interview of July 5, 1988:

"As long as Sunday school is something you have to live through 
rather than enjoy it cannot be valuable. So much of Jewish 
America has an impoverished Sunday school experience as its only 
Jewish education.

Day School:

Rabbi Norman Lamm, interview of Apr. 3, 1989:

"Efforts should be made to develop day high schools. This is the 
age when you can have the greatest influence on the young 
person.יי
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Community Action Site

"What most threatens the upgrading of the field are low 
expectations. If no one expects you to be excellent, why become 
excellent? Let us study what allows for the expectation of 
excellence in certain private schools and learn from their 
successes. Let's study our own successes and learn from them.11

Rabbi Jack Bieler, interview of Apr. 24, 1989:

Eli Evans, interview of Sept. 14, 1989:

"Sufficient attention must be paid to developing the 
infrastructure which would be needed on a national level to make 
the Community Action Sites viable. It is not merely a matter of 
going into a local community and saying 'lets do the same a 
little better.׳ There needs to be a radical breakthrough on a 
national level of support for whatever is done on a local level."

Mechanism

John Colman, interview of May 3, 1989:

"The [mechanism] should be the conscience of American Jewry in 
the Jewish education field. For example, it should make a 
periodic report on the state of Jewish education in North 
America. It should have a high-powered research function to 
evaluate programs. It should be able to offer authoritative 
information to American Jewish leadership on Jewish education 
proposals and undertakings."

Evaluation

David Hirschhorn, letter of Aug. 11, 1988:

"The Commission would be making an important contribution if the 
methodololgy for such evaluation [of programs in Jewish 
education] could be developed. Many programs are being 
undertaken with unclear objectives as to what the program is 
intended to achieve. How are we to measure success or failure? . 
steps are taken to provide for greater accountability in the use 
of these funds.11
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Suggestions

Lookstein, letter of Aug 8, 1988:

Children of day school teachers (Judaic and general studies) 
should be allowed to study in that day school for free or in 
another day school for half the tuition (the school in which the 
parent teaches should pay the other half).

Same:

Resurrect Camp Massad.

Bieler, letter of Oct. 16, 1988:

Yeshiva high schools should be a priority for the attention of 
BJEs. Currently, teachers' centers, conferences, specialists are 
concerned primarily with supplementary schools or the lower 
schools of day schools.

Same:

Creation of stipends for teachers to attend national conferences 
and incentives that would encourage schools to release staff 
members to participate. A rotation system should be created in 
schools where different individuals are given the opportunity to 
attend such conferences and then subseguently make a presentation 
to their colleagues in the school. Teachers of Jewish subjects 
would aslo benefit from the opportunity to attend conferences 
dealing wiht general education issues as well as Jewish studies 
scholarship in order to provide them with exposure to high-level 
thinking and potentially infuse them with fresh ideas.

Same:

A society of master teachers should be created, not only to 
recognize excellence, but to allow these individuals to make 
recommendations, develop innovations, servew as models, etc. 
Regular meetings of such a group would provide encouragement to 
the members themselves.

Same:

Apprenticeships for teacher training, where the trainee would be 
assigned to work with a master teacher who has demonstrated an 
ability to train teachers. Serious supervision.

Same:

Create joint day and supplementary school positions. This would 
enhance the quality, diversity and professional spirit of faculty
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and give educators a fuller sense of involvement in the overall 
community and Jewish institutions.

Same:

A curriculum institute/think tank staffed by teachers which would 
provide classroom teachers with opportunities to work on 
curricular projects in tandem on a communal-wide level or 
national basis. Teachers ought to be empwered to develop units 
for their schools and to present to others.

Same:

Hebrew language training for Jewish educators. In order to not 
depend on shlichim or yordim, an effort must be made to provide 
educators in the field (or going into the field) with higher 
level of fluency in Hebrew.

Gottschalk, interview of July 5, 1988:

"The most practical thing we could do would be to build some kind 
of an institute or think tank where the best minds in the Jewish 
world, and the best minds of JEws who are not involved in Jewish 
education - social scientists, humanists, ect. - would sit 
together and deliberate on the values that we want Jewish 
children and their parents to internalize.

Twersky, interview of July 5, 1988:

Matching grants to institutions to reward excellence. (ala Ford 
Foundation)

On-the-job training is the best way to proceed.

Elkin, interview of Dec.5, 1988:

Help Jewish educators learn to work more comfortably with lay 
leaders; build local cooperation between lay and professional 
leaders; improve the public image of Jewish education by 
involving lay leaders.

Hirschhorn, interview of May 3, 1989:

Denominations should be asked to articulate their goals and 
decide what practice is likely to lead to their goals.
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Crown, interview of May 8, 1989:

Investigate the ״Golden Apple Award" of the Foundation of 
Excellence in Teaching (Chicago).

Bieler, interview of Apr. 24, 1989:

Assemble a travelling team of teachers and other professionals to 
visit, observe and write up "best practices'1.

Schulweis, interview of May 1, 1989:

"Para-rabbinics program" - train members of the congregation to 
work in homes with families.

Dubin, interview of Apr.25, 1989:

Scholar-in-residence for JCCs to be a "master teacher" for the 
community and to work with lay leadership.

Greenberg, interview of Apr. 28, 1989:

Develop and sustain 100 new educators through fellowships; create 
a nurturing network to prevent burn-out. Later, when the
dynamics have changed, we can think in terms of coordinating more 
systemic change.

Lee, interview of April 2, 1989:

Teachers must be involved in the building of demonstration 
centers.
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Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants • ותכנון למדיניות נתיב-יועצים 
Jerusalem, Israel ירושלים
   *
Tel.: 972-2-662 296; 699 951

Fax: 972-2-699 951 FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

TO: David Finn DATE: January 14, 1990

FROM: Annette Hochstein NO. PAGES: 1

FAX NUMBER:_______________________________________ ______________________________________

MEMORANDUM

TO: DAVID FINN

FROM: ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN

DATE: MARCH 11, 1990

RE: DATA FROM QUESTIONNAIRES TO CAJE PARTICIPANTS,
AUGUST 198 9

Last August, Mort Mandel visited with CAJE and gave the keynote 
address at their annual conference. (fcAJE The Coalition for the 
Advancement of Jewish Education — is a grassroots organization of 
American Jewish educators) This was followed by the distribution 
of a questionnaire among participants assembled in small groups 
to discuss key issues of concern to them. These issues were 
reported at the end of the evening to Mr. Mandel.

The questionnaires were analyzed by a volunteer member of CAJE,
(I may have left the raw data with you) . I thought that the 
attached staff memo on these questionnaires might yield some data 
of use to you.

Best regards,

Annette Hochstein

Nativ Policy and Planning Consultants 
Jerusalem, Israel 
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F A C S I M I L E  T R A N S M I S S I O N

NATIV CONSULTANTS - JERUSALEM, ISRAEL
Fax:972-2-699-951

To: David Finn 

From: Seymour Fox 

Date: January 9, 1990

Pages: 1

Dear David,

I was sorry to hear about Ed Shelley. I have such fond 
memories of him, his wife and our visits to their home.
I sort of feel uncomfortable at having continued the 
conversation after hearing the news.

As a result I did not think the matter through properly. I 
suggest the following: your letter which describes what you 
are undertaking and including your fee, should be addressed 
to :

Mr Henry L.Zucker 
Director
The Commission of Jewish Education in North America 
Mandel Associated Foundations 
1750 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

I believe it would be useful to send me first a copy by fax 
—  I will respond the same day. It can them be sent on to 
Henry Zucker. I understand that you may not be getting to 
this before going to London.

Annette and I would appreciate receiving from your secretary 
before you leave the dates that you will be available to 
meet with us in the U.S. beginning February 5. I'd also 
appreciate your letting me know the dates of your trip so 
that we can communicate by telephone if necessary.

Let me remind you again about the meeting of the Commission 
on February 14 and the meeting of the Senior Policy Advisors 
on February 15.

With Best Regards to Laura and the clan,
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DATE* December 21, 

NO. PAGES: 1

Mr. David Finn, President 
Ruder * Finn 
Annette Hochstein

TO:

FROM:

001-212-715-1507
FAX NUMBER:

Dear David,

I would like to thank you very much for responding so kindly 
to my immediate request. It did indeed allow me to carry 
out my conversation with Mort in a much more informed and 
useful way. At the same time, I realize the very tentative 
nature of the information you gave me and would certainly 
not view this as contractually - or in any lesser form - 
binding.

I will try to arrange with your secretary a convenient time 
for a more leisurely next call.

I am scheduled to be in the United States from February 4 - 
16 and will allocate as much time as you find necessary to 
our project. The next meeting of the Commission is 
scheduled for February 14.

Happy Hannukah.

Best Regards,
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December 13, 1989

Mr. Seymour Fox 
32 Ha'Rag-Berlin 
Jerusalem

Ms. Annette Hochstein
Native Policy and Planning Consultant 
10, Yehoshafat St.
Jerusalem 93152

Dear Seymour and Annette:

Thank you, Annette, for sending the two reports on museums 
and teaching in the next century. They are excellent models 
for the report we want to do together.

Also, Seymour, I have started reading the material you left 
with me and found it very helpful. I confess that when we 
met in our offices I was suffering from a little de־ia vu 
since I have been listening to —  and being impressed by —  
your views of Jewish education for 20 years! I had to ask 
myself if you folks have gotten finally beyond the theoreti- 
cal stage of stating that you were now going to start doing 
something about it. Your memoranda suggest that you have 
indeed formulated a program and are ready to carry it out.

You still need to be more specific, I think —  how much 
money will you have? What will be your program specifically 
(in terms of actual budget, actual staff, actual locations). 
You must get beyond the abstract and talk specific if you 
want credibility. I thought of your plans when reading the 
enclosed article about President Carter's organization in 
the latest Sunday's New York Times Magazine Section (which I 
am enclosing). You have to be that specific 1

In any case, I'm looking forward to working with you. You
can certainly count on me —  and us —  for producing the 
kind of report you are looking for.

DF: rl 
Enel.

RUDER• FINN. INC., 301 EAST FIFTY SEVENTH ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 TEL. (212) 593-6400 FAX (212) 593-6397 PHONE MAIL (212) 593-6459 

CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, NEW ORLEANS, NEW YORK, TORONTO, WASHINGTON, D.C. AND INTERNATIONAL OFFICES AND BUREAUS
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You still need to be more specific, I think -- how much 
money will you have? What will be your program specifically 
(in terms of actual budget, actual staff, actual locations). 
You must get beyond the abstract and talk specific if you 
want credibility. I thought of your plans when reading the 
enclosed article about President Carter's organization in 
the latest Sunday's New York Times Magazine Section (which I 
am enclosing). You have to be that specific! 

In any case, I'm looking forward to working with you. You 
can certainly count on me -- and us -- for producing the 
kind of report you are looking for . 

Regards, 

DF:rl 
Encl. 
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By Wayne King

Nine years ago 

he was near 

financial and 

political ruin. 

Now he’s 

everywhere, 

mediating 

disputes from 

Ethiopia 

to Nicaragua.

f HEN JIMMY CARTER RE- 
turned to his hom e in Plains, Ga., 
in 1981, a fte r losing the Presiden- 
cy, he was an all-but-shattered 
man. He was pilloried as the au- 
thor of A m erica's m alaise and the 
arch itect of its economic stagna- 
tion, and hum iliated as the re- 
m aining 52 A m erican hostages in 
Iran  w ere re leased  the day Ronald 
Reagan was sworn into office — 
a fte r  C arte r's  own rescue effort 
had died ignominiously in a re- 
mote desert in Iran. His personal 
finances w ere devastated: The 

thriving peanut warehouse he left in a  blind tru st when he went 
' h' ־ e  White House was $1 million in debt; he stood to lose his 

ns and perhaps even his house. W hat he had to look 
forw ard to a fte r the Presidency, Jim m y C arte r him self con- 
ceded, was a “potentially em pty  life.”

But late  one night, sitting bolt upright in bed, he said, 
“Conflict resolution.” And he told his wife, Rosalynn: “I know 
what we can do with the C arte r Center. We can have a  place 
where people can go to resolve conflict.”

“I thought a t first he m ust be sick," recalls Rosalynn 
C arter with som e am usem ent. “I’ve never seen him awake at 
night, even in the White House.”

THE FAMOUS GRIN — WOLFISH OR PUCKISH, DEPEND- 
ing on one’s view — is still there. So is the glacial tem per, 
except these days it is a im ed not a t aides o r the press. It was in 
full display last spring in Panam a when he found that Gen. 
Manuel Antonio Noriega, a fte r  allowing a free  election in 
which his hand-picked candidate lost, decided to steal it back 
with phony tabulation sheets.

Furious, the form er President sto rm ed into the tabulation

Wayne King, a T im es reporter, was ch ie f o f The T im es's  
Atlanta bureau during the Carter Adm inistration.
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what we can do with the Carter Center. We can have a place 
where people can go to resolve conflict." 
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night, even in the White House," 

THE FAMOUS GR IN - WOLFISH OR PUCKISH, DEPEND
mg on one's view - is still there. So is the glacial temper, 
except these days it is aimed not at aides or the press. It was in 
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Manuel Antonio Noriega. after allowing a free election in 
which his hand-picked candidate lost, decided to steal it back 
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Furious, the former President stormed into the tabulation 

Wayne King, a Times reporter. was chief of The Times's 
Atlanta bureau during the Carter Administration. 
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Jimmy Carter, back In his hometown of Plains,

Ga., at the gas station that his late brother, Billy, once owned.
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Above: Carter in 
Panama to monitor 
last M ay's election. 
He was outraged at 
the fraud he found.

Left: The Carters at 
home in Plains, Ga.

Right: In Tibet in 
May 1 9 8 8 .The
Dalai Lama sought 
Carter's help 
in his dispute with 
China over
the occupation of 
his country.

His insistence on operating from  a  higher m oral ground, 
which m ost A m ericans took as self-righteousness when he was 
President, works in his favor when opposing com batants in a 
civil w ar have no one else to trust. His singlem indedness — 
exemplified in his a ttem pt to resolve the hostage situation in 
Iran, which A m ericans viewed as a  hapless obsession and yet 
another indication of how nothing seem ed to work a t the C arte r 
White House — is useful when longtime and obdurant foes 
refuse to budge from  their respective positions.

Today, there  a re  about two dozen continuing civil w ars or 
insurrections, each killing m ore than a thousand people a  year, 
and C arter says he is be tte r able to deal with such conflicts 
now than when he was President. (The United Nations C harter 
has no provision for intervention “in m atte rs  which a re  essen- 
tially within the dom estic jurisdiction of any sta te ,” and the 
world body can intervene only if requested to do so by the 
governm ent concerned or if it is given a m andate from the 
General Assembly or Security Council. Under these conditions, 
it is trying to broker peace agreem ents in Afghanistan, El 
Salvador and Nicaragua.)

As a form er President, C arter has considerable clout, but 
— with no official sta tus in international affa irs — he is not 
constrained by Adm inistration foreign policy. “I never profess 
to speak for my country,” he says, seated in the living room of 
his home in Plains, “although I always keep the State Depart- 
m ent and the White House informed, and alm ost invariably I 
have their full support — certainly that has been the case since 
George Bush has been in office.”

That, he adds, was not always so:
“Quite often, m y im age and goals would be in conflict with 

those of P resident Reagan, and I didn’t get any support from 
his am bassadors. In fact, som etim es they would deliberately 
put im pedim ents in my way.”

In 1983, for exam ple, he informed the State D epartm ent 
th a t he planned, as a  private citizen, to visit Peru, Brazil, 
Argentina, Costa Rica, N icaragua, El Salvador and Mexico. 
“They objected strongly to my going a t all,” he says, “saying 
there w ere security  th rea ts to my life, that the Governm ents 
would be em barrassed , and so forth.”

He went anyway.
“In Costa Rica, when I finally a rrived  there  — I m et with 

the contras in Costa R ica before going to N icaragua — I found 
that the A m bassador had canceled (Continued on Page 101)

center, shoved several people aside, clambered onto the stage 
and thundered a t the dozen distinguished Panam anians in the act 
of certifying the deceit: "Son ustedes honestos, 0 ladrdnes?"

‘‘Que, que, que, serior?” som e responded, and C arte r shout- 
ed again, “Are you honest people, or th ieves?”

It was Jim m y C arter a t his Old T estam ent best. At a 
hurried news conference, he denounced the election as “totally 
fraudulent.”

Several months later, in Septem ber, he was mediating 
peace talks between the M arxist-Leninist G overnm ent of Ethi- 
opia and the E ritrean  People’s Liberation Front, another 
M arxist group, which has been fighting for independence from  
Ethiopia since 1961. For the first tim e in 28 years, representa- 
tives of the com batants w ere m eeting without conditions.

Then C arter was off to N icaragua, a t  the invitation of 
President Daniel Ortega Saavedra, to lay down ground rules 
for elections there next February. C arter also persuaded 
Ortega to allow 30,000 Miskito Indians, who had been living in 
Honduras and fighting the Sandinista Governm ent since 1981, 
to return  to their homeland in N icaragua along with their 
exiled leader, Brooklyn Rivera.

It was also largely through C arte r’s intervention that 
President Mohammed Siad B arre  of Somalia granted clemen- 
cy in the fall of 1988 to eight political prisoners he had 
sum m arily  sentenced to death. And it was also Jim m y C arter 
who, in conjunction with the International Com mittee of the 
Red Cross, implored President Mengistu Haile M ariam  of 
Ethiopia in August 1988 to free 220 Somalian prisoners of w ar 
who had been incarcerated  for 10 years. Within a month, all 220 

re free.
Suddenly, a fte r nearly  a  decade in the political wilderness, 

C arter was back and seemingly everywhere, running a  kind of 
shadow State D epartm ent — with the advice, consent and even 
encouragem ent of the Bush White House.

I
F HE WAS THE WRONG MAN FOR THE TIME WHEN 
he becam e P residen t in 1976, Jim m y C arte r seem s the 
perfect m an for the diplom at-without-portfolio post. Now- 
adays, the P resident who m ade hum an rights a leg itim ate 
foreign-policy concern is devoting m ore and m ore of his 
tim e and attention to ending in ternal conflicts that in the last 

few decades have killed, m aim ed and dislocated millions of 
people.

ELI REED/MAGNUM
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His insistence on operating from a higher moral ground, 
which most Americans took as self-righteousness when he was 
President, works in his favor when opposing combatants in a 
civil war have no one else to trust. His singlemindedness -
exemplified in his anempt to resolve the hostage situation in 
Iran. wh1ch Americans vtewed as a hapless obsession and yet 
another indication of how nothing seemed to work at the Carter 
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General Assembly or Security Council. Under these condiuons, 
it is trying to broker peace agreements in Afghanistan, El 
Salvador and Nicaragua.) 
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- with no official status in international affairs - he is not 
constrained by Administration foreign policy. "I never profess 
to speak for my country," he says, seated in the living room of 
his home in Plains. "although I always keep the State Depart• 
ment and the White House informed, and almost invariably I 
have their full support -certainly that has been the case since 
George Bush has been in office." 

That, he adds. was not always so: 
"Quite often. my image and goals would be in conflict with 

those of President Reagan, and I didn't get any support from 
his ambassadors. In fact, someumes they would deliberately 
put impediments in my way." 

In 1983, for example, he informed the State Department 
that he planned, as a private citizen, to visit Peru, Brazil, 
Argentina, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, El Salvador and Mexico. 
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idea of placing 26 m onum ental 
works in  New York C ity  public 
parks, where they could enrich the 
lives of millions of people.

He paid for the insurance, trans- 
portation, installation, maintenance, 
and removal; it did not cost the city a 
penny. He also paid for a N ew  York 
Times supplement with photographs 
of the works and maps showing their 
locations. His purpose? To let people 
enjoy and live with great works of 
art. He had no bottom-line objective; 
he just wanted to help the public ap- 
preciate the magnificence of Henry 
Moore's sculpture.

George Ablah used to confide to 
his friends with a twinkle in his eye 
that he loaned his Moores to New 
York because he had a big ego. To the 
extent this was true, I believe it was 
the ego of a poet. Perhaps as George 
looked at the crowds of people gath- 
ering around the works of art he had 
placed in their midst, he experienced 
the same kind of enormous ego satis- 
faction expressed by Walt Whitman 
in Song o f Myself: "Behold, I do not 
give lectures or a little charity, When 
I give I give myself."

George Ablah hoped to create a 
museum for his sculptures, but when 
the oil business nosedived, he could 
not carry out his plan. He eventually 
sold Blue Hill and arranged to have 
his collection become part of two 
museums-in Hakone, Japan and in 
Kansas City, Missouri. His name is 
not connected with either collection, 
but he considers his dream fulfilled 
now that the Moore sculptures, 
which he worked so hard to bring 
together, are on permanent view to 
the public.

When the Danish pharmaceutical 
company Novo Industri A/S estab- 
lished a U.S. research center in Dan- 
bury, Connecticut, the president, 
Mads Ovlisen, publicly thanked ar- 
chitect Richard Foster for his sensi- 
tivity. to the land and for reflecting 
the human priorities the company's 
founders had always considered

and  if their companies are prosper- 
ous enough to afford the inevitable 
costs. Indeed, official corporate sup- 
port for these values might be the 
only way to make them an integral 
part of the business world.

Take the case of George Ablah, a 
businessman from Wichita, Kansas 
who made a fortune in real estate and 
oil. Some years ago Ablah acquired 
an office park development known 
as Blue Hill, located on about 200 
acres of woodland and lakes in Rock- 
land County, New York. He loved the 
beautiful landscape, and to attract 
and please tenants-and him self-he 
decided to create a sculpture park. 
Not an ordinary sculpture park; it

would be the best in the world. So he 
set about buying every Henry Moore 
sculpture he could find, whatever its 
price. Soon he possessed the world's 
largest private Moore collection, 
with more than 100 of his works.

That's when I met George Ablah. 
He came to see me because I was in 
the public relations business and had 
been a longtime friend of Moore. 
When Ablah asked what I thought of 
his collection, I told him that it had 
become far too important to be re- 
stricted to a commercial office park 
and that he owed it to the artist and 
to history to somehow find a way to 
make it accessible to the public. To 
my delight, he agreed.

There is no other way to explain 
what happened next than to Say the 
poetic sp irit stirred in George 
Ablah's soul. He came up With the

W ho Needs
Poetry? by David Finn J

D avid Finn is chairm an and ch ie f 
executive o f Ruder Finn, Inc., an in- 
tern ation a l p u b lic  re la tion s firm  
based in New York City.

Many years ago, a Ford Motor 
Company executive wrote a letter 
asking the poet Marianne Moore to 
help find a name for a new car model 
about to be introduced. He urged her 
to use her poetic imagination to ex- 
press the car's qualities in a memo- 
rable word. Delighted, Ms. Moore 
agreed and led a correspondence with 
the executive. (The letten6 were 
eventually published in the N ew  
Yorker.) The correspondence ended 
with a note from the Ford executive. 
He thanked Ms. Moore for her efforts 
and explained that after due delibera- 
tion, the company had decided not to 
use any of the names she had sug- 
gested. The name of the new model 
would be Edsel!

Sadly, this rare and promising com- 
ing together of business and poetry 
ended in a flop. Yet the story is en- 

I couraging. It suggests that an ap- 
preciation of nonmaterialistic val- 
ues, which enables one to discover 
beauty in the human experience, can 
be found in a businessperson as well 
as a poet.

True, business does not generally 
encourage poetic expression. Poetic 
ideas are thought to be so out of sync 
with the corporate environment that 
executives excuse their cultural or 
public service inclinations by calling 
them "enlightened self-interest." 

j  Their attitude suggests that cultural 
enlightenment makes sense only in 
the name of self-interest, not in its 
own right.

Is it possible for business to give 
nonmaterialistic values as high a pri- 
ority as bottom-line results? Yes, if 

j that's what top executives believe
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are not crucial to the success of busi- 
ness enterprises. Corporations can be 
streamlined to their bare essentials 
and managed exclusively for the ben- 
efit of stockholders.

If we are wearing our shareholder 
hats, none of us will complain. When 
the goal is to eliminate all unneces- 
sary expenditures and run as lean 
a company as possible, who needs 
poetry? But when we put on our 
citizen hats, the question is harder 
to dismiss. We wonder, Is this the 
kind of legacy-a world without po- 
etry-w e want to bequeath to future 
generations?

Poets worry that as we concentrate 
on m aterialistic "truths," we lose 
sight of those things that, as the 
writer Kathleen Raine put it, "above 
all make us human." She warned that 
we will become barbarians-spiri- 
tual barbarian s-if we ignore the 
"shared knowledge upon which the 
goldsmiths of Byzantium, the build- 
ers of Chartres, the musicians of 
the diatonic scale, the painters of 
Florence, down to Yeats and other 
poets of the Irish renaissance drew."

This shared knowledge tells us 
that, as Keats put it, "a  thing of 
beauty is a joy fo rev er/' Why 
shouldn't there be some executives 
who feel the same way about beauty 
in their business and their lives and 
who use their power and influence to 
bring such joys to the world?

If there is no poetry in the souls of 
certain corporate executives, so be it. 
The world has survived such folk 
thus far and surely can continue to do 
so. But when there is a spark in the 
souls of men and women who man- 
age our companies, they should use it 
to light up their businesses as well as 
their personal lives, and they should 
say unashamedly why they are doing 
it. They will get the satisfaction of 
contributing to their civilization as 
well as to their corporations, and 
they will ultimately earn the grati- 
tude of their fellow citizens as well 
as their stockholders. ^

had found unique approaches to 
helping their communities solve 
problems.

In 1987, Gerald Tsai, Jr. succeeded 
Woodside as CEO. He had very differ- 
ent ideas about the role of the organi- 
zation in society, indeed, about the 
very structure of the company. A few 
months into his term, he sold the en- 
tire packaging division of the com- 
pany as well as the name American 
Can to Triangle Industries. Tsai 
changed the company's name to Pri- 
merica and shortly thereafter sold 
Primerica to Commercial Credit 
and resigned as chairman and CEO.

Photos: A. Binder, D. Finn

Triangle was subsequently sold to 
Pechiney S.A., the large aluminum 
company owned by the French gov- 
eminent. In the course of these musi- 
cal chair maneuvers, the ten top 
executives of Primerica received sev- 
erance payments amounting to $98 
million, with Tsai getting the biggest 
share. Nelson Peltz, CEO of Triangle, 
made some $600 m illio n  in the 
transaction. No more "American 
Can Says America Can." No more 
Am erican Can Foundation. Just 
bottom-line results for the stock- 
holders pulling the strings.

The truth is that business can do 
without fanciful ideas about human 
values. Cities don't need loans of 
Henry Moore sculptures in their 
parks, corporations don't need great 
architecture. What's more, commu- 
nity self-help programs don't need to 
be celebrated. Company foundations

preeminent. The company spared 
no effort in using materials and de- 
sign shapes that demonstrated a keen 
respect for the Danish work ethic 
as well as for the New England land- 
scape. The result is "not just a build- 
ing," Ovlisen has said, "but a place 
where dedicated people w ill do 
meaningful work."

In certain circumstances, one can 
attribute business benefits, like im- 
proved productivity, to humanitarian 
policies. But that isn't the point-at 
least not the only point. These poli- 
cies are worthwhile even if they 
produce no such benefits.

In interviews I have conducted 
over the past few years with CEOs of 
AT&T, General Motors, Mobil, Phil- 
ip Morris, Sara Lee, and more than a 
dozen other large corporations, I 
have seen vision and sensitivity. En- 
lightened self-interest is the com- 
mon rationale for these worthy 
impulses, since most executives 
think it's improper to appear idealis- 
tic. They fear they will look foolish 
to stockholders or " s o f t"  to col- 
leagues whose job security depends 
on meeting sales and profit targets. I 
worry that this way of justifying 
good deeds will make even the most 
w orthy programs sh o rt-liv e d - 
especially in today's aggressive busi- 
ness climate.

William Woodside was CEO of 
American Can Company until his re- 
tirement in 1987. He is also a con- 
cemed citizen. During his tenure, the 
American Can Foundation played 
an important role in defining the 
com pany's character. Its grants 
concentrated on hunger, economic 
restructuring, health care cost con- 
tainment, and the arts, and Woodside 
made it plain that he supported these 
causes because they were in the com- 
pany's best interests. As part of his ef- 
fort to give the company a social 
focus, Woodside also initiated a com- 
panywide program called "American 
Can Says America Can!" It was a 
way of saluting organizations that
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preemrnent. The company spared 
no effort in using materials and de
sign shapes that demonsuated a keen 
respect for the Danish work ethic 
as well as for the New England land
scape. The result ,s "not just a build
ing," Ovlisen has said, "but a place 
where dedicated people will do 
mearungful work:' 

In certain circumstances, one can 
attnbute busmeu benefits, like im
proved producuvity, to humanitarian 
policies. But that isn't the point-at 
least not the only point. These poh
c,es are worthwhile even if they 
produce no such benefits. 

In interviews I have co•ducted 
over the past few years with CEOs of 
AT & T, General Motors, Mobil, Phil- , 
ip Morris, Sara Lee, and more than a 
dozen other large corporations, I 
have seen v1s1on and sensitivity. En• 
lightened self•10teres1 is the com· 
moo rauo nale for these worthy 
impulses, since mos1 executives 
chink it's improper to appear idealis• 
uc. They fear they w1U look foolish 
10 stockholders or "!oft" to col
leagues whose 10b security depends 
on meeting sales and profit targets. 1 
worry that this way of justifying 
good deeds will make even the most 
worthy programs short-lived
especially m today's auressive busi
ness climate. 

Wilham Woodside was CEO of 
American Can Company Wltilhis re· 
urement 10 1987. He is also a con
cerned citizen. During his tenwe, the 
American Can Foundation played 
an important role in defining the 
company's character. Its grants 
concentrated on hunger, economic 
rcstructunng, health care cost con
latrunent, and the arts, and Woodside 
made it plain that he supp,otted these 
causes because they were m 1he com
pany's bes110teres1s. As part of his ef
fort 10 give the company a social 
focus, Woodside also trutiate:I a com
panywidc program called "Amencan 
Can Says America Can!" '.t was a 
way of saluung organ1zauoos that 
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had found unique approaches to 
helping their communities solve 
problems. 

ln 1987, Gerald Tsai, )L succeeded 
Woodside as CEO. He had very differ
ent ideas about the role of the organi
zation in society, indeed, about the 
very structure of the company. A few 
months into his term, he sold the en
tire packaging division of the com
pany as well as the name American 
Can to Triangle Industries. Tsai 
changed the company's name to Pn· 
merica and shortly thereafter sold 
Primerica to Commercial Credit 
and resigned as chauman and CEO. 
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1ii angle was subsequently sold 10 
Pechioey S.A., the large alummum 
company owned by the French gov
ernment. lo the course of these musi• 
cal chair man cu vers, the ten top 
executives of Primerica received sev
erance payments .amounting to S98 
million, with Tsai getting the biggest 
share. Nelson Peltz, CEO of Tnanglc, 
made some $600 million in the 
transaction. No more "America.n 
Cao Says America Cao." No more 
American Can Foundation. Just 
bottom-line results for 1he stock
holders pulling the stringi. 

The truth is that business can do 
without fanciful ideas about human 
values. Cities don't need loans of 
Henry Moore sculptures in the,r 
parks, corporations don't need great 
arch.ttecturc. What's more, commu
nity self-help programs don't need to 
be celebrated. Company foundations 

are not crucial to the success of busi
ness enterprises. Corporations can be 
streamlined to their bare essentials 
and managed exclus,vely for the ben· 
efit of stockholders. 

If we arc we.iring our shareholder 
hats, none of us will complain. When 
the goal is 10 eliminate all urmcces· 
sary expendi1ures and run as lean 
a company as possible, who needs 
poetry! But when we put on our 
citizen hats, the question is harder 
to dismiss. We wonder, Is this the 
kind of legacy-a world without po· 
etry-we want 10 bequeath to future 
generanons! 

Poets worry that as we concentrate 
on materialistic "truths," we lose 
sight of those things that, as the 
writer Kathleen Raine put it, "above 
all make us human:• She warned that 
we will become barbarians-spiri
tual barbanans-1f we ignore the 
"shared knowledge upon which the 
goldsmiths of Byzannum, the build
ers of Chartres, the musicians of 
the diatonic scale, the painters of 
Florence, down to Yeats and other 
poets of the Irish renaissance drew." 

This shared knowledge tells us 
that, as Keats put 11, "a thing of 
beauty is a joy forever." Why 
shouldn't there be some executives 
who feel the same way about beauty 
in their business and their lives and 
who use their power and influence to 
bring such joys to the world! 

If there is no poetry 10 the souls of 
certain corporate executives, so be 11. 

The world has survived such folk 
thus far and surely can continue todo 
so. But when there 1s a spark in the 
souls of men and women who man· 
age ow companies, they should use 1t 
to light up their businesses as well as 
their personal lives, and they should 
say unashamedly why they arc doing 
it. They will get the sausfacuoo of 
contributing to thecr civilization as 
well as to their corporations, and 
they will ultimately cam the gran
tude of their fellow cmzens as well 
as their stockholders. '=' 
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